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the White House. There was no
official statement as to the conference, but it was understood that
the bonus question was discussed.
Attack on Measure.
An attack on the bonus measure
was made In minority views made

BELAID BEFORE

public-

PRESIDENT. SMS

I

L UDEH

Bank Loan
Explained;
Serious Alteration of
Plans Is Expected.

Compromise
Will
No

Be Fully

NO BURDEN

TREASURY

"T.

LAID ON
NEXT YEAR

Administration Officers Are
Confident Gillett Will Suspend the Rules and Pass

the Measure.
(Ily The Associated Tress.)
Washington, March 19. Presi-

dent Harding made an engagement
today with republican house leaders
lor 9:30 a. in. tomorrow to discuss
the soldiers' bonus situation.
ot appointments made before his return from Florida he
was unable to grant their request
lor a conference tonight.
Representative Mondell of Wyoming,! the republican floor lender, said tonight that the whole situation would be laid before the
president and that the compromise
bank loan plan would be fully exMr. Mondell would not
plained.
venture an opinion as to whether
the bill would be called up in the
house tomorrow under a suspension of the rules, but he appeared
to be confident that there would
be no development at the White
House conference that would cause
serious alteration of the plan to put
the measure through soon.
"We have a bilt quite different
from anything the president has
expressed an opinion on," said Mr
Mondell, "and a bill that lays no
more burden on the treasury next
year than does the forthcoming
road bill, for instance. No Reason for Delay.
"Wo suspended the rules two
years ago to pass the first bonus
bill and. there is good reason t.i
handle
the m e a s u r e that
way. Them are men who have
in the matter
no responsibility
wtlh
who would come forward
amendments not for the purpose
of improving1 the bill, but to make
trouble, If we have about the best
bill we can get, there is no reason
to allow the minority to embarrass
our people.
"We have got the best bill we
can get and a very good one and
the sooner we pass it the better."
Among those who probably will
accompany Mr. Mondell to th
White House tomorrow will be
of
Chairman
the
Fordney
means
committee;
ways and
of
Chairman
the
Campbell
Chairman
rules
committee;
Towner of tne republican house
conference; Chairman Fess, of th
commitrepublican congressional
tee; Representative Longworth of
Ohio, member of both the ways
and means and steering committees and Representative Mann of
Illinois.
Glllott to Arrive Today.
Speaker Gillett, who delivered
an address today In his home city
of Springfield, Mass., was expected
to arrive here tomorrow and to
preside over the houU. Whether he
would see tho president before the
house convened was not disclosedbut
some administration officers today
said they wero confident he would
not entertain a motion to suspend
the rules and pass the bonus bill.
This question was one that house
leaders said they would take up
with the executive.
se

today

by

Representatives

of Massachusetts and
Treadway
Tilson of Connecticut, republican
members of the ways and means
committee.
their
They declared
belief that the bill, if enacted into
law, "would do more harm to the
people and to the country, the veterans themselves and their families included, than it w ould do good
to the individual beneficiaries."
centered
The
committeemen
their attack
principally on the
bank loan provision of the adjusted service certificate title and the
land settlement title. They asserted that tho loan scheme "seems to
us just about as unsound economically and unfortunate from every
point of view at this particular
tjjno as could possibly be devised."
Land Setfimrnt Title.
"Tho land settlement title," they
opportunity
said, "offers untold
is
for reckless expenditure
dangerous at the most and uncertain at the best." They added that
"there Is firmly grounded belief
in the minds of many that this
provision has been saddled upon
this bill with the hope and expectation of carrying through congress,
on the sturdy backs if the veterans
a measure so fraught with danger-oupossibilities and uncertainties
that it would receive scant support
if forced to stand alone in the open
on Its own merits."
Calling attention, that tho loan
provision has been disapproved by
high fiscal officers of the govern
ment, the committeemen asserted
that "a serious defect" in the bill
was the "entire lock of amortization, taxation or refunding for an
ticipated payment of the large sum
the government will owe in three
years" when the bank loan period
would
expire and the veterans
holding certificates would be authorized to borrow direct frcm the
government.
They estimated at
that time the treasury would have
tofor ad$600,000,000
provide
vances to banks on unpaid loans
made to veterans and to the veterans themselves.
I)2'e of Certificates.
"Attention is called," says the
report, "to the significance of the
date the certificates are to bear,
namely, October 1, 1922. With a
large force of clerks and the best
expert assistance possible, compar-be
atively few certificates could
issued by that time, and it would
be at least nrx months before any
large number could be put out. The
reason for the date, therefore, of
the operation of the bill as Octobo:-1next, one month prior to elec
tion. la very apparent."
"In estimating the political ef
feet of the support of this bill," the
repcrl continued, "it would seem
that rank Injustice is being done
the intelligence and patriotism of
man. It seems to bp
the
assumed that because each Individ
to receive a slight
is
ual veteran
pecuniary reward, therefore, he
and his friends will in turn reward
those who vote It and punish thos
who do not, regardless of what the
effect of the legislation upon the
country as a whole may be. We
believe this Is unjust and untrue.'

Dully
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Secret Service Operatives Have Gone to Richmond, Va., Where Two Employes of the
Branch Wanted in Connection With the Investigation Are Reported to Be Headed.
nT TIIK ASKOTIATRn, PHESH.)
of the loss, were reported to be
19. Be
Washington.. March
tween $170,000 and $200,000 in ne- headed.
The loss of the bonds became
gotiable Liberty bonds are missing
from tho Liberty bond branch of known Sunday, It was said, but the
the treasury, W. H. Moran, chief total amount missing had not been
Charles A.
of the socret service said tonight. ascertained tonight.
Secret service .operatives
have Clevenger. also an employe in the
was
held
to
for
sent
been
Richmond, Va., and branch,
questioning,
Charlottesville, Va., where two em- secret service officials announced,
In but no charges had been placed
ployes of the branch wanted
connection with the investigation against him.

VICE CLUB EXISTS
AT ST. LOUIS SCHOOL

NO

COMMITTEE REPORTS

FORECAST.
(By The Asanrlntrd Prpus.)
Denver. Colo., March 19. New
St. Louis, Mo.( March 19. A re
and Arizona: Fair Monday port stating that "no vice clubs
and Tuesday; not much change in exist or ever existed" at Soldan
temperature.
high school was presented to 1.000
persons here this afternoon by the
committee
llocaij nrcpoiiT.
parents'
Investigating
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
the charges of Victor J. Miller,
hours ending at 6 p. m. yesterday, president
of the board of police
recorded by the university:
clubs
commissioners, that such
60 were in existence, and was adopted
Highest temperature .
Lowest
34 with but a few
votes.
dissenting
Han Re . ,
28 The committee was discharged.
Mean .
47
An Investigation by the commit
66 tee, the report eal.l, found no eviHumidity at 6 a, m.19 dence
Humidity at i p. m
to support Mr. Millet's
. None charges and the committee therePrecipitation .
Maximum wind velocity.
29 fore was certain that no vice clubs
Direction of wind
, . , .North exist or ever did exist in Soldan
Character of day..
Clear high school.
-
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Closcup view of the destroyed Austin building In which the fire started. Below view from Canal strfel
showing the back of the Austin building and the C. B. & Q. building which was gutted by tho
flames. The latter building is on the right
Chicago police and fire officials they may throw some light on ment. The fire occurred In Chiare searching for two men peen the origin of the fire which swept cago's business district, Just outrunning from the Austin building an entire city block, killed one side the "loop" section. An elewhere Chicago's recent $1 B.000, 0H0 man, injured scores and threw vated station was destroyed
by
fire started, In the tJclteT ;"thai 25,000 persons' out of employ the flames.
i
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ONLY ONE CHANGE HAS
HARDING'S APPROVAL
Is

the Only One That

Ad-

ministration Leaders Expect to See Adopted; No
Alliance Contemplated.

four-pow-

er

POISON:

ROD!

juror

'

DISPOSITION

(By Tub mnirlnlrd l'rcn.)
The
March 19.
Washington,
proposed reservations promise to
become the tinal storm centers of
the senate's debate on tha
Pacitic treaty, which enters
a concluding chapter tomorrow
under a unanimous consent agree
ment to vote finally on ruut'icaiion
! ruluy.
Onlv one cf these reservations is
said Py ttie tuppoi'ters to bo acceptable to President Harding, and
it is the only one that udininisu
leaders expect to see adopted,
it was framed in the foreign rela
tions! committee and declares tlie
IS FOUND treaty
cuntemplates "no alliance.'
senators
A group of administration
still htpe they may accomplish ratification without even this qualifiHis Death Follows on the cation, but those in charge ot the
are not inclined to try uie
Heels of That of Pauline tIreaty
xperiment.
Second Ilescrvatioii.
Virginia Clark, Divorcee,
A
Knennd reservation, which 13
expected to provoke a determined
Last Thursday.
fignt, is in process oi ioiiuuiuuuu
by various groups ot senators op(Ry Tile- AHxoclriti'ri Vrvun.j
19.
posed to unreserved ratification,
March
.Mass.,
Boston,
nriiviiln that outsulo powers
Death by poison ended the fight if
con- of Otto Ilahlo Lai sen, a senior nt the shall ho consulted In Pacific are
roversv
where their interests
Massachusetts Institute of Tech- i
The third is u blanket
affected.
nology, from the g:iy party lit i"no alliance'' declaration originally
which Pauline Virginia, Clark, di framed
relations com
vorcee, ended her life early last mittee by foreign but
auunuoneu
republicans
Thursday morning. His body was by them
conlcrences with
found today behind the Museum of President utter
reintroand
he had duced on thoHarding
Fine Arts. Apparently
senate flour by Senabeen dead only a short time.
tor Johnson, republican, CuiiformJ,
Larsen was taking a course at an
irreconcilable foe of the treaty.
tho institute. He had been a freAs thtf1 situation shapes up in Ha
at
the
visitor
expensively
quent
final analysis the old groups of
furniHhed Newbury street apart- Versailles
fight are reapment of Miss Clark to whom his pearing, buttreaty
with many material
friends said he was deeply at- alterations. It Is former members
tached. Last Wednesday night ho of the republican "mild reserva-tionis- ts
was one of the guests at a lively
bloc" who have taken the
lend in nrtritiLT that the revised
party there.
ot
In the early hours
Thursday committee draft of the "no alli
morning, M'fsCliirk, who bad been ance'' reservation be voted down.
laughing and drinking, suddenly On the other hnd it wua to placIt was ate-a
wittoof the Versailles
collapsed and foU dead.
found that she had taken poison.
that the reservation
the
seized
was
framed.
Again as in the Verexcited,
Larsen, highly
bottle in which some of the 'oison sailles treaty maneuvering, tne
linilers are trying by
remained, ran from the apartment
and notified a physician and then the middle course to keep puacu
two elements.
was
these
No
him
of
between
trace
disappeared.
"Mild Kcservationlsts."
discovered until his body was
reservatiMiists" ot
"mild
Thnsn
found today.
no reserva
Bayard Wharton, of Philadel- other days,allwhoto want
the
phia, a Harvard student, who also tions at
was at the party, said that lrfir.'n in.iitv nmiin that the wishunre-otHo 'President Harding for an
was of a morbid disposition.
declared also that tho young wom- Juervorl reservation should be ful
they
an had been melancholy nni"h of filled if possible and declare
of sentiment
tho t me recently, although she ap- have made a canvass
But
is
It
that
possible.
night. showing
peared pay Wednesday
the margin would be
Wharton's father. Henry What Ion, they concede
havu
and
i
they
came to this city yesterday and en- a very narrow ne, the reservation
to support
gaged an attorney to look after his agreed
seems necesstill
it
in
end
if
the
son's Interests.
ratificaa
Miss Clark, formerly an artist's sary to make
tion vote certain.
model, was divorced In September
nf Versailles "lrrecon- Tho
tTroini
last from Lieut. Com. William D. cilables," willing to take the four- Thomas, U. S. N. Acquaintam.es power treaty
witn tne "no alliance
said she had many admirers and
has had for its princiwas in the habit of entertaining reservation,
pal spokesman thus far. Senator
lavishly.
renutilican. Connecti
nmniipirep
A few days before her dnath the
who drew the reservation as
cut,
showed to n young woman friend w .1 as the original blanket declaa bottle wbleh she said contained ration, now revived by Senator
poison, remarking that she would Johnson. During the coming week,
use it when she was "through with probably Tuesday, another member
hud of thio group, Senator McCormick.
Wharton
life."
said
shown him two bottle.i, one con- republican. Illinois, expects to adhail
said
but
dress the senate and explain why
taining perfume,
was considered
nothing about the contents r.f the the reservation
Medical Examiner
other.
neceassary.
Miss
who pronounced
A sharp exchinge wltn tne otner
Craig's death a rase of suicide, be- wine of the Versailles "irreconcilagan an investigation Into 'he death bles" who have adopted a bitter-In- d
of Larsen shortly after tho body
attitudo toward the present
was found.
treaty, seems likely to follow.
Two letters signed by I.arsen,
Sharp Dcbiito lixrK'otcd.
Some sharp debate is expected
asserting that Miss Clark hail long
intended to commit suicide and over tho original Hrandegee reserthat Larsen had supplied her with vation when Senator Johnson calls
for action. Mr. Johnson expoison, were received by a Boston it up to
ask for an explanation why
newspaper and Medical F.xamlner pects
on Page Two.)
on
(Continued
(Continued
Page Two.)

DRINKS

Another juror said the nine favored conviction and that the division had been on that basis from
the first ballot.
Judge Reeve reset tho case for

FINAL VOTE ON

BOSTON STUDENT

(Itv T!ie Assnclrilrd

Proi.)
Los Angeles, Calif., March 19.
e
Mrs.
of
case
in
the
The jury
bbonchain,
charged with
the murder of J. Helton Kennedy,
N.
reported to Judg3 Sydney that
Reeve at 7:49 o'clock tonight
it was unable to reach an agreement, and was discharged.
The Jurors wero hopelessly divided, according to their reports to
Judge Reeve.
was asked
Each
separately
whether there was a chance of
Each
replied "there
agreement.
was none."
The foreman Blatcd to the judge
the division was nine to three, but
as tho law requires, did not say
whether the majority favored conviction or acquittal.
Most of the jurors,
after they
were d'schnrged, were reluctant to
talk with newspaper men. One
threw a reporter out of the way
when ho sought Information as to
whether the majority favored acquittal or conviction. "I guess I've
got some rights as a citizen," the

fto

Proposed Reservations
Promise to Become the
Storm Centers of Debate
By Senators This Week.

er.
The exchanges
with the
Mexican president were fuid
Imm'ii
tho onlv
to not linve
eorresinrndcneo
earr'ed on by Mr. Harding
since his elect ion.

ft

11

A. F. L. TO URGE

PHILIP ARGALL,

E1ER

BULLY TIME

T

MAN.

ill

SI,

EMPLOYMENT FOR

DIES

JOBLESSJIEROES

Problems Connected With Was Founder of a Basic Congress Will Be Asked to
Funds for
the Care of Disabled Vets
Treatment for Ores and
Appropriate
Reclamation Projects and
Given First Consideration
Was Widely Known in U.
on Return Home.
Flood Control.
S. and Europe as Expert.
I'rew.l
(H.T Tile Awiorluled
(By The Aunclntrd I'rr.)
(I!; The A. loohifi'd I're.)

19. ProbDenver, Colo., March 19. Philip
Washington, March
lems connected with tho care of Argall, mining engineer and inauthority on metaldisabled soldiers was the first mat- ternational
lurgy, died here today after a
ter considered bv President flaid- - short
illness. He was the founder
ing today on his return from a va-- I of the Argall basic treatment for
cation in Florida.
ores and was widely known in
The president called Director mining circles In this country and
Forbes of the veterans' bureau, Di In
Europe as an expert on
rector Dawes of the budget bureau,
and Brigadier General Sawyer to
was fiS years old.
Mr.
meet Illinois offic:aIs of the Ameri- He wasArgall
Ireland,
born in
can legion in conference for the and had served In Belfast,
important minpurpose of discussing the whole ing positions In Kngland, France.
plan of government hospitalization Mexico and British Columbia. He
and vocational training for former came to Colorado in 1887 and
service men.
until 1902 was manager of the
The Illinois officials were asked LaPiata Mining company at Lead-villto state the criticisms which they
In 1902 he went to Chihuawere said to have made against the hua, Mexico, as consulting engipresent plan and to suggest any neer of the Dolores Mining comimprovement or amendment they pany. In 1905 he was appointed
had in mind.
by the Dominion government to
The special train conveying Mr.
the zinc resources of
and Mrs. Harding and their party Investigate
British Columbia.
from Florida reached Washington
Mr. Argall had extensive Inafter noon. The executive terests in Cripple Creek and Flor$29,604,000 TOTAL OF shortly
and Mrs. Harding went at onco ence, Colo.,
and was the author
RAILWAY EARNINGS IN to the White
House.
of numerous scientific books and
Others
on
who
returned
the
Ten
children survive.
JANUARY, IS REPORT presidential special were Secretary papers.
and Mrs. Week, Attorney General
(11? Tile AHmiciatfd Treftl.)
Under Secretary
of
March 19. Com- Daugherty,
Washington,
State
Rrigadier General
bined earnings of American rail- SawyerFletcher,
and Secretary Christian.
roads for January, on the basis of
Mr. Harding said he felt greatly
railroad
of Inter- benefited
compilations
as a result of
rest
state Commerce
commission re- and tho numerous games the
of golf
OAR;
to which marked his vacation stay
ports issued today, amounted
This total was esti- and declared he had a
$29,604,000.
'
"bully
mated to represent 2.60 per cent time.
return on the capital value of railDEAD
road investments compared with
an earning rate of 3.4 per cent COAL PRODUCTION IN
shown during December.
U. S. IS CLIMBING
During the month 74 railroads,
26 In east, 11 in the south and
UPWARDJS REPORT Assistant Superintendent of
37 In the west, failed to earn their
Detroit United Railway,
operating expenses.
(Ily The Annorlntcd rrew )
March 19. ProWashington,
Wife, 4 Children and a
duction of bituminous coal in the
SIGNS OF SPRING ARE
Guest Killed.
United States, stimulated by the
BROUGHT FROM EUROPE possibility of a strike on or after
April 1, ig climbing upward to
Detroit, Mich., March 19. Seven
levels never surpassed except dur- persons were killed near Roches(lly Th AMoclated 1'reM.)
New York, March 19. Two ships ing the peak of the war boom and ter, Mich., today, when their automobile skidded on a slippery higharriving
today frcm European the following Industrial expansion,
according to estimates issued to- way and was struck by on interur-ba- n
ports brought signs of spring.
car. The dead are:
Tho Sudbury from Hamburg car. day by the geological survey.
ried a cargo ot 67 wild, tame and
Kdward H. Ives, assistant gen- During the week ended March
trained afimals for a circus and 11, the output of reporting mines eral superintendent of the Detroit
one ballyhoo man, claimant of the was 11.0B8.000 tons or 4,100,000 United railway; Mrs. Ives, tneir
European sideshow barking chain more tons than were mined in the four children and a guest.
same week of the previous year
pionship.
and only 2,000,000 less than the
ChiFourteen German-speakin- g
nese with German wives, all jug- greatest total ever mined in a
glers; nine Algerians, all acrobats, similar period.
1,000 opium
arid an assortment of Siamese
Anthracite production also In
twins, living skeletons, contortion- creased, the total for the week
in
ists and bearded and fat ladles of Afarch 11, being fixed at
came on the Nieuw Amsterdam
0
1,913,-00tons compared with
New Tork. March 19. Admitfrom Boulogne.
tons the previous week and ting, according to police that ho
1,925,000 one year ago.
had arranged more than 1.000
BEA SHELL EXPEUT DEAD.
opium parties In this city, AnLos Angeles, Calif., March 19.
FLOOD STAGE IS PASSED.
thony Gessel, 89 years old, was
Mrs. Durton
Williamson
known
Memphis, Tenn., March 19.
arraigned in magistrate's court
nationally as an expert on sea Flood stage of the Mississippi rivei today ana neia in i,tuu oan ior
sholls, died at her home here today here was passed today, when tho trial.
Gessel was arrested
aged 79 years. She was a native official gaime reuistered more than this morning after he had early
sold
of England.
Three daughters sur- 35 feet. The river was rising rap- Ionium to detectives of tho narco
vive her.
ot
40
here.
feet
tor
idly with
five
dollars,
stage
tjo squad

$

$170,GC0 TO $209,000 HAV
DISAPPEARED FROM TREASURY

Mexico

I

a Mould
( opli--

SET FOR FRIDAY

treaty.
which
Tho correspondence,
lias bwn itolng on ftir
)iiie
as having
time. Is dcserilxd
char-acmo-;t
boon of it
t
cordial

Reluctant to Talk to
Newspaper Men; Date for
a New Trial Wil Be Set

Washington.
department of agriculture, through
41:1
tho help of rural mall carriers,
will set up machinery early in
?!t
pis
May to obtain the probable
population of the 14 states leading In the production of swine.
Some 24.000 carriers, connected
with 9.500 postoffices, will take
the pig census.
As
they drive through the
V "Y 14?. ?V VS$
country, carriers will distribute
and obtain
card questionnaires
reports from the farms on each
route. From these returns, percentages and state totals will be
worked out and applied to the
Madalynne Connor Obenchain.
total of all farms in the 14 states.
The states to be embraced In next
Tuesday, March 21, when he
Indithe census include: Ohio,
he would set the day for the
Soon after Mr. Harding returned ana,
Nebraska, said,
Iowa,
Illinois,
new
trial.
here today he had an hour's con- Kansas. Minnesota and South
Mrs. Obenchain
was in court
ference with Secretary Mellon at
when the Jury reported.
She
looked pale and worried.
The foreman in a statement to
Judge Reeve, confirmed that the
division had been nine to three
from the beginning1.

WEATHER

AM

xr.

I'cr-soi-

Are

The

WORTH FROM

rrriis.)
WtiHliiiigton, Mnrcli 19 (by
tlio Aswiclntod Press.)
oxcltanses between I'n's
(lent liardins and President
Ohreyoii looking to reeosnltlon
are in
by the l ulled Statcw
progress, It was disflesril tixlay
In lilsh ndnilnlstrntlon circles.
American officials believe early recognition Is probable.
The only point of difference
between the two executives, it
was declared. Is the desire of
President
Harding to make
the fonrnl rccosiillioii
oj
Mexico ooincidciit Willi the
HlKtiini! of a treaty pledgins;
the Routliern republle to protect American rights within Its
borders, whereas the Mexican
president world like the formal recognition to pivcedc iho

IS

i

Carrier or lu

(Ily Tim ABSorliitpd

IT

GOVERNMENT TO TAKE
PIG CENSUS IN MAY
19.

RECOGNITION OF
OBREGON REGIME

MAJORITY FAVORED
REPORT
CONVICTION,

,

March

U. S. CONSIDERS

,

Jurors Hopeless, Divided,
Nine to Tfv-- ? ''According
to Their
Jrts Made
to the Cr ,

by

EDITION

Single

FAILS TO REACH

JH

CITY

9

OBEMGHAIH JURY

VERDICT;

ii

A

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, March 20, 1922.

No. 70.

mm hill
0.

''PI

ra

LEADERS IN HOUSE TO
Is
Incendiarism
Blamed for
CONFER WITH HARDING
$15,000,000 Fire in Chicago
ON BONUS BILL TOD A Y

G.

"TP

cyani-datio-

e.

u

PT mini

Gin

INTERURBAN

7 PERSONS

arrangIdIvtoSeThan

parties

new york, admits

-

As a
19.
Washington, March
means of relieving unemployment
the American Federation of Lahor
soon will urge congress to enact
bills appropriating funds for vast
land reclamation projects and for
development of the Mississippi
river basin by control of flood
water, increase ot navigability and
drainage of lands.
No estimate of the expenditure
Involved was made in the report,
approved by Samuel
Gompers,
president of the federation, which
was prepared by n special committee of tho labor organization's legislative committee.
"We feel that while present dislocation
exists
throughout the
world, with industry stagnant and
unemployment
growing worse, it
"ichnoves us to work rut a conthe report
structive program,"
said, "that will, in addition to alleviating the existing situation to
those
a large extent, establish
works that will ever redound to the
dignity and progress of our government and the welfare of our
people."
The reclamation
rroposed, the
report said, would Include governmental assistance to drainage work
and clearing of logged-o- f
lands,
as well ns Irrigation of arid secreclaimed
Value of land
tions.
along the Mississippi would pay
much of the cost of the work, it
was estimated, "besides
making
seaports ot some of our inland
towns."

BEAVERS ARE CAUSING
TROUBLE TO FARMERS
(By Tb Auorlnted Prrm
El Paso, Tex., March 19.

tour-pow-

b'

er

two-thir-

h,

DOWNPOUR III HAW

HEAVY
AND

T0USISTS ARE MARG

Ancient Landmarks Collar t j'
Party cf Sightseers Visiting the Wr).:n
Kilauea Stranded for Several Days; i1ev
Sea Interferes With Shipping.

One of the

(BY THE ASSOC
March 12.
rains which have
visited the Hawaiian islands during
the past week caused much damage and marooned many tourists
and sightseers.
The rain was responsible for the
collapse of one of the ancient landk
house
marks here a
bound with straw, that had stood
for more lhan a century In the
grounds of the convent of the
The dwelling was
sacred heart.
old when the first Catholic missionaries landed here In 1837 and
built a mission near the house. The
structure had been th subject of
much conjecture among students
of Hawaiian history.
A steam laundry will be built on
tho site of the dwelling, convent
officials said.
A party of twenty-fiv- e
tourists
who were visiting
the volcano
Kilauea on the island of Hawaii,
were mnrooned at the volcano
house near the brink of the crater
for several days because the heavy-rainhad washe I out several
bridges on the road from Hllo, the
seaport, to the volcano. Seven automobiles were stalled along the
Honolulu,

)

Beav
ers are causing much damage and
a great deal of troublo to farmers
who depend on Irrigation by damming up, drainage ditches in the
Rio Grande valley;
The reclamation service reports
that the beavers are doing most
damage where drainage ditches
pass under Irrigation ditches. The
holes In the Irrigation ditches flood
the drainage ditches with water.
The beavers cut wdllows and wedge
them tightly in culverts, plastering
the branches over with mud. It Is
difficult to pull the willows out,
and If they are pr.lled out at one
place, within three days the beavers
will have another place plastered
up.
A E. Gray Is In charge of beaver
eradication work in this vicinity,
and is taking plct ires of the beavers to te sent to headquarters of
the reclamation service In Wash
ington for aid in exterminating
them
Beavers have been doing
drirage to p'ach orchards, where they have cut down
small trees.
One of their dami
never washes away it is said.
,

s"

T. H..

mud-bric-

s

IATEI) PRESS.)
road by washouts, according to reports reaching here.
Extremely
rough weather acd
companied the rain,
vessel captains reporting the hardest voyages in years. The sea was
so rough that several of the ships
were unable to make their usual
stops at tl?e other Islands because
of the danger of attempting a landing.
inter-islan-

LEADERS In'bOwUnG
ARE NOT DISPLACED
(By Thp AKStM'iatetl PresO
Toledo, Ohio. March 19. Bowlers making par In the events of the
American Bowling congress tournament here today failed to push
any leaders down but several of
them rolled money winning scores.
Indianapolis Chicago und Detroit entrants wjre th most prominent today, a number of good
scores being hung up. Not one of
them w is able to reach the list of
first ten in the standings, however.
Two Indianapolis pairs 'ed the
various squads today i t the matter
'
.ot scoring,

r

r
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1
FARMS
BUSHNELL'S CARTOON MOVIES OF NEWS EVENTS IN EIGHT REELS.
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AS GOES

WHAT DO THEY DRINK AIPRTA60HIR:
R PLEStOSMRIAN MONSTER REPORTED
'SEEN in
inpatasonirDESCRIBED AS HRVIN6 CKOCODHE BODY
AND NFCIf OF iSlVIN - i-

r swrnr lake

SO THE NATION

GOES;

c

ITCH II

6S VACRTION TRIP TO DR. OCTAVIO FELIX PEDROSA' FROM
J HE CAN BRING, THE
FLORIPA INCLUDED MUCH 601FM6- BRAZIL'S AYTO
L IPE BY HEART
MAYBE HttiM SETTIY6 IN TRIt TO DEAD BACK
NOT LET
SMN6 THE "Bt STICK" ON CONSRESS MASSAQE METHOD-JOHN
HIM EXPERIMENT ON
BARL E VCORN FIRST ?i
PRES. HARDIN

THE SURtST

OF CPRINQ-

06A

-

March 20, 1922.
CHANGE HANDS
MESILLA VALLEY
to

(Special torresponaence

Complete April List
NOW ON SALE

ine Jocrnnl.)

Ias

Cruces, N. M., March 19.
Threo important farm transfers
became matters of record March
17, when W. A. Hood and his son,
J. W. Hood, both of California,
bought 34 3 acres of land west of
the bridge at Anthony. The former became the owner of 130 acres
of land, owned by Henry T. Have-noHis son acquired the J. W.
Wray farm of 129 acres. Jointly
acres, owned
bought eiehty-fou- r
by Mark B. Thompson and R. V.
Porter.
Col. M. C. O'Hara of Las Cruees,
who negotiated the deals, said that
200 acres of the land will be planted to cotton, the rest being used
for general crops. The work of
for
putting the land in shape men
planting will begin as soon as
and teams can be assembled.
"There Is an exceptional demand
for land In the Mesilla valley this
spring," Colonel O'Hara said, "and
for large sales is
the outlook
brighter than it has been in years.
It is expected that between 7,000
and 7,600 acres of valley land will
this year.
be planted to cotton
setMany of the planters are newmosttlers in this district, coming
Oklahoma, Arizona and
ly from
Texas."

rOL'
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Blaine's Old Stronghold Will

a Congressman
Vote Is
Women's
Today;
An Uncertain Factor.
Choose

TreM.)
(By The Associated
Me.. March 19.

Augusta,

II

imotkr

1

The

refirst test of strength between
In. the
publicans and democrats
will
congressional battles this year
come in the third Maine district
In this district once
tomorrow.
G. Blame,
the stronghold of IsJames
to be chosen.a representative
The candidates are John 1. Jei- -

IV?.--'

(i

.r.i.lilirnn. nnd Krnest L. MOT.eVn. democrat, both of AuRUStn
,ii.,-i,.t- '
rnmnrislnK five
been stronKly
counties, always hasdemocrats
hay
republican but the
wosed a hard campaign In an
to swine it their way.
The women's vote is considered
an uncertain factor. Both
issued
Jut "menls. Mr. Nelson characteras one of the most
election
the
ized
;
m the history of the
nnd warned his supporters
If he were
acalnst
would be con
r,.t,i it said, it the
ns
strued throughout of thecountry
splendid
work of president Harding and his
if thn democrats should rereed in cutting down the usual it
publican majority." he added,
would give tremendous
Tnent to the democratic campalgnfull rWtionS.
f Mr. McLean asserted that tho
closing hours of tho campaign
elec- brought "great hope" for his

't.
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INHR T WOUL D THE NRRSH CRITICS OF
OUR DEAR 1922 FLRPPERS MVE TO
SHY ABOUT THE FLHPPER TYPE OF
IB60-6S-
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BACK TO THE SIMPLE LIFE LLOYD 6F0Rbt ON VACATION POR
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Fox-Tr- ot

Eddie Elkint' Orchestra

75c

ot

ot

ot

Fox-Tr-

to Tho Journal.)

V1

ot

Fox-Tr- ot

Silver City, N. M., March 19.
Miss Hazel Murray, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Murray of this city,
was married In the cathedral in
hna Angeles Saturday morning, to
Harry Barker of that city. Tne
bride was given away by her
father.
The bride is a Silver City girl
and has resided here all her life,
except time spent attending school
The groom lived in
in the east.
Silver City at one time as a member of the Silver City baseball
team and made many friends1 here
oualitles
because of hla sterling
His parand fine 'sportsmanship.
ents reside in Los Angeles. He is
now engaged in business in Los
Angeles, where the newlyweds will
make their home.

ttt

jXf

CorPMponclcnro

Fox-Tr-

Eddit ETHnic Orchestra J
After the Rain. Fox-TrRay Millerand Hit Black and White Melody Boyt
"Broken Toy. Intro. !' My Darling." Medley
J5C
Fox-TrThe Happy Six)
Cutie. Intro. "I've Found a Bud Amongst the
Roses" from T7i Blue Kitten. Medley Fox- Knickerbocker Orch., direction Elkins
Trot
75- - y,
Venetian Love Boat
Bay Miller
and Hi Black and While Melody Boys.
1
On the Gin, Gin, 'Ginny Shore.
Ray Miller and His Melody Boys
Tell Her at Twilight. Fox-Tr75c ,
The floppy Sh
Good-By- e,
Shanghai! Intro. 1 Can Me" Medley
Fox-TrThe Happy Six
75c
Tht Happy Six
p
Wimmin.

WEDS INANGEL CITY

V

There 1s a general feeling of
continued,
he
dissatisfaction,"
pnmrress. which has done
",ith
riromised relief has
-t- v,ir,c
Th
not been lven either the farmer,
the laboring man or tho merchant. Many staunch republicans
have reached tho conclusion that
the onlv way to rouse congress
from its lethargy is to elect a dem BOSTON
ocrat.

Lonesome Hours.

MURRAY

MISS HAZEL

S"

Dance Records
Just a Little Love Song.

ot

ot

One-Ste-

California Ramblers
Bow Bow Blues.
California Ramblers J
Smilin'.
When Shall We Meet Again. Intro. ;'Mary
O'Brien.'! Medley Waltz
,
Prince's Dance Orchestra)
By the Old Ohio Shore. Waltz
Prince's Dance Orchestra)
Fox-Tr-

Fox-Tr-

ot

75c

ot

(A-62-

Song Hits
'
The Sheik. Male Trio.
Charles Hart, Elliott Shav) and Everett Clark A 3558
75c
Granny. Male Trio
Charles Hart, Elliott Shaw and Everett Clark,
Male
from Good Morning Dearie,
Shannon Four
Quartet
Lalawana Lullaby. Tenor and baritone duet.
75c
Billy Jones and Ernest Hare
Cuddle-U- p
Marion Harris
Blues
I've Got the Wonder Where He Went and When 75c
Marion Harris
He's Coming Back Blues
Sally and Irene and Mary. Tenor Solo
Frank Crumit
75c
Frank Crumit
Tenor Solo
Charles Hart and EUioll Shaw
Mammy Lou
75c
Feather-Be- d
Lane
Billy Jones
Blossom Time. Vocal Gems. Intro. (1) Let Me
Awake. (2) Only One Love Ever Fills the
Heart, (3) My Springtime Thou Art, (4) Sere
nade, (5) Song of Love.
--

Ea-Lu-- A

85 PER CENT OF MEAT
ment, tho letter said, were not wild
BY
STUDENT
revels, but were only for tho purMARKETED IN LONDON
pose of killing the moroseness edi-of
DRINKS POISON;
C.
C.
In his letter to tho
life.
her
COMES FROM OVERSEAS
BODY IS FOUND tor of a Boston paper condemning
LAS VEGAS NORMAL TO
of
of
scandal,
stories
the printing
HAVE A KINDERGARTEN
London, March 19. A song that
he advised that the editor also take
(Continued from Page One.)
was very popular in London music
bepoison, "when your Inferiority
FOR SUMMER SESSION
halls many years ago extolled the
comes too conscious in your mind, (Special Corrwiponilenee to Tli' Jviilintlt.) virtues
Magrath several hours after his
of the "Roast Keef of Old
to if you have one."
Las Cruces, N. M., Mann 18.
and vociferously declar(grxrlal Cnrrenpomlenr lo The Journal.) body was found. In tho lettersaid
England."
affair,
love
March
first
Larsen
Larsen's
M..
The
was
national
advertising
It
Las Vegas, N.
the medical examiner,
ed that it accounts for the freedom
him friends said tonight. He came to
on
Las
carried
who are the parents of that Miss Clark requested
by
campaign
that "runs in the blood of the
Cruces Chamber of Commerce,
several weeks ago to procure some America in 1918 as one of ten stuvoiine children need not let that
Englishman."
at poison for her in order that she dents sent to America by the Northe Klephant Butte irrigation
interfere with their attendanceNew
It is generally believed that
district and the Dona Ana
take her own life. She had wegian government to study Amerthe summer school of the
might
quite an much of the rich, red blood
5
Until
on
methods.
course,
this
the
last
June
buneau
decided
farm
before
ican
Normal
university,
county
Mexico
engineering
of freedom runs in his veins as In
long
seven months has proved its
to July 27. The Normal has ar- ho said she had told him.
last January he knew no girls and
the good cloys of old but it can n
worth many times over, said
"I agreed to do this," the letter applied himself diligently to his
ranged to take care of the little
longer bo said that it is the "roast
of
from
her
chairman
M.
kindergar- continued, "extracting
studies.
Clark,
folkB In an
Georgo
beef of old England" that accounts
not
of
one
is
would
the
committee
of
executive
she
and
that
the
Clark
met
Miss
the promise
ten. The kindergarten
Then he
for its presence there.
first named organization, addthe new courses to be startedena-at use it until her memother came their attachment grew steadily.
In fact many Englishmen, but
womher promise
home. She gave
summer school time. It will
tho
ing:
eat
young
between
more especially Londoners,
Quarrels
we
solution
have
a
show
Larthat
"Our flies
ble teachers to study kindergarten and I prepared for her
beef than
an and rich friends resulted.
much less of English
inmore
accommodate
12,000
than
will
when
received
it
and
of strong poison."
methods;
comes from other countries that
sen's friends declared,
The letter related how larsen she was driven to choose between
in the city, and teachers witli
quiries to date. Most of these
are far distant and which Is
are from healthseekers and
rhllrlren. nd it will eive th little had met Miss Clark six weeks ago Ijirscn and love, and rich friends
brought to England frozen in reFully 200
folk (rood training. Work on the and they had become Intimate and luxury, she chose Larsen.
prospective settlers.
frigerators.
of
buildii
ntt
lfl.
women
Miss
have
men
main
tola
Clark
said
of
and
already
the
iends.
It
renairlne
meet
A report of the "frozen
"Disgraceful Comment."
settled in town and valley, and
th Normal university, damage by him of her excessive depression
trade" which has Just been pubAt the start of his letter to the
more
that
is
it
many
In
fire February 2. has progressed to and of various incidents in her medical
expected
the
lished
says Importations
examiner, Larsen said:
will come from various parts
the point where there is no doubt life.
United Kingdom, in 1921 exceeded
tho
so
that
order
be
disgraceful
resisted
"In
will
she
and
how
United
Slates
structure
of
tho
completely
wondered
"I
the
all previous records with a total
1
restored and ready for occupancy long the temptation that death comment of certain Iiostonof news-of 917,414 tons of beef, mutton anrt
Miss
'
upon the death
state in the union
letter stated.
the
papers
1efore tho summer school time.
is,"
Every
really
lamb. The homo product was estiand all but one province In tho
The two lower floors are now beThe letter then described how Clark may be , given a chance lib-to
mated 1,050,400 tons.
the
Bchoe.1 ho
I
take
compie-.toncome
was
in
tk
Miss
Clark
the
are
used
dominion
that
represented
training
by
suspected
ing
In London district 85 per cent
these inquiries. We also have
classes.
erty in this way to tell what I know
going to break her word and take
of tho meat marketed conies from
the poison among her guests on about the tragedy."
inquiries from points in Houtn
overseas. Only one Londoner out
A portion of the letter follows:
America, Mexico and Alaska.
Wednesday night and although sho
of Reven can reckon upon having
INDEPENDENTS MEET
"MiBS Clark was not a 'society
Most of tho inquirers say they
British-fe- d
promised to defer her act,
meat to eat.
again
IN LASJEGAS TODAY she suddenly stood up and drank belle' of the pleasure seeking type.
want to get away from harsh
weather and other uncertain
the fatal potion.
Her charming parties were given
climatic conditions."
"I called a doctor and attempted to kill tho morosenerfs her life had
(Special rorreponcltne to Tho Journal.)
camIS.
Mr. Clark said the
on her. Defiant of
to assist her." the letter continued. precipitated
IjB.9 Vegas. N. M., March
continued
be
will
The independent state committee, "When I saw that she was dead, I society, too strong to ask for help
paign
headed by Max Gutierrez of Albu- left because I would not give my- or sympathy, she long ago decided
throughout the coming two
ob how thfl end should be when
years.
querque and Apolonio A. fiena of self up to be grilled by
rethe
a
no
I
hold
to
took
longfriends
devoted
her many
police.
this city is scheduled
meeting here Monday, during the mainder of the poison with me, It er could divorce her from the mis- M0SQUER0 ORGANIZES
convention of the New Mexico Cat- was my property after Miss Clark ery of her own thoughts.
SPIVEY-ARAND- A
tle and Horse Growers' association. was dead.
"Knowing me to bo a chemist,
POST
"I had Intended to take poison she asked me to get her some
Each county has been invited to
OF AMERICAN LEGION
It is not before I met Miss Clark. She was poison. I agreed, extracting from
Rend committeemen.
her the promise that she would
known how great a response will the world's finest woman."
Tho parties in Miss Clark's apart- - not use It until her mother came (Siwlnl Correspondence to .r .lomnul.'.
be received.
back. She gave her promise and
Mosquero, N. M., March 1.
a
I prepared for her a solution, alpost of the Amerihere,
"
though I did not anticipate to can legion has been organized
nor with a membership of about 2".
what end. Neither Mr. G
electwere
officers
In
tho The following
any of the other gentlemen
comparty had any part In Miss Clark's ed: James H. England, post senior
Neither had the young mander; W. P. Mealey, Jr..
suicide.
It. E. Trujillo,
vice commander.
lady from Worcester.
I,. C.
What Happened.
Junior vice commander;
"What happened Wednesday af- Kingsbury, adjutant; P. K. Kingsternoon and night I will shortly bury, finance officer; J. F. Smith,
describe.
Jr., historian; Faustln Hernandez,
"I called Miss Clark on the sergeant at arms; the Rev. Floyd
6
about
sho
o'clock,
phone
asking Burnett, chaplain.
When you go to the
me to Join her and her friends as
The post is named in honor of
soon as I could. I arrived at her two Harding county boys who lost
ice box for one last
apartment at about 7 o'clock their lives duringT. the world war.
the plant of The Telephone
died
Splvey
where I met two gentlemen, Mr Sergeant Josept
bite at bedtime
and Mr.
,
neither of while in camp near San Antonio,
Company belongs to the stockand find one piece of
whom I had met before. Present Tex., and Private Manuel Aranda.
also was Miss Clark's lady friend who was gassed overseas, died
holders, the Service belongs to the public;
cranberry pie, that's a
from Worcester. The two gentle here.
and it is under the control of the public
men left shortly after my arrival
real lucky strike!
to procure a pint of whisky with FINAL VOTE ON
to a much larger extent than could poswhich they soon reappeared.
At
10 o'clock Mr.
TREATY
went to the
auto show and came back about
sibly be controlled by the Company indeSET FOR FRIDAY
11:30. Shortly before that Miss
Clark had telephoned for Mr.
pendently of the public.
who came to the apart- (Continued from rage One)
ment shortly after.
As a matter of fact, the telephone or"All this time music had been those who had sponsored the resThe discovery of toasted
played. We nad danced and con- ervation in committee withdrew 1'.
ganization is simply an agency through
versed gaily. I was not feeling after conference with President
tobacco was a lucky strike
very well, not having had dinner Hardlne.
which a community serves itself. If this
for us.
The proposal to include outside
and therefore asked tho ladles'
in Pacific "conferences"
If you will buy a package
to go for dinner.
powers
permission
unreasonable
is
hampered by
agency
under the treaty Ins been voted
IMailo Up Somo Sandwiches.
of
Lucky Strike cigarettes
"Miss Clark, however, personal down in various other forms threa
legislation, restrictions on requirements,
yourself you will see why
past week, but
ly made up some sandwiches and times during the
its proponents are drafting what
millions now prefer the
partook herself in the meal.
or by inadequate revenues, or by unjust
they call a compromise reserve
"Around 1:30 Mr.
reclined tlon
toasted flavor.
at
believe
which
may
they
on a couch. Mr.
burdens of taxation, the ability of the
ronvernwas
the support of some of those
Ing with Mls Clark and I with tho tract were
recorded against similar
lady from Worcester. I had a sus who
agency to properly function is impaired if
on previous roll calls
picion that Mrss Crark had told her propositions
Administration
leaders, however,
not wholly destroyed.
Do thi (odaj and notice th
friend about the poison and also insist
no possibility that the
is
there
that she contemplated to break her reservation will
dtliolou (o sir if Bur ley
be accepted.
promise. I took the phial, but Miss
- whan jott try Lucky S trik a.
Because of the requirements of the pubClark saw it and tried to regain it.
IN
STORE
it willingly
KRESS'
ROB
back
to
gave
her
lic for efficient and abundant telephone
after having made her affirm her
THE HEART OF DENVER
promise not to use it until after
service, the public has a very vital interest
mother came back.
"A few minutes later while I was
Denver, Colo., March 19. Robin the financial health and general well-beiin the hall I heard Mr.
cry bers entered the S. H. Kress B,
out for me. Rushing into the par 10 and 25 cent store in the heart
of the Company.
lor, I found Miss Clark dying in a of Denver's business district early
chair. I tried to make her throw this morning and took about $500
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
whole-hearteup tho poison, but neither mine nor from the sate. Entrance to the
nd Welilrm.
IMIerroaken
d
With your
moral and
Mr.
's efforts succeeded. It safe was gained by Bawlng and 1100 Boutb Socood St. Tel. 1UI7-was then I, knowing the effects of chiseling through the door.
financial support the Company can conthe poison, notified by telephone
physicians and then left the apart- GOOD POn THAT "FI.VJ" COVJGH
tinue to give you the quality and quantity
ment, in order to avoid questioning
For quick relief from the wearGlass-Lumbof service you require.
by
policemen. I ing coughs that "hang on" after fwind Shield
CO.
testito
wait until my
preferred
the grippe or influenza, take
J C BAI.KIIMlB I.U.UBIIH
r Hn..ih
Klrt eireM. I'hoM M.
mony would be of value, then glvj Foley's Honey and Tar. Mrs. K. D. I
"
it and take the rest of the poison, Drake, Childs. Md. writes: "Aftor
as I intended to do alrcadr before an attack of the flu th t left me
I had the privilege of meeting Miss with a severe cough nothing seemClark, whom I truly estlmato to be ed to relieve me till I tried Foley's
one of the world' finest women." Honey and Tar. which I can highly
C.
recommo d." it is also good for
Saccharine possesses 300 times croup, whooping cough and colds.
SPECIALIST IN OCt'LAR
cane
the sweetness of
sugar.
it puts a Hoothlng, healing coating
REFRACTION
over tho Inflamed surfaces,, cuts the
Phone 1057-I07 8. Fourth.
The Mediterranean Is tho bluest phlegm. eHBes hoarseness, clears
the air passages. Sold everywhere.!
of all the'Bcas.

ADVERTISING
OF
CRUCES

BRINGS RESULTS
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This will fix
my cold
I

ALWAYS keep Dr. King's New
Discovery handy. It breaks up
hard, stubborn coMs and stops the
No harmful
paroxysms of coughing.
All
drugs, but just good medicine.
druggists, 60c.

Dr. King's
New Discovery

....

TX7HILE

it

LUCKY

STRIKE

It's Toasted

ng

I

er

"

Mountain States Telephone
and Telegraph Co.

H. CARNES

Birmingham Blues.
Edith Wihon and he Original J an Hounds
Wicked Blues
Edith Wilson and the Original Jan Hounds,

For Co Ids ond Coughs
Stubborn Bowels

TamedrLcav-in-

g

the bowels unmoved results in
health destruction. Let the geutlv
stimulating Dr. King's Pills bring tc
you a regular, normal bowel functioning. 25 cents. All druggists.
PROMPT! WON'T GRIPE

FOR SALE

WATER MOTOR

75c

'

75c
75c

'

Opera and Concert

Inquire

O I) H N A I.

75c

'

Sibyl Sanderson Pagan
Simple Confession (Simple Aveu). Whistling
Sold
Sibyl Sanderson Fagan,
'
The Opera at Pumpkin Center
Col Stewart (Uncle Josh)
Uncle Josh Buys an Automobile
Cal Stewart (Uncle Josli)
Apple Blossoms (A) Vocal (B) Orch. April Showers (C) Vocal (D) Orch.
Pussy Willow (A) Vocal (B) Orch. My Little
Yellow Duck (C) Vocal (D) Orch.
Bessie Calkins Shipman

D r. Kind's Pills

J

WWstling Solo

Flower Song.

31

$125

Columbia Light Opera Company
V Blossom Time"
Prince's Orchestra

Selections from

O F V I C K

Anno?

Charles Hackell

Mother Machree. Tenor Solo

J J ,00

8
Louis Graseur
Vale. Baritone Solo
Lout Gratur) $1.00,
Sylvia. Baritone Solo
La Sonnambula Ahl Non giunge (Ahl Sorrow) 49763
Recall Not). Soprano Solo Maria Barrientos J $ 1 .50
49991
Open the Gates of the Temple. Tenor Solo.
I
Tandy Mackenzie $1.50
Angel's Serenade. Soprano Solo
Cortnn
$1.50
y
Corinne
Mary. Soprano Solo
Song of India from Sndfro. Violin Eddy Brawn
Hymn to the Sun from Le Coq d'Ot. Violin
Eddy Brown $1.00
MoveAndante
(Second
Surprise Symphony
Philharmonic Orchestra of New York
ment)
Under direction of Josef Stransky
Light Cavalry Overture
$1.50
Philharmonic Orchestra of New York
Under direction of Josef Stransky,
O'er Waiting Harpstrings of the Mind. ChrisNevada Van Der Veer
tian Science Hymn
Nevada Van Der Veer $125,
The New Old Story
)A-354-

UMBER
GLASS
CEMENT

PAINT
PLASTER

Spivey-Arand-

The Service Is Your- s-

o.

n

Rider-Kels-

Rider-Ketee-

423 North First Street

Secretarial,
Bookkeeping
Shorthand,
Typewriting,
Civil Service
and all
Commercial
Subjects
Day and Evening Sessions.
WESTERN SCHOOL fAk
PIUVATK SECRETARIES
Eighth St.
Tijcrns Ave. and 901
.1
Telephone
--

t
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Nam Columbia Placard
am Sata ml all Columbia
Dtmlmra the lOth anal
30th at moan aaamth

COLUMBIA

r

1

kooK l

I

ilm

Ur. ( Mmio
I

he. like tm oeen,tK

GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY,
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OPPORTUNITY
IS "Opportunity"
for the
THOROUGHLY TRAINED young
man or woman. Start that training NOW.

There
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"It Is Clean"
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B7 Tlip AHsorhited

Prcni.)
Zey Prevost, Show Girl, Has
Denver, Colo., March 11 Rayold wus
mond
four
Adams,
years
Third
Trial
Disappeared;
killed and tlireo persons weio into Be Lonqer Than Either jured In four automobile
accidents
hero today. Two policemen, W. W.
cf the Others.
Patterson and Leon HullitiKer, also

-

1

(By The Amoelnled PreM.)

Washington, March 19 Trusteeship for a third of the world's gold
supply changes hands tomorrow
when F. B. Scobey of San Antonio,
Tex., succeeds Raymond T. Baker
an director of the mint. Gold assets of the mint service institutions
aggregate
$3,000,000,000.
The
world gold supply is estimated at
approximately $9,000,000,000.
Mr. Scobey, when he takes tbe
oath of office tomorrow, will assume supervision of the government's coinage Institutions and
toiiB of precious metals.
Bars of
gold and silver and coins of all denominations will come under his
charge.
According to a report completed
tonight by Mr. Baker for his successor, the total assets of the mint
service Institution's
approximate
$3,7G.OOO,000 stored in the mints
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owes much of its

ALBUQUERQUE the healthseeker,

were Injured when tho motor cycle and side car in which they
were riditifT overturned.
MiUo lielmont of ljenver. nllet;-e- d
to have been drivint; tho car
that ran down ami fatally injured
tho Adams hoy, is being held by
tho police on a charge of reckless
Ho told tho police that
driving.
the AdaniH boy darted in front of
his machino and j;ave him no
chance to nvoid striking lilm. Patrolman Thomas Ueary, who witnessed tho accident, reported bow-evthat lielnibnt seemed unable
to stop his ear.
After lielmont and IVary took
tho boy to a hospital, where he
died in a few minutes, tlie police
tested Belmont's atitomobilo and
reported that tho brakta were virtually useless.
Tho policeman and other Injured
persons aro not In serious

this store, as a part of
San Francisco, Ca lif., March 1 9.
Tim si'lnelion of a second alternate
buquerque, is proportionately benejuror will occupy the court and
fited.
opposing counsel at the opening
The least we can do in return is give
of tho second week of tho
trial of Koscoe C.
the healthseeker the best service we
tomorrow. Kxhaustion
of
know how to. It is in line with this
tlio venire prevented the selection
of this final juror yesterday.
, policy that we urge men who don't
"Tlio opening Ktateincnt of the
find it convenient to come down town
pt'osecution and tho beginning of
to phone 335 for their haberdashery
tlx presentation of evidence are
scheduled for tomorrow.
Both
wants.
sides1 predict tlio trial will bo lungThe fact that Ave carry none but naer than either of tho two former
advertised lines makes it easy
hearings, which resulted lit Jury
tionally
I'll to "!5
disagreement.
to
serve you with the brands
us
for
for real
District Attorney Brady is exservice next
you aro familiar with.
pected early in tho trial to inform
time you
tlie court that Zey Prevost, show
want unytlilng
If It's Only a Collar
girl and a leading prosecution wit-- n
wo sell.
kh, has disappeared
and that a
At Your Service.
We're
diligent Foarch on his part has
at Philadelphia and San FranciHCo
failed to find her. If permitted by
and the United States assay office
tlie court ho will read her testiat New York. Much of the enormony at one or both of the former PRINCE OF WALES IS
mous stock of gold is accounted
rials, according to his present
WOMEN &KELEHER.
LAUDED BY PREMIER
for by the tremendous Influx of
. '.. W.'m.
"
plans.
'W'a,
that precious metal Into this counTho jury selection covered a
Pri'-.t
Tlie
(H.v
AH(iH:llrif
tho
war.
in tlio present trial
try since
longer
period
335.
Phone
West
Central.
218
term
Iyondon, March 19. Tho texts
Summarizing his five-yethan in either of tho t'ormar trials
of cables exchanged between Preas money maker for the governduo to two days being eliminated
Lloyd lieorge on behalf of
ment. Mr. Baker said Hint the coin
llirouph recesses and a holiday, St. mier
tlio cabinet and tho Prince of
demand upon the United Stales
rali icli's day.
V
'
Wales, on the eve of tho departmints was larger during tho calure of the prince from Karachi,
endar years 1917 to 1920, inclusive,
hisIndia, lor Japan, aro published
than during any period in the
The premier's dispatch
today.
tory of the service. During the
pays warm tribute to tlie prince's
war period, he said, approximately
2.693,000,000
capacity "inherited from your
separate coins were
father, not only to command allestruck off by the mints at Philasigned in the manner and within
k
it
FranSan
and
giance, but to inspire devotion of
the time prescribed bv law.
j
delphia, Denver
AT tho
subjects." It adds that tho
cisco while the output for the calEDITH STEPHEN'S WETMORE,
enthusiatid
personality
untiring
endar year 1919 alone was t
"
V
Executrix,
f
l
v;v
asm of the Prince of Wales left
pleees, or 446 per
Dated March 17, 922.
on tho princes and peoples of
a normal pre-wlarger than In 1915.
G
AD.YIIMSTKATOK'S NOTICE.
India an Ineffaceable impression
years, such as
HUSBAND
In tlio Probate Court of Bernalillo
which the premier trusts will enMr Baker reported that during
dure.
County, New Mexico.
the past fivo years alt of the mints Togo stick" racers in "SalIy,H Broadwaj, musical comedy. The one
!,
In the Matter of the Estate ot
Tho tiHy,..o 1,1 tliioikliiir
have been remodeled and modern
the "Y" on her sweater is or was Mms Geneva Mitchell, Schanzer
wearing
Erine
Cordova de Griego, De- Savs the Reasons premier, says' ho is fined with
installed.
Including
machinery
bride of Kobert Savage, ton of a millionaire family.
PARTY IS DEAD ceasi?.
admiration fur the Uritish and
electrical furnaces vhich melt a
oCt rOrttl By HllCJneS Are Indians alike who are entrusted
Notice is hereby given that the
ton and a half of silver at once.
Robert Savage, 20, and his
bride wfio was Geneva
as. on tho twenty-thir- d
undersigned
with tho government in India and
Pn
Ffintiallw
Amoriran
MitchelU,musical comedy star, are anxiously waiting to see what "MarU-i are Rt,iving
in a
day of February, 1922. duly
uoauillclliy HllieilOdll
Tim AHMocialed rrpus.)
mma" Slvage thinka about her son's elopement. Young Savage is a
DARKNESS DESCENDS
(By
of tho
appointed Administrator
of
and good
imcai neasons.
of the millionaire family which controls the John A. Savage Co.,
Laramie, Wyo., March 19. Mrs. estiito of Erinea Cordova do Griego,
will which alone can assure InON CHICAGO AT NOON. scion
Albert
O.
was
iron and steel manufacturers. Miss Mitchell was .an understudy for
who
twice
shot
tlio
Clark,
Court
of
deceased,
Probate
well
by
dia's
being.
Tlie Aksiii'IhIiiI I'rcHK.)
Kathleen Martyn in "Sally." Savage saw her in the show and a rapid
by her husband
following a St. Bernalillo county, and having qualUoiue. March
d
tho
(by
(Br The Aiuoclatrd I'm.)
as
Patrick's
Bitch Administrator all
fire courtship follpwed. They eloped from New York lo Milford, Conn.,
day party in their home ified
Press). Tho nbsenco ot
Chicago, March 10. A pnll
hero Friday night, died tonight, in persona having cUms against' tha
where they were "Jnarricd.
Ameriean repreacnttitlon
at tlio
of darkness descended on (
estate
statement
:i
of
to
made
said
the
r-.r
decedent are hereby
dying
forlhconiing eeoiuiiiiio conference
at 110011 today. Automo-billslcounty attorney Mrs. Clark de- notified and required to present tho
to e held at Genoa was referred
turned on their headsamo
clared
her
to
husband shot her
the unders'gncd in tha
that
to with regret by Koreisu Minister
lights, street nUjns in the downwithout apparent reason. Sho de- manner and within t o time preENGINEER'S BODY IS
Schanzer in tin- - oourse of an
town districts were lighted,
clared
scribed
there
no
that
had
been
bv
law.
in tho chamber of deputies
and tho telephone exelmngcB
JUAN JOSE GRIEGO,
quarrel preceding the shooting.
FOUNDJN A RAVINE
and lievtspaiK-- r offices were
Saturday.
t
who
surrendered to the
Administrator.
Clark,
"There i.i nothing In the reply to
deluged vt ltli thousand of anxPa ted February 2?,. 1922.
Des Moines, la., March 19. The
police after the shooting, has not
our Invitation," lie said "that parious queries.
been
notified
of
his
wife's
yet
I
I
body of Onle E. Coughlin, 68 years
A
M M STHATO I IS NOTICK.
The mystery was solved by
ticularly concerns Italy; In fact the
death. Ho now declares he re- In tile Probate
old, a locomotive engineer and Intlio weather bureau, which rereasons for tho refusal of the
Court of Bernalillo
members nothing about tho shootspector foj? the Great Western
sudden
a
that
shifting
United
to
Slates
in
the
County, New Mexico.
ported
participate
ing, according to the police.
railroad, was found In the bottom
of tho win ! had "piled up" all
In
the
of tho Estate of Anas
Matter
net
Secreconference,
forth
by
of a
Clark is a former member of the
ravine in Donald Mac
of tho city's smoko In one
tonio Jose Herrera, Deceased.
tary of Slate Hughes, are essenlocal police force.
Rae park here today.
Notice is hereby given that tho
moiiNlrony cloud blanket which
Ameriean political reasons.
tially
Given
A roadwar runs near the ravine.
not even a single sunbeam
was. on the second
I
Uowevor.
think
undersigned
the United States
It is thought that Coughlin sufcould pierce.
WISHES HE II AO KNOWN IT day of March, 1922, duly appointed
cannot long remain aloof in Euro
14;
fered a stroke while walking along
Tho phenomenon lasted but
KOOXEK
Administrator of the estate of Anpean discussions."
this roadway and fell down the raa short time, tlio lifting of the
"I only wish I had discovered tonio Jose Herrera. deceased by tha
Be
Italy, signer Schanzer declared,
ISv NOKMAX V.. liKOWX.
vine. Valuables on his person had
cloud having the appearance
6U
Tar
and
Probate
Court of Bernalillo county,
years
has
Foley's
the
Honey
the
in
interest
greatest
COUNTING ON HASTY
not been touched.
of a second sunrise.
success of tlie conference.
ago, as I have been tho victim ot and having qualified as such Ad- Is Connie Mack. For tho
colds
nd
bad
minlstrator all persons havinff
"Thero is ut present," he said, "a
leader of tho Athletics must attacks of Influenza
this wonderful relief," claims against the estate ot said
tendency to minimize the Import- depend upon Hasty and two other until I found
11. Gray. 8S4 Nowita PI.. decedent
W.
writes
are hereby notified and
ance
tlio
r.nd
of
represent hurlers, Ed Koinmel and Slim Harniv
meeting
vsnciATi:n pkksr.)
it as futile. I think this attitude Is ris, to do tho pitching fer tho tail Venice, Cal. Foley's Honey and required to present tho same to tho
Obprattinicr.Ttt Havana, March, loou controller and t
bron10 (by the Associated
undersigned In tho manner anil
UUnlcss a Tar helps Cjitghs and colds,
uve xociety or JtesenBOiirg.
unjustified. Tho Genoa conference enders this summer.
l'ross).
and la grippe coughs, tickling within tho time prescribed by law.
Preparations for tlie first post-whiern rebuke awaits tlie profiteer should lie looked upon as an event miracle happens this trio will havo chial
it is good
NICOLAS HERRERA.
revival of the passion play have wno snouid attempt to conduct n of extraordinary international im to hold up tho pitching end for throat and hoarseness,
On Occult Science, by Eugene W. Munson
for croup and whooping cough.
Ad mlnislrator.
progressed
sufficiently to enable lunch stand here in defiance of portance, perhaps the most im- Connie.
Mr.
adds:
its
Dated
National Lecturer for the Theosophical Society v
"Worth
March 2, 1 922.
weight
the committee of elders to an- established regulations or violate portant historic event since the
Gray
And Hasty believes lie's set to
in
effective."
nounce that the final dress re- fixed price schedules.
gold.
Marvelously
NOTICE OF KXECUTRIX.
In fact. Il- war, in view of tho fact that It is do his share.
hearsal will be held .May 9. The legitimate dealers and
Like Homme!, Hasty runs to Hold everywhere.
tho first time victors and vanquishIn tlie Matter of the Estate ot
CLUB
He's
inches
comfirst rogrubr performance will be of all categories are speculators
six
threo
ed
feet
will
discuss
Rafael
their
length.
emRubi, Deceased.
together
being
tall. But he has tho weight for
Notice is hereby given that
given on May 14.
phatically Informed that Oberam- mon interests."
618 West Gold Avenue
1100
LEGAL
NOTICE
main
tho
His
Thirty-fiv- o
The foreign minister pointed out
hPight
thousand
Chavez de Rubl, Executrix ot
pounds.
applica- mergau is bound to prove disapMarch 23 "The Hidden Side of Things," illustrated
tions for Heats and sleeping ac- pointing to them if they regard
the estate of Rafael
And, oh
il that the conference cotild not be pitching asset is speed.
Rubl. d
NOTlCli.
commodations already havo been as an opportunity for quick
with Blackboard Sketches.
expected to ad.lust immediately the boy, how he can shoot 'cm in, He Last Will and Testa, lent of Ca- - ceased has filed in the Probate
hails from Georgia.
received
from
Court
situation.
world
abroad
of
Hasty
Bornalillo
and
New
while
and
county.
European
Deceased.
March 24. "Reincarnation," Mystery of Birth and
baseball Toinilo Berardunelll,
the local management has not yet
her final report as such
Genoa, he said, was not the last broke into professional
Itos.ta P. de Berardaneill, Albu- Mexico,
'
in
hist
1919
work
and
with
Atlanta
Death.
i
received indications as to the exdiscovExecutrix
toward
tho
of
the
court
and
has apstage
Journey
querque, N. M.; Mclitida li.
attracted attention immediately
tent to which Germr.ns will patery of n. method of healing the Connie
March 25. "As a Man Thinketh," Stereopticon.
Sunta Fe, N. M.; William pointed Thursday, the 23rd day of
Mack, having little to think
ronize the production of the play,
wounds made by the war.
as
922.
the
for
February,
day
Ave312
Belmont
Berardanelli,
etc.
showing Thought-Form- s,
it assumes that German attendance IGGI-TLATOThere can bo no idea of revising about in the American league race,
objections, if any there be.
nue, La Junta. Colo.; Fred Gu- - hearing
will more than quadruple the forMarch 26. "The Way of Achievement," the Occult
or remaking treaties at Genoa, was keeping a close eye on the
to
of
the
final
said
report
rule, Hilario, N. M.. and to All i and theapproval
continued.
He minors and noticed Hasty first.
eign patronage.
Signor Schanzer
discharge ot said Execu
Others to Whom It May Concern,
Path to Success.
Markmen that
Summer Performances.
trix.
the Importance of the Robert Joined the
emphasized
Greetings:
He has been with Connie
fall.
March 27. "Practical Theosophy," It's Application
Witness my hand and the seal of
economic questions on the agenda ever
Anticipating an unusual influx of
ou aro hereby notified chat the
since.
visitors in July and August, the
of the conference. Italy's own proto Daily Life. '
Last Will and Testament of said Probate Court this twenty-thir- d
alleged
in
be
he
said
would
decided
to
has
management
support
day of February, 1922.
gram,
give
Camilo Berardaneill, deceased ,late
March 28. "As a Man Liveth," How to Keep Well
FRED CROLLOTT,
of peaceful solution of conflicts,
Wednesday performances
and (Seal)
during
ot Bernalillo
of
the
County
Live
mcse months.
and
Clerk ot Said Probate Court.
reduction of armaments and the
Long.
(Stato ot New Mexico, was produced
4
Economic conditions have obligof
relations
NOTICE."
resumption
regular
in tho
rebate Court of ADMIN ISTHATRIX-sand
8 P. M. Sharp.
Admission Free.
ed the villarre elders considerably
Collection
with the states of central and eastv ot Bernaii iilo. State of In the Probato Court of Bernalillo
tho Ci
to amplify their directing staff, not
ern Europe.
New
ol
Mexico.
New Me.x.co, on the secern, day
County,
so much as eoncerna the produc"The Itusslnn delegates," he deLos Angeles, March 19.
March, 1922, and the day of the In the Matter ot the Estate of Eliztion of tho play as to solve the
clared, "may rely on a respectful
Score:
R. II. E proving of said alleged iast Will
abeth M. McGrath Deceased.
welcome. Wo trust they will not Chicago Nationals
thou8 13
problem of accommodating
0 and Testament was
Notice is hereby given that tho'
thereupon fixed
sands of visitors for whom the
but will Vernon, Coast
fi
8
1 for
indulge in propaganda,
Thursday, tho thirtieth day of undersigned was, on the second day
comforts
collaborate sincerely with the other
and
of
conveniences
Batteries: Alexander, Aldrldge, March, A. D. 1922. at 10 o'clock in of March, 1922, duly appointed
travel beforo the war are now not
Jones and Hartnett; Loc, Dell the forenoon of said day.
delegates."
of the estate of
Administratrix
available.
M. McGrath. deceased,
and Murphy.
ml and the Elizabeth
Given under my
The conditions under which the
the
of Bernalillo
Court
Probate
COMMUNICATION WITH
seal of this mrt, this fourth day by
play will be revived this year have
county, and having qualified as
of March, A. D. 1922.
IN
CHANGES
PLANS
FOR
shocked the rural simplicity
THE
RESTORED
EAST
of
all persons
such Administratrix,
FH ED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
these peasant play pioducers, and,
having claims against the estate of
HOSPITALIZATION
County Clerk.
FOR
while determined to prevent the
Desaid
are
decedent
19.
hereby notified
Denver, Colo., March
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATOR. and
sacred enterprise from becoming
VETS
DISCUSSED In
done by the rain, SICK
required to present the same '
damage
spite
of
Jack
of
Estate
Matter
the
tho
basely commercialized, they are
to the undersigned in the manner
snow and wind storm of Friday
Hayes, Deceased.
now beginning to realize that the
National Association of Real
(By Tim Ariu(rd rresn.)
night and yesterday, telegraph and
Notice Is hereby given that The and withip the timo prescribed by
war's aftermath has produced an
reWashington, March 19 Changes First Savings Bank and Trust Comtelephone
companies tonight
Boards, with which the
economic environment with Which
beMAT McGRATH TIEBETT3.
In the government's plan for hosported that communication
Administrators of the estate
local board is affiliated, deAdministratrix.
they are compelled to reckon.
tween Denver and tho east had pitalization for disabled
veterans pany,
filed
has
of
deceased,
Jack
Hayes,
The
of
municipality
been restored.
Thin communica- to meet criticisms made by offi- in tho Probato court of Bernalillo
JDated March 2. 1922.
mands that its members be guided by
has peremptorily rejected a
last
was
cials of tho American Legion and
tion
ADMlNISTRVrOR'S T NOTICE.
interrupted for a time
New Mexico, their final rea prescribed set of high ideals and
proposition that it levy a tax on
In some crses the com- others, were dificussed tonight nt county,as such Administrators and In tho Probate Court of Bernalillo
night.
port
foreign visitors which, it declares,
standards of .business ethics.
panies were using emergency rout- the White House at n conference tho court has appointedThursday.
County, New Mexico.
would be out of harmony with the
President Harding, D- tho 20th day of April, 1922, as the In the Matter of the Estate i f
having com- between
' '
ings, one company
4ifi .i - origin and traditions of the play
:.
to
bumunication from Salt Lake City
irector Forbes of the veterans
Nativldad Montano, Doce"
for hearing objections, if any
Members of this association are the
and also would conflict with tho
ii!
via El Paso, Tex., and reau. Diiector of the Budget Dawes day
is
Notice
Chicago
said
of
given
hereby
to
tho
thero
bo,
approval
revival
purpose of tho present
from Denver to Chicago via Hel- and John Barton Payne, chairman final report and tho discharge f undersigned was. on the ' ' '
only people in the world entitled to
which Is regarded as ono way of
of the American Red Cross. After
t
ena. Mont.
Sen. L. fleisler Ball
third day of February, 19
,
Administrators.
between
achieving reconciliation
use the word "Realtor" in their adClear weather was reported over the conference it was announced saidWitness my hand and the seal of appointed Administrator
ii
Ilclsler Ball was returned Colorado today. Ouray and
Germany and the other nations.
an(!
Monta
Director
that
Forbes
would
estate
of
Nativldad
said Probate Court this seventeenth
Tho. town fathers, however, an- to the United States serial
from
'
C
vertisements, etc. And no matter
in the southeastern part of nounce tomorrow the decisions
Probate
the
ceased,
by
1922.
of
March,
nounce
day
that
have
forced
been
Delaware
in November, 1919, Just tho state, reported that three feet which hnd been reached.
they
sn'
This lg No.
Bernalillo
county, and
FRED CROLLOTT.
where you are, you are protected
to assume a considerable initial ex- thirteen years after he had com- of snow
(Seal)
I
Telluride
fell yesterday.
5 of a
qualified as such Adminlstrt
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
in preparing for tha 'produc- pleted his last term.
In
addition
pense
snow
slides
numerous
that
i
claims
when
aga
Scries,
reported
persons
having
you deal with a Realtor.
OF
BOXER
WAS
DEATH
NOTICE.
ADMINISTRATOR'S
r
tion, reconstructing tho theater to his two terms in the senate liall in that vicinity were delaying railv
estate of said decedent are!
which will seat 4.300 spectators was a representative in tho fifty- - road traffic. Ouray reported that
the Probate Court of Bernalillo notified and required to J
',
ENTIRELY ACCIDENTAL In County,
New Mexico.
and in providing costumes.
seventh congress and previous to Durnngo and southwestern
J
the same to the undersigned) .
In the Matter of tlio Estate if manner and within
Oberammergau als U sadly In that had served as stale treasurer.
were cut off from
time
pretho
(Br The Amorlntrd Press.)
need of municipal improvements He is 61 years old and married. He
Frank J. Brault. Deceased.
scribed by law,
Lincoln,' Neb., March 19. II.
to give the villago a presentable at- was a delegate to the republican
Notice U hereby given that tho
DIONICIO BACA,
S. Antles, state commissioner of undersigned was, on the sixteenth
tire, when the first i;je&fs arrive. donventions. which nominated WilAdministrator.
ITALIAN STEAMSHIP,
public safety tonight said he saw day of March. 1922, duly appointed
A new church bell a!onj called for liam
McKinlcy and Warren G.
Dated
February 23, 1922.
an outlay of 170,000 marks, while Hardhig.
nothing to Justify further inves- Administrator of the estate of
Realtors.
SEIZED BY GREEKS;
NOTICE.
tigation on the part of his depart- Kru.uk. J. Brault, deceased, by the
repavlng of tho main streets has
Testament of Annie
cost almost as much.HAS BEEN RELEASED ment of tho fatality attending the Probato court ot Bernalillo county, Last Will and
Toledo,' O., March 19. The LinDeceased.
Omaha
at
Ellison,
AdFriday and having qualified as such
Ktnfcrn All on Tlay.
prize fight
coln Llfes of Fort Wuyne,
Ind.,
New
when Charles Ilavlieek died ministrator, all persons
All told, this hamlet which, In playing in the first squad of fivo
havlnc To Nora Jones, Albuquerque.
Constantinople, March 19. Con- night
out claims
Mexico; Mary Ellen Brady, 2430
tho estate of said
peace times, had a budget of in- men teams in tho American Bowl- firmation hag been received here shortly after being knocked
against
Chicago.
Sioux City, decedent aro hereby notified and
Lexington Street,
significant proportions, already has ing congress tournament hero to- of the release
of tha Italian by liay Carter of
William Ambrose Sullivan.
staked, its municipal existence, on night went into first place with a steamship Abbazia, which was Iowa.
required to present the samo to the
1106 Post Street, Ottawa. Illinois,
coroner's
of
action
the
"Tlie
-manner
o
and
outcome
in tho
this year's produc- score of 2,998, 82 pins ahead of the seized by a Greek warship a few
the
undersigned
and to All to Whor.' It May Contostimony of the within the timo prescibed by law.
,
tions..
former first place holders, tho days ago on the ground that it was Jury and the
seems
to establish
cern, Greetings:
t Oberammergau will be ablo to Koors 29 of
physicians
L.
JOHN
BRA'JLT,
O.
Dayton,
carrying contraband of war for the plainly that there was no negliYou aro hereby notified that tho
furnish accommodations for 1,000
. Administator.
Turkish nationalists.
France and gence on tlie part of those conLast Will and Testament of
alleged
to
tho
in
visitors who prefer
March 17. 1922.
Dated
CUT THIS OUT IT IS WORTH Italy will ask heavy Indemnities
slep
Annie Ellison, deceased, lato of tho
cerned in tho bout and that the
village In order to ba on hsnd. for
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qualified
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
to
more
Intricate
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and
guests
a wholesome ami thoroughly
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cutrix, all persons having claims seal of this court, this third day ot
solve it the elders have appointed cleansing cathartic for constipation,
Pai ls; March 19. A great fire
Phone 222.
against the estate of said decedent March, A. T. 1922.
a commissary department whlch, biliousness, headaches, and bIubsIbIi today at St. Nazaire did damage
to
are hereby notified and required to (Seal)
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with tho Bavarian bowels. Sold everywhere.
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County Clerk. .
present tlio sums to the under- ny The Amorlnted Proas.)

Atnorinhnd. British India, March
Press.)
19 (bv the Associated
Asked by the magistrate on Satur-to
sentenced
day, prior to being
whether
six years' imprisonment,
he pleaded guilty to all the charges made agalnRt him by the advocate general, Mohandas K. Gandleader, rehi the
plied In the affirmative.
general pointed
The advocate
out that the artlclos of Gandhi
printed In Young India formed
merely a part of the campaigngov--tospread disaffection, to render
ernment impossible and to bring
about tho overthrow of the government.
Thereupon Gandhi made a long
statement in which he admitted
that teaching disaffection against
the existing system of government
had become almost a passion with
him. Ho declared ho took all the
blame for the disorders in Bombut he
bay and Chaiirlcahura.
added that if he were liberated ho
would keep up his work.
was the first and last article
bf his faith; he bore no
against any single administrator
nor disaffection toward the king's
person.
Gandhi said he was in court to
x
submit cheerfully to the highest
penalty which could be Inflicted
and that there were only two
courses open to the Judge, either
to resign if he felt the law he was
called upon to administer was
evil and Gandhi was Innocent, or
to Inflict the most severe penalty
if he believed Gandhi's activity inweal.
jurious to the public was
unable to
The Judge said ho
could
understand how Gandhi
have continued to believe violence
would not be the Inevitable consequence of Ills political teachings,
and announced he would pass the
simple sentence of two ycafs Imprisonment on each of the three
counts, making b'x years altogether.
Gandhi in replying thanked the
court his courtesy, lie said I13
considered the sentence as light as
any Judge could possibly have inflicted.
Crowds besieged the offices of Young India to rend Gan-hl'- s
statement but thero was no
disorder.
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Romance of Arms Smuggling by No
Means Dead, as the Case of Jose
St Pierre Giordani and His Activities
In Haiti and Santo Domingo
Plainly Proved Broad Scope
of Law That Finally
Thwarted His Machinations
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suspect that Giordani was more or less
active in fomenting political strife on that
Former Chief of United States Secret
temperamental lBland simply because be
Service.
loved the ensuing Intrigue.
I should not classify Giordani as a
CASE VIII.
criminal
by any means. We did have to
so often we are told by some
him
send
but that
EVERY more or less an authority on was for to jail for sixtomonths,
be made for the
money
causing
such abstract wisdom that the
revolutionists in Santo Domingo, and
world Is growing better or that the world
had
the revolution been successful the
la growing worse. It Is a general statehe had manufactured would have
money
dement always, not (specifying in what
been the official legal tender of his Govpartment we are better or worse, and ernment.
usually it opens up a fruitless discussion
It so happens that the United States
while the world rolls on in obedience to
Secret Service had reason to send a couple
the rules of evolution.
of us to Haiti and Santo Domingo a year
Those who tell us we are decaying are
or bo before I came across Giordani. Withdismayed when obstinate humanity takes out
taking chances with the tricks memory
an Immediate turn for the better and
play by trying to review the brawl
might
eschews wars and lesser evils for a most
was on when I arrived in Santo
that
encouraging period. And the aggressive
4
Domingo for the first time, I confine myboxes and barrels from behind other boxes and barrels, while Giordan?,
the
we
sThere
optimist is durnfounded an hour later by self to the statement that it was a
waited,
watching
part of
observing the rise of class riots, santo
strife
Internecine
the
the
incident
seated upon the stuff, smoked cigarettes and read a newspaper. It was rather ridiculous to be sure,
guinary rebellions and revolutions, and Jimlnez-Moralerevolt against Wos y Gil,
but it seemed the only thing to do."
large red crime waves.
then President of tlra little' republic.
The sum total of our learning, therefore,
Although I did not meet him, I heard
ot already said, he was sent to the penitenfrom such discussions is that we would often the name of Jose St. Pierre Giordani Ing. Presently committees of business that made no difference to Giordani. It tists and It would be a foolish waste
One
to
for
was
them
was
and
that
a
energy
engage
the
revolt
devoted
enough.
we
nothing.
tiary for six months.
if
and
valuable
time
besought
men went to Washington
6ave much
and came to understand that he stood
There was no law against the shipping
But one of the Secret Service operatives
to take a hand in the matter. took one's revolts where dne found them.
President
our own energies to doing the best we can behind
the forces of Jlminez and Morales,
The President turned it over to the State It was no time to pick and choose. Here became possessed of a idea, more or less ot firearms, except where a special emat whatever we may have to do and permit somewhere like a nervous
producer at the
to get, involved in a brilliant, but wholly effective. He and an- bargo existed. There was none
against the
Department and the result was that Calvin was an opportunity
the world to proceed in Its charted course
of
musical
an
expensive
night
opening
man would sneak down to the river shipment ot weapons to either Sanfo
other
nice
corfight.
public
or
as
direction
representawas
the
at
rightful
recognized
attempt
without any
comedy.
It did not require a great deal ot wait- end ot the pier and put up a fake fight. Domingo or Haiti at the time. But the
known Government in
rection from our Individual selves.
Giordani might have been regarded as tive of the only
to discover that. Giordani had fallen And suddenly this fight would be inter--, law was explicit in forbidding the ship-meto
ing
to
contribute
like
d
business manager for that revolt, as well wSant0 Domingo.
Despite all this, I
We rupted by loud cries for help and shouts of
ot explosives unless it was
Giordani, left skulking in his tent, had for the lure of another revolution.
clearly
the aforesaid fruitless dlscusHlon. my own as producer. He was tremendously busy
& "Man overboard!
Merrlam
called
overboard!"
Man
firm
labeled
a
discovered
that
and
ammunition
the
explosives. Technically, as I have
Santo
necessary
to do business unofficially.
we are morally finding
Domingo
Whether
viewpoint.
arms to keep his side going, and even was all but
It worked nicely. Giordani's big boys, Indicated, Giordani was immune from arbankrupt. The existing Gov- Co. had entered into negotiations with the
sounder than we were fifty years ago de- busier
raising the money with which to ernment was fundless, and, Inasmuch as Hamburg-Americaline, with the object hearing the disturbance, left their posts. rest for the attempted shipping of the
morals.
of
Cerdefinition
your
upon
pends
purchase said munitions. In brief, he had
the revolutionists had not had their oppor- of shipping sixteen cases of structural Iron It was 10 o'clock at night and they were dynamite and TNT. but the manufactainly we are less spectacular than we the meanest job on the Jiminoz-Morale- s
the munitions barrels
were, we seem to nave caimeu uuwu m side: the hardest working patriot I ever tunity at the public treasury, they lacked to Haiti. That intelligence seemed to fit rather tired of occupying one spot. Here turers marked
favor of efficiency. Standardization has knew of.
money. A few hardy speculators took in with another bit ot Information to the was a chance for a bit of excitement. They "Cement" and we caused their arrest.
He was a Corslcan by birth and ap- chances on the loyal forces and gave credit. effect that Giordani had been correspond- arrived at the water end ot the pier to be They paid a fine ot $3,000.
enveloped us. There may be Just as much
as there ever was maybe parently an adventurer by avocation. His But no one was quite reckless enough to
crime
some one just across the Santo engaged in a beautiful fight that kepttheni
It seems that Giordani or some one as
morcbut It Is of a less fanciful, less hero was of course his famous fellow sell anything to Jlminez and Morales on ing with
in Haiti.
frontier
occupied for more than fifteen minutes. vitally interested in getting the shipment
Domingo
romantic, nature.
countryman, who all but established him- such terms.
to Santo Domingo had cabled the lnsur-recto- s
Due In no
It was Giordani's desire that these parcels We had It arranged so that there would
self dictator of all Europe.
that tho Greacla and her Important
Where's the Bold Smuggler
Had a New Currency Printed
omnll mpnqnra tn thft trpmpnrinlla
be
and
no Interference,
we, la turn, had
ot structural Iron should leave New York
cargo would arrive at Gonalves, Haiti, on
And Foolhardy Filibuster of Giordan, Jlminez and Morales almost
To Finance a New Government on
the steamship Greacla within a week given the New York police our word that a certain date. They received no subseWe rather suspected that Giordani would
For instance, what has become of the routed Wos y Gil. They won a succession
we had learned of his latest effort to we would not seriously Injure the guards.
quent cablegram informing them that the )
after
deold fashioned smuggler? Was he not pos- of important victories, and such was the take the one way out, and he did. He
We had picked out two tough lads, who Greacla would arrive but without the arms
in the Antilles trade.
engage
bit
of
a
a
was
Santo
Bltuation
quesfor
new
that
good
it
to
have
cided
currency
sessed of greater appeal to the imaginaQuite naturally we looked up Merrlam St were capable of giving Giordani's boys-- a and ammunition.
tion just who was boss of the country.
Domingo made. He managed to convince Co. There was no such concern in New nice lively quarter-hou- r
tion than the customs dodger of
and our men saw
Therefore, confident that they were about
to
maintain
the
Gil
Wos
a. finger a well known bank noto company that
managed
y
And the booze smuggler is a roughneck
so far as we were able to learn, to It that we had a full twenty minutes to to receive sufficient war materials to fin-- v
York,
and,
masatiswith the existing governmental
He
touch
success.
be
would
a
revolution
not
more.
He's
rowdy generally nothing
there was no Buch concern anywhere. It work In. With our augers we discovered ish whatever they might start, the rebels
fied this corporation that the new Gova smuggler at heart: he doesn't love his chinery, but his two enemies appeared to
nothing remotely akin to genius that the boxes contained the 2,000 rifles I fell to the business of turning ove'r the
required
to
had
hand.
and
have
the
yet
minute
was
due
upper
almost
They
ernment
financial
any
art. All he's looking for Is quick
In the barrels marked Government with a tremendous will. The
to conclude that Merriam & Co. was Jose had mentioned.
Government
over
actual
Is
demonstrated
houses,
take
the
his
of
the power
tongue
returns when he will resume his wonted
Greacla arrived without the rifles and
Giordani. We looked up Gior- "cement" we found cartridges and dynaSt.
Pierre
of
were
so
out
certain
but
accomplishing
they
in the fact that this company turned
air of respectability.
mite.
dani.
explosive.
sent
my friend for him no less than $1,500,000 in magnifiAnd what has become of the profes- this mfhor detail that they
And another revolution vanished into
He was magnificent! Were we not some- Giordani
neatly signed cent bank notes the new currency of what
Escapes One Net
sional revolutionist and his cousin, the Ciordanl to New York with
,.
Did we not do him
nothingness.
presumptuous?
busias
him
o
was
their
sum
documents
this
Halt
Santo
announcing
Domingo.
filibuster?
But Shipment Was Held Up
a great injustice? Were we ready to prol
new
for
and
rebel
ness
the
to
the
to
Santo
sent
agent
pay
Domingo
Shades of Dynamite Johnny O'Brien!
duce evidence to support our presumpOur next move was to catch Giordani
Santo Domingo.
troops, thus saving the day, because the tions?
There, my dear readers, was a man for
coma false declaration.
It was necesYork
and
New
.Giordani arrived in
Morales were getmaking
behind
and
lads
Jlminez
to
be
sure,
were,
Lawbreakers
they
you.
We were not.
we discover
I
that
He
discovered
him.
might
explain,
sary,
a
greeted
worse,
bit
and,
plications
hungry.
loaded
ones.
disgusted,
ting
They
but almost forgivable
We were bowed out ot the Giordani him trying to obtain from the customs
him.
victimized
had
oft
were
enthusiasm
his
that
warriors
One
the
after
paid
day
their secret craft with dynamite and
officials the necessary shipment papers on
He was a bit precipitate, so to speak. He the revolution collapsed that Is this par- offices thoroughly defeated, and the gentlepistols and cannon, and, taking
the grace to Inform us that he a false affidavit. More or less confident ot
proper thought to the ticular phase of the revolution. Another man had
their lives between thumb and forefinger, neglected to give
asInteresting creature is the carpen
of
would be very, very glad to be
any
success, we waited for him to appear at the
sprang up at once, but this number on the
set forth to dodge warships and armed fact that Wos y Gil had not yet been pried
obso
ter
was
as
Inasmuch
to
us
it
bee, whoso scientific name Is
sistance
was
He
He
House.
keen.
Custom
scented
loose from his Presidential chair, and of long program came to an end and the
patrols, and place within the hands of course it was not within his power to fore- beautiful
vious that we required much assistance.
This little animal pos
moment he observed that he
the
trouble
Xylocppa.
Giorfriend
our
notes
that
bank
to
the
power
whispering revolutionists
was being subjected to more than the sesses the ferocious look of the bumblebee,
to be at dani negotiated were used to kindle a fire Found Barrels and Cases on Pier,
blast unwanted presidents and kings from see that Wos y Gil wasn't going
And the moment but, It seems, does riot
questioning.
that time.
that razed a whole town.
their palaces.
sting, as docs that
But Giordani Was on Guard perfunctory
he became suspicious he shut up:
notes were stored
bank
The
of
the
rest
Your average Central and South Ameril)(te noir of the small boy in the country.
Here
Consul General
Regular
disavowed
He
to
this
and
circumvented
and
our
we
stuck
Nevertheless
theory
by Giordani in a warehouse over near the
can revolutionist was one of two things:
The carpenter bee bears a patch on its
Kept Right on Doing Business North River. Giordani, being left flat with learned that the structural iron was to be that. He saw traps before they were laid.
either he was a mad Chauvinist, boiling
was
we
cleverer
he
than
at
on
In
and
Atlas
brief,
Line
the
to
forehead,
the
and
useless
delivered
of
piers,
whereby it may be distinguished
worth
to
$750,000
utterly
l
In New
Wos y Gil's own
over with patriotic fervor and ready
once retired to a defensive position, from from the bumblebee. This creature has a
bank notes, took a job of some North River front, along with thirty-onface the firing squad (which they so often York, Manuel de J. Galvin, was occupying
cement. Several of us, armed which we were wholly unable to dislodge
had to do) with a smile, or he was just an the office and naturally enough he wasn't sort with an exporting and importing con- barrels of
liking for paling fences and porches. As a
valu- with hammers and augers, met the boxes him. There was nothing for us to do exhimself
made
a
I
believe,
cern,
and,
a
desire
to.
who
nurtured
had
until
he
ambitious politician
Particularly
resigning
general thing, it begins its carpentering
of
forbid
the shipment
the consignthey cept
to be boss. He was courageous, resource- was he insistent upon remaining so long able man. It is not unlikely that he would and barrels at theWepier the afternoon
on the underside of a bit of timber,
work
ment.
to
out
a
delivered.
in
were
much
made
managed
have
keep
money
perfectly
as his chief clung to office. But the perful, tricky and wholly unscrupulous.
Did that faze Giordani? Not at all. He so that the rain cannot enter its house
were rewarded by
His cousin, the filibuster, however, was sonal differences of Giordani and Galvin legitimate way. He was, as I have Indi- of Bight for while and
He was
His beholding Giordani arrive and take per- merely shrugged his shoulders.
when completed.
99 per cent, adventurer and 1 per cent, were least in importance in the ensuing cated, intelligent and well educated.
sonal charge ot the guarding of the boxes desolate, to be sure, and turther grieved
experience was broad.
business man. I have known htm to un- tangle.
This Industrious insect does not follow
Government
of
the
the
because
great
But his was an adventurous spirit. and barrels.
for
Here were two Consuls-Genera- l
dertake a job of running blockades with
should see fit to Interpret the line ot least resistance which might
United
States
boxes
we
iiumdrum
the
in
if
made
waited,
There
manner,
watching
to
Money,
official
founder; Santo Domingo. Each claimed
contraband In a ship ready
from behind other boxes and his best intentions to be evilly conceived. lead It to soft or decayed timbers. It Inwhen the chances were a thousand to one sanction. Galvin had something the bet- meant nothing to Giordani. He loved ex- and' barrels
citement more. I think he would rather barrels, while Giordani, seated upon the He caught a gleam of light, however, in variably selects a firm iolst nnd begins on
he
when
alive
and
out
be
as
Inasmuch
the
of
his
ter
possessed
it,
coming
against
Here was Jose this to bore a hole. Ti:e
newsthe flattery we paid him.
knew that the revolutionists to whom he official stamps and seals, and was already have taken a chance of getting a dollar stuff, smoked cigarettes and read a
implements are,
St. Pierre Giordani perturbing the mind of
to
be
was
dollar
rather
into
have
had
sure,
the
thrust
ridiculous,
his
than
It
would
paper.
war
material
as
deliver
the
to
to
the
known
was
course, the capable jaws of the bee, and
exporters
America.'
of
to
on
do.
his
As
far
effort
the
seemed
His
kind
hand
only
without
It
but
thing
part.
In
circumthe Job is a hard and tedious one. .Most
cutting Nevertheless, exporters, forced by
have no compunctions whatever
and barrels did
Technically Giordani had violated none ot the work Is done
bis throat in order to avoid footing the bill. stances to be students of Central and South are like that. The breed seems to have as we knew, those boxes
by tha female bee, bewarno
was
basis
for
a
of
laws.
our
There
was
iron.
cement
and
It
vanished.
contain
clearly
cause the house Is built so that she may
More often than not be received no American politics, were quite willing to
There
his
arrest.
remained
but
Giorfor
rant
sat
facts.
But
there
have
to
up to us
have a place to lay her eggs and hatch her
money in advance. He was for the most abandon Galvin for Giordani provided they Didn't Know Politics ot It.
dani until 8 o'clock at night. I wondered one thing to do to watch hftn and his young.
part a daring soldier of fortune, who was were more assured that Wos y Gil had
ot
use
the bank
Was a Fight whether he knew we were watching. It possible attempt at making
But Knew
about the only real "citizen of the world" been unhorsed by the firm of Jlminez A
When the hole has been dug to the proper
notes he caused to be engraved for
Within a month after the collapse of the he did he must have enjoyed it.
News dispatches were vague.
Morales.
I have ever met.
depth and an egg is laid, she covers it with
notes
These
Morales.
had
who
and
two
Jlminez
Latins,
heavyweight
above
mention
Presently
another uprisin revolution I
The few newspaper correspondents
and vigorous wrestlers, been stored In a West Side warehouse and a wall ot mud or clay. Then she lays
Jose St. Pierre Giordan!, a Man
Santo.Domingo at the time had to write ing came to paBS. I do not know who looked like willing
another egg and partitions this off. In
them.
Who Really Loved an Intrigue guardedly. They had no appetite for mill touched this one oft nor why. It starved appeared, and Giordani, after instructing we placed a guard over
to wait. A few weeks good time her labors are finished. Then
to maintain
hadn't
We
them
left
long
at
length,
Its
Immediate
them
like
to
death
worse.
predecessor,
and
Somewhat of a compromise between the tary prisons
Giordani took one ot the boxes con- - the heat ot summer hatches out the little
For a while it looked as though the ac but not before Giordani embraced Its cause guard. We were up against a mean propo- later
two fascinating types I have just described
the stuff and prepared to ship it to bees and they dig their way to the outside.
make
fools
of
would
ourselves.
We
tainlng
the
sltion.
revolutionists 2,000
was Jose St. Pierre Giordani, a gentleman tual fighting of this particular revolution and almost shipped
The carpenter bee ! raid to be one of the
We arrested him, explain'
were
we
Santo
it
Domingo.
suits,
damage
besides Incurring
of charming manner and commanding ap- might Just as well be staged here in New rifles and 200,000 rounds of ammunition.
most
remarkable exn ,;les ot patience and
It
makes
law
him
to
the
boxes
those
barrels
and
to
that,
illegal
ing
inspect
his friends
It seems to me that Giordani must have to try
pearance", who used to take keen intorest York. There was Giordani with
two bruisers to counterfeit or otherwise imitate the Industry in the in?'-- r world. The onl
those
Besides
inforce.
the
been
by
wholly
Ignorant
and
concerning
of
coterie
his
of
shippers.
exporters
Haiti and and
In the internal dissensions
ar- - currency of a friendly nation. As I have fault Is that she dcu
jt store honey.
of this particular revolt, but looked like capable
Santo Domingo. In fact, I am forced to Opposed was Galvin with an equal follow- side politics
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By LAURA A. RIKKMAN.
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Pajre Five

In The Home

Page-Electrici- ty

ALICE OF FABLE
TRICKS PLAYED
HAS NOTHING ON
ON WINTER HEN
v SLICE IN AFRICA
BY ELECTRICITY

CALIFORNIA HOMES
ALL BEING FITTED
WITH ELECTRICITY

.

Banquet of Men's Brotherhood
of the Lead Avenue M. K, church
needle with silk (or with any col- at 6:30 p. m.
They've played a mean, mean
ored cotton) and tie-knot at tho
Elias Breeskin violin recital at trick on the little old hen this winend. Beginning at the upper
high school auditorium at 8:15 ter.
corner, pass the needle from p. m.
Everyone knows that Mrs. Hen
the under side outward at the side
takes a vacation along
of the first pleat; insert it from
From
times.
right to left on this pleat, keeping EVERY WOMAN IN
the silk above the needle, and
Mrs. Hen has
time immemorial
A
AIM
IS
TWEED
draw the. thread out to its full
immunity during the winNow take up the next
OF SUIT MAKERS claimed
length.
ter, and has laid egS (tew and
pleat In exactly the same way
very precious) only as a haughty
and bo qn, always bringing the
and a grudging indulgence to epineedle out below the stitch. If the
cures and hotblkeepers.
Uuardiuns
gathering threads are straight, you
of the hen have submitted to these
can follow them as you smock
limitations of daylight, and have
and thus keep the smocking in a
been content to reap their rewards
for eggs that were few and scarce
straight line.
The Rope Stitch Is the next
in prices that soared around the
dollar mark per dosen during short
easiest, and Is much prettier than
tho simple outline stitch. It Is
winter days.
made Just like the outline stitch
But now comes the farmers good
tho
friend. Uncle Sam, with the cruel
thread is above
except that
announcement
the needle on one pleat and below
that Mrs. Hen's
business in life is to lay eggs, and
the needle on the next pleat.
The Diamond Stitch is still more
lay them more abundantly.
So now, into the life of Mrs. Hen,
effective. To make this, you must
there has ccme a new Joshua; a
take three outline stitches (each
on a separate pleat, of course;
Joshua Vtho bids the sun rise at
4 a. m., and it rises; who bids it
but instead of taking1 the stitches
stand still in the hennery, and it
in a straight line as in the simpH
stands still; and throwing Mrs.
outline stitch, you must take them
Hen into a delirium of energy, that
in a slanting lino upward.
"5
That
causes her to got into the swim
13, the first of the three stitches
along'this astonishing new white
Is taken on the basting linej the
way, whore there's nothing to be
next one a little above it, and the
heard but
a,nd no laying
third ono still further above it.
clown on the Job but only just
Now
take three more outline
laying eggs!
stitches, but this time coming down
Ii?.ve been
For tho
In a slanting line, so that the last
p
electrified.
Already the
one will be on the basting line
in one California valley has jumped
again. You now have a peak or
up by a sheer 2,000,000 egga In a
half a diamond." Go on making
season. And it is preJicted, when
more
all along tho
all the. chicken houses are fitted
basting line, right across tho masuns, the
with elertrin
terial. Then begin, on the basting
output of that same valley will Inline below, making the other
crease 8,000,000 eggs a year!

rx

California Is cashing in on its
electrical home campaigns.
Call- fornla electrical
cam- palgn has devoted its activities to- ward an intensive
drive amon
architects and contractors proving!
to them that the building public
has been sold on tho Idea of tho
"home electrical."
It can be safely said that 99 per
cent of the homes are electrified in
that they have at least one convenience outlet for each room. Nor
Is this a haphazard statement, for!
It has been proved by surveys co.i-- 1
ducted by
campaign
officials in both Los Angeles and
San Francisco, where the maj r
portion of the home building is:
taking place.
The survey was not made of the
high priced homes, those
costing $10,000 and upward, but of
the homes of the average man. In
Pan Francisco and tho surrounding
residence areas IL'0 homes, chosen
at random during the month of
December, showed astonishing results, proof positive that the electrical home Idea has been well
worth the amount of energy which
has been devoted to it. This survey showed:
Average cost of each home,
$5,500.
Average number of rooms per
home, five.
Average number of convenience
outlets per home, six.
Percentage of convenience outlets to total number of outlets in
each home, seventeen.
Ninety per cent of the homes Included In this survey had ample
space provided for a laundry with
nt least two convenience outlets
available for an electric washer,
ironer and Iron. The survey showed further that tho minimum number of convenience outlets In any of
the homes Investigated was two
number fourand the maximum
teen.
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There

no

sweeter, simpler
trimming for a child's dress than
smocking. It is most essential, In
smocking, to have tho gathering
threads which lay tho pleals, perfectly straight. Tho beauty of the
work depends upon the evenness
of the gathering.
Begin by laying a tap measuro
In a straight line across the material to be smocked, and make a
dot at every quarter of an inch.
This will make a long dotted line
Now move tho tape measure half
an Inch lower, and begin maklns
another dotted line Just as you
made the first one. Make still another dotted line
Inch
this last one and so on until
you have as many lines as you
think the yolk of the little dress
Is

one-ha-

he-lo- w

lf

December-January-Februa-

requires.
Next, begin passing a needle and
coarse basting thread from rlKht
to left of the material, pushing it
in at one dot and out between the
dots. Or, If the material is very
sheer, the needle may go In at one
dot and out at another.
When all the rows of dots have
been used up In this way, begin
to pull up the threat b (which until
now have allowed tho material to
lie flat on the
Pull them
up carefully and not too tightly,
the
adjusting
gathers evenly as
you go. Fasten the ends of the
threads around a pin, and the material Is ready to be smocked.
In smocking the worker always
begins at the left and works toward the right, each pleat be.'ns
taken up by the needle separately.
The Outline Stitch Is the sim'three stitches downplest one, and a good one to begin ward, then three stitches upward.
on.
It is similar to the outline
Pull out the basting threads and
stitch In embroidery. Thread your tho york is done.
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HOUSE BUILDING IS
HASTENED BY USE OF
ELECTRIC MACHINES
With campaigns in progress all
over the country to foster the "own
your own home Idea," the coHt of
building and building material is
attention,
receiving considerable
and any device that reduces labor
costs is welcomed by architect,
owner
builder and prospective
alike.
One of the most economical machines employed In construction
work at tho present time is the
electrically operated mortar mixThis consists of a
ing machine.
long trough with a revolving shaft
which carries
mixing paddles.
Slacked lime and sand are shoveled into one end of the trough,
and the paddles are so pitched that
the mixture is carried out at the
other end.
Owing to the smoothness of machine mixed mortar,
can lay approximately 10 per cent
more brick in an hour becauso the
labor of mixing the mortar for
them H less than 25 per cent that
required for hand mixing. All
an.l
manufacturers, contractors
huild'irs are required to practice
to
tiles.?
get
every economy
days
se oi a maenme

PRESENT GOOD
MUSIC PROGRAM

OH

r

Jr.zz-tim- e,

YOUNG PIANISTS

CASES OF WIDE

Miss Ijoulse Nichols
presented
her intermediate piano pupils in a
uy
COU
successful recital yesterday after-noo- n
"Every woman in a tweeu"
in the Woman's club. Tho seems
to
of cloak and
the
bo
pianists were assisted by Helen suit makers, forslogan
shops and streets
Joslas, soprano, and Marian Eller, as well
in the warmer climes are
Prohibition Case, Upon the violiniste.
full of tweeds of every color ard
The young pianists exhibited mode.
are suits for
There
Outcome of Which Hinges much
talent, and, aside from ner- woman from the young miss every
gettheir playing wa.s goner-all- y ting her "first" suit to her grandMillions
of Dollars, Is vousness,
free from serious faults. Miss mother who wants a nice
gray or
One of Leaders.
the
Florence
Hanson,
playing
lavender traveling outfit.
"Second Mazurka" of Oodard, re- pale
This suit pictured
here Is a
vealed very fine musical perception
(By 'ihe Asuoriqtfd Tress.)
tailored type made by one
March 19. Cases and performed with much, style. smartly
Washington,
of the foremost suit designers. It
of wide Importance will be reached Marian Crawford played a "Valolk" is a diagonal tweed In gray that
Mokrejs. She seemed a little
to find favor with the
in the supreme court this week for of
embarrassed by the audience, but promises
woman who has no time
oral argument and at least one, her playing gave
evidence of much business
A notched collar, low
for
frills.
that of the United Mine Workers talent and promise. Clyde Cleve- belt and
pockets are bits of
of America and others, against the land Interpreted a "Polonaise" of mannish patch
tailoring which add a
Corona do Coal company, will bo Slunlcko with great vigor and ac- smart air.
whose
When last presented to curacy of touch. Others
becoming hat shown here
bore evidence of maturing Is The
tho court.
of State playing
mado of wool and straw in a
Secretary
were
who
Catherine
art
Nunlist,
chin stylo trimmed with color- -'
Hughes was chief counsel for thu
Charminade's
"Scarf chin
mine workers and made the prin- played
'"'
cd embroidery.
,
,way toward making the mason
cipal argument in their behalf. Dance"; Margaret Shnrtle. Berna-din- e
in" sucrcsfiiui oiuuer.
Lewis, who played Beethoven's
cunuacior
The case seeks to obtain from the
Kliso," and Frances Mundcll. POWER WHEEL CHAIR
court a final ruling upon the ques- "Fur
tion as to whether a labor organi- ' Miss Helen Josias, a pupil ot
NOW USED ON STREET LAND AT FORT SELDEN
sation can bo prosecuted under the Mrs. E. A. Bradford, sang
"Autumn."
Sherman anti-truIS EOUGHJJBY PANKEY
Although she In
law on the
wheel chair
Tho
charge of restraint of interstate only 16 years old her voicf seems which we have always looked upon
remarkable
has
She
commerce.
developed.
The lower
federal
of invalids has (SipcIr1 Oorrpuponrtf tire .a Tha luiimtf.)
aud-- i as the property
court held that it could be, but la- much aplomb before a recital
Las Crnces, N. M., March 19.
lint ... nti.n' broadened its field of usefulness,
bor leaders who were convicted on tdllcn n'htll
Former Lieutenant Oovernor Benboon
more
rendition
of
easy
this count following the coal min WllO Vinrl
Is jamin F. I'ankey of Hanta Fe has
rT,Tl'fii rt It r in amnlnn to crippled and debilitated, it of
strikes In Arkansas in 1914, conbought 122,i (teres of land ot Fort
more robust members
tend that their unions, not being several high notes, which were sung serving 8
Selden, sixteen miles north of La
wc"'
which is to he developed
eorporated, are not subject to tho with great purity of tone and de- Cruees,
t0 em,p,oy
Her volume Is LuM,lay,n?W.BfMuflt
Sherman act and further that none liehtful accuracy.
on a shop- - as a health resort. The property
to
ih
im.. t.,i -- .in Pin
of their acts were committed with
a"d dtivvn Fifti! avo was formerly owned by Mnj. W. H.
trip If"Pfortune
the purpose of restraining inter- leave shortly for Silver a City where nue and.
en Llewellyn of Las Cruces.
favors,
she will tod with
p.p
state commerce.
The Santa Fe Railway company,
sunshine
of
Palm
the
Joys
tropical
Winn.
Her
voice
should take her
Validity of Packers' Act.
Beach eseonced In Its padded re- whose line adjoins the property,
Two attacks upon the constitu- far.
has given the Pankey Interests a
M1ss Marian Eller. punil of Miss cesses. This chair, which is known
tionality of the packers' and
as the "Custer Car," weighs about permit to pipe the water of the
Valck,
Itubensteln's
y
played
to
hot
yards' act will come before the Kstelle
-springs in its
225 pounds and is operated by two
court, the appellants
that a Meioay in F." of which she gave storage
which permit It the site of the proposed hotel.
batteries
very
pleasing
their business which asserting
interpretation.
the federal
Reports here are that a modern
to make from eight to nine miles
government would regulate, Is
hotel building will he
an hour.
purely local and therefore is not MISSOURI CO-E- D
erected on the site. Kich room Is
Interstate commerce.
to have a bath and other facilities
A prohibition case upon the outHAC MALE VOICE;
QUAY COUNTY ROADS
for treatment of rheumatism and
come of which, the government
ARE BEING IMPROVED kindred ailments. An experienced
GO
TO
ON
STAGE
states, will depend many millions
manager, now connected with a reof dollars in fines and penalties,
'h J nraH' ) sort at Colorado Pprinjrs, Colo., Is
(Special Correnpondrnre
also is on the docket for this week.
to have charge of tho new house.
Tucumcarl, N. M., March 19. J.
The point to be decided involves
B. Easter of Santa Itosa, road suthe double tax and additional penpervisor for this division, and Mesalty provided In section 35 of the
srs. Dunwiddie, Rowland, Bemls
Volstead act to be assessed against
and Mayes of Santa Fe and PaulHair Often Ruined
those who illegally manufacture or
son of Fort Sumner, all state
sell liquor. There are now pendAW.
to
here
look
By Careless Washing
are
after
ing in the courts 700 similar cases
surveying and construction work
with fines aggregating $1,500,000.
now under way,
The court has made consideraSoap should be used very careSurvey on road 18 from this fully, if you want to keep
ble progress since its reconvening
to
now
is
made.
place
Logan
being
after the February recess and exsoapa
This is to be a federal aid project, and looking its best. Mostcontain
pects during tho week to dispose
The construction crew is at pres- too prepared shampoos
"V,
),
of many more cases before enterThis dries the
much alkali.
ent removing the sand from the
ing, under its present plans, upon
scalp, makes the hair brittle, and
road bed.
a recess to extend from March 27
it.
ruins
Survey for the federal aid proto April 10.
best thing for steady use
ject extending from this city south Is The
Mulslfied cocoanut oil shamto t"8 Ragland caprock will be
commenced in the immediate fu poo (which is pure and grease-less- ),
7,000 PERSONS KILLED
is better than anything
ture, Mr. Easter states. This is to else andcan
use.
you
AT GRADE CROSSINGS IN
be a graveled surfaced highway
Two or three teasponnsful of
and will connect the Quay wheat
TEXAS IN 1921, REPORT
belt with this city. Much difficulty Mulslfied in a cup or glass
has been experienced by the farm- with a little warm water is
The
Anoclutrd
ers in coming to this market on sufficient to cleanse the hair and
(By
PreM.)
Austin, Tex., March 19. Out of
account of the bad condition of scalp thoroughly.
Simply moisten
the hair with water and rub it in.
12,000 persons killed on the highthis road.
state
in
ways
the
last year, 7,000
A federal aid project
for the It makes an abundance of rich,
were struck down at grade crosseastern part of Guadalupe county creamy lather, which rinses out
ings, according to Captain J. D.
is contemplated.
This, when com- easily, removing every particle of
Fauntleroy, state highway engineer.
the bad dust, dirt, dandruff and excass
pleted, will eliminate
shown
has
that
"Investigation
crossing on the Pajarito creek six oil. The hair dries quickly and
one motorist out of every three is
miles west of Montoya which has evenly, and It leaves the scalp
careless at grade crossings," Capt.
been the greatest handicap to trav- soft, and the hair fine and silky,
Fauntleroy said. "They approach
in this section.
el
bright, lustrous, fluffy and easy
the crossings at reckless speed
"The completion of the Morgan to manage.
without taking due notice of apYou can get Mulslfied cocoanut
bridge," stated Mr. Easter, "give
One railroad
proaching trains..
a ' complete outlet from Kansas oil shampoo at any pharmacy. It's
alone reported 1,909 motor vehicles
points to El Paso with three dif- very cheap, and a few ounces will
wrecked In three years.
ferent routes through the state, supply every member of the fam"A total of $4,500,000 was paid
,..
h ill Jill MiiiiIijWi rnwmt
I1"
Re sure your
namely:
Logan, Tucumcarl, Las ily for months.
out in death claims by American
Vegas, Santa Fe, Albuquerque, So- druggist gives you Mulslfied.
insurance companies tot the 12,000
corro
and
west;
second,
Logan,
persons killed last year. In addiMiss Mary McLennan,
Clovis, Roswell, Vaughn,
tion to the totalities there were
Paso
El
Carrlzozo,
and
1,600,000
injuries.
If an exceptional tenor voice will route Logan, Tucumcarl, the direct
Vaughn,
three years the bring stage
"During the
fame Miss Mary Mc- Carrlzozo, El Paso."
state highway pastcommission
The most economical, cleansing and
has
made provision for the elimination Lennan is sure of success. A stugermicidal of all antiseptics, is
Columdent
of
of approximately 150 railway
Stephens College,
LAS VEGAS THEATER
McLennan
Miss
Mo.,
a
plans
Capt. Fauntleroy said, "and bia,
on work proposed
HAS A NEW GALLERY
60 more crossstage career after her graduation
ings probably will be eliminated. this spring. Critics say her voice
In addition to the elimination of ranges two and one-hao'taves
Las Veens. N. M.. March IB.
grade crossings on the state high- and ia rich and mellow.
The new gallery In the Coronado
ways, many have been eliminated
theater has been completed, and A soluble Antiseptic Powder
on the secondary roads through the
Tins MAN WAS HELPED
will seat 163,
the seat
to be dissolved in
efforts of the counties and the
John Grab. 2539 Jackson Ava ing capacity ofIncreasing
the house to over
tate department."
New Orleans, ta., writes: "My kid 760. The gallery Is reached by
Water as Needed.
neys wore weak and had a soreness two winding stairways, one on each
for
As a medicinal
antiseptlo
and dull rain across nv back. I side of the lobby. The projecting douches
catarrh, Inflamfelt dull and languid and nv kid room is on the main floor, under mation inortreating
of nose,
ulceration
neys didn't act riuht. I began tak the gallery.
and that caused by feminine
Jose Manul Valdei, a hoy of 13. throat,
ing Foley Kidney Pills and they
ten years
For
ills
no
lias
it
equal.
soon put my kidneys in a sound was caught entering the theater the
B. Pinkhnm Modioin Co.
healthy condition." Toley Kidney through the coal hole In the alley. has Lydla
recommended Faxtlne in their
Pills help the kidneys rid the sys- He was said to have been attendcorrespondence with womtem of t ids and waste that cause ing the picture show every nlsrht private
en, which proves its superiority.
lameness, backache, sore muscles, for some time.
Justice O. H.
who have been cured say it
swollen Joints and rheumatic pain. Stewart gave him a suspended sen-- " Women
Is "worth Its weight in gold." At
Evmrwhm 2So. Tonlo In effect, quick in action.
CatlmBaphftvMwftBOUtariair.
tence of five days In Jail, and the druggists.
60c. Inrge box, or by mail.
Sold everywhere.
costs.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston. Maes.
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ELIAS

BREESKIN
VIOLINIST
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
TONIGHT AT EIGHT O'CLOCK
Breeskin is a young Russian violinist
playing portrays not only complete
mastery of the violin, but a sympathy and understanding that have won his hearers everywhere.
,i- In common with the tendency among artists
today, he records exclusively for Brunswick.
Your nearest Brunswick dealer will gladly play
Breeskin records for you.
1300S Minuet (n "O"
tv. .Beethoren
Houvcnlr Voe

ELIAS

13017
13013

The eating of sauerkraut tends to
the prolongation of human life, according to some medical scientists.

Alice Hastings Lradley.
Little Alice Rr.stinp;s Bradley
daughter of Herbert E. Bradley of
Chicago, is believed to bo the only
white girl who has visited the
y
tribes of Central Africa. With
her parents she was a member o(
the Cnrl E. Ackley party of hunters which has just returned ?rom
Africa.
She's only six, but ,is
iirp:er than the largest pigmy in
.ie tribe she visited.

13023
'

No fewer than 10,000 words were
addon to the English language by
the world war.

pijr-ni-

thine
,
)M Ilefrivln
Transcribed by
Serenade. ..v
f'aprlre on "Yankee Doodle"

Ftbica
Fritz Krelaler
Flero
Vleuxtempn
Katf
(.'uatina
Hebrew Melody and Dane
Zlmballut
Serenario tapaRiiole. (Spanish Serenade)
Chaminade-Krelsle- r

Any Phonograph

THE

R

Manuftctuirn
CHICAGO

Esrtblbbed
NEW YORK

1841
CINCINNATI

BRUNSWICK.

Cunning
Babies

WINE, HEALTH, COURAGE,'
SAYS
LIFE, POINCARE

Can Play Brunswick Records
CO.

BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDE-

PHONOGRAPHS

attract attention
for their health
and spirits.
The right food

ANL

RECORDS

,

(By The Amoclntirt I'rem.)
rarls, , - March 19. "If

wine!
were bad for tho health, this fact
would have been known since the
days of the Romans and Greeks
since tho Genesis." said Premier IF3
last night at a banquet
held in connection with the
closof
"Wine Week."
ing
"America,"
the premier continued, "is, of course, the mistress of her own Internal legislation, but she must recognize
the truth as stated by the Anglo-Saxopoet Wine is health, courage and life."
'
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CITY

makes the
perfect baby.

JOURNAL

'
Every paper for subscribers in the city of Albuquerque
should be delivered not later than 7:00 a. m. weekdays and .' '
8 a. m. Sundays.
If any subscriber falls to receive hl paper properly, a
j
'.
before
9:30 will bring a new paper by
phone call
Mb'SSUXtiEK
THONES
13 or 6(1

EAGEE
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The New Universal Electric Grill has been on the
market for some time. If you have not seen it, be
sure and do so before you purchase another.
It has the same design and quality as the old
Grill and in addition it has an egg- poacher,
and a snap switch, which makes it easy to operate.

r

"--

Special

non-fat-

cross-ings-

To

Uni-yers- al

-

The New Universal Electric Percolator is made in
the Grecial design, nine cup capacity, has ivory tips
on the legs and spout and there is a tray, sugar
bowl and cream pitcher to match.
This complete set is now on display in our window.
Be sure and see its qualities.
Not only the percolator and grill is new, but tlie
Toaster. The toaster is a turnover. It toasts two
slices at a. time and will turn it without touching it.

Women

,"

It

Gulicura Soap
The Safety Razor

Shaving Soap

is also made in a

beautiful nickel finish and
makes any dining or breakfast table complete.

lf

Albuquerque Gas
"At Your Service"

&

Electric Company
Phone 98

II
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
from the Bahamas, Bermuda and Cuba, and also DRIVING
Interto improve the Canadian border situation.
national treaties which have been negotiated for
the purpose of putting an end to the opium traffic
possibly will furnish a valuable precedent in the
consideration of the matter.
China, cursed by the extensive use of this drug
by its people, prohibited traffic In it some years ago,
but had difficulty in enforcing the law because ot
the opium that was shipped into the country from
India. An appeal was made to the British governlt
ment, and as a result a treaty was drawn up under
the terms of which Great Britain consented to take
measures to prevent the sending of the drug into
China. At a conference held in Shanghai in 1909,
to which ths governments of China, the United
Franco,
States, Great Britain,
Grmany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Persia,
Portugal and Russia sent delegates,. It was agreed
that it was the duty of the respective government
to prevent the export of opium to any countries
prohibiting its importation.
it is stated
WTlth regard to liquor smuggling
that cargo vessels laden with rum anchor Just outside the limit of customs Jurisdiction and send the
stuff ashore In small boats. The vessels themselves,
though engaged In violating the law of the United
States, are beyond the reach of the American
authorities. There is ample reason for
& request to the governments under whose flags the
sail for an agreement by which their
traffia can be stopped.
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ONE'S PRIVATE RIG TO THE PICNIC HAS SOME SLIGHT DISADVANTAGES

SPEED AHEAD,

This is Albuquerque's great year. Every indicaWe are
tion points to the truth of this statement.
and by fall will be
rate
a
at
rapid
speed
gathering
at the highest tide of prosperity the city has over
known,
A little analysis of the situation will convince
the most skeptical that a great period of expansionmarI, lust beginning. Sheep are finding a ready
time j
at
this
which
prevailed
the
twice
price
ket at
states
in the breeding-grounlast year. The- ,ranges
. l ft,nn , nnv MlTIA- In
it
are snorter oi ureeums
uk "
animal supply of
normal
The
past.
years
many
least three years
At
in
not
is
sight.
stock
feeder
will be required to replenish the herds. Meantime
incattle will become high in price. These basic
dustries of New Mexico, assisted by government
loans, are rapidly coming out of the dumps.
The world's excess supply of copper is becomadvanced to within a
ing depleted. The prico has
our
fraction of a cent of a profitable market for
New Mexico mines. A very short period of time
will see them in full blast again, with the consequent employment of labor.
The impending coal strike will not adversely
effect New Mexico unless it be prolonged to a point
where building materials are delayed in manufacture and shipment.
The state generally has had blankets of snow
Everything points
which insure the early range.
conditions.
to better state-wid- e
In Albuquerque the J 2,500,000 Santa Fe shops
We are informed that
are nearing completion.
in con$1,600,000 more of shop improvements are
templation for this year. The new engine shops
will be In full blast soon In order to put the railroad motive power in shape for moving the fall
800 famcrops. This shop, we are told, will bring
ilies to Albuquerque.
is
The $500,000 Alvarado hotel improvement
well under way. The new community hotel has
broken ground. The First National seven-storFour hundred thousand dolbuilding is assured.
lars will b spent this year on new school buildings
score of
Many business blocks will be built. Three
houses are being built now and not less than 500
will be built this year. Miles of paving will be laid.
The electric company will double its capacity at an
outlay of $200,000.
The Chamber of Commerce is launching a pubadditional
licity campaign which will bring 2,000
healthseekers here the coming fall. A dralnagi!
- win h well under way this season. The
,imr,pm
"
citv limits will be extended so that our census figurea will cease to lie about the siio of the com-
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PICTURE.

"This is rather queer," sa,Id Uncle Wigglly to Nurse Jane one day,
as the rabbit gentleman finished
reading a letter which Mr. Whitewash, the polar bear mall carrier,
had left at the hollow stump bungalow.
'.'What is very strange?" asked
"Just
the muskrat housekeeper.
getting a letter? I don't see anything wonderful about that."
"No, for I get many letters,"
agreed Uncle Wigglly, again reading the piece of white birch bark
on which something was written
with a burned stick. "It's what
this letter says that makes it difUncle Butter, the goat,
ferent.
wrote it, and he wants me to coma
and have my picture taken."
"What? With htm?" cried Miss
go
Fuzzy Wuzzy. "Is he afraid to
and have his picture taken by him-

self?"

March 20, 1922.

Little Benny's Note Book
A packidge earns for pop ysstid-daand after suppir he sed, Now
Im going to give everybody a treet,
Im going to try on my new taller
made Buit, the ony way to get a
perfeck fit Is to have your clothes
made to mezzure, now if you wunt
to see the original Arro collar
man, Jest wait a few minnlts.
And he went in his room and
came back agen with a blue suit
on fitting him mutch bettor In
some places than wat it did in
others, but not meny, ma saying,
Well for goodniss sakes, Willyum,
Wats the matter, wats rong, wat
now? sed pop.
You look simply dredflll, sed
ma.
- Wich he did, and pop sed, Now
look heer, mother, dont start rite
in by showing your ignorants, because the ony thing youll gain by
that will be to show your ignor
ants, Jest because this suit duzzent
cling to me like wall paper I sip.
pose you think its not a good fit,
but dont show your ignorants, because let me tell you its a perfeck
fit and this careliss appearants is
Ixackly and precisely wat the taller
tried for.
Well, he got it all rite, its the
most careliss looking thing Ive
seen for a long wile, but It you
deliberately pick out a carcliBS
taller wat elta can you ixpect? sed
ma. I dont think he was careliss,
I think lie was. blind, she sed, and
pop sed, Wat you think and the
true facks of the case are lntirely
dlffrent subjecks, so I will cheerfully make allowants for your igy,

'

"Oh, no, it isn't that!" laughed
Uncle Wigglly. "Uncle Butter has
Just bought a new motion picture
camera, and he's going to make
films of some of his friends here
in the woods, he says. He wants
to begin on me."
"Do you think it will be safe?"
asked Nurse Jane.
norants.
v
"Safe! Why not?" Uncle WigDo you meen to say the ncez are
to
Is
Heaven bless our dear contriba
glly asked. "All I have to do
slpposed to look like that, no mato.,
a
run
us
sit
clever squibs;
When they send
up
ter how ignorant I am? sed ma,
along,
hop or
We can't use each one they send,
stump, take off my hat nnd bow, and pop sed, The subjeck is closed.
or do a few things like thut, and Wich Jest then the telefone rang
Else this col. would never end,
Uncle Butter turns the crank."
But the best, it should be hinted.
and pop ansered it, saying, Hello,
"What does he turn the crank who, the taller? You
Ever, always, will be printed;
did wat?
"Is
he
shelves
Nurse
on
Jane.
the
Sent me the rong blue serge suit?
for?"
Just the poor goes
Inquired
As we write that kind ourselves- Ill say you did, youre not telling
going to play the hand organ?"
Heaven bless our dear contribs
"Oh, no, no!" exclaimed the me eny news, it looks as if it was
"You see a made for 3 other men and none of
When they send us clever squibs.
bunny, laughingly.
motion
o
o
o
picture camera isn't llku them enyware neer my size or even
any other. To work it you turn a shape.
Grandma Gadabout dropped her false teeth on
And he hune- un and oulek tnnit
crank, instead of pressing a button
the tile floor of the Little Dot barber shop Friday
or squeezing a rubber ball. So I the suit off agen and went to the
She was having her
afternoon and broke them.
Butter
Uncle
and
ltt
I'll
think
movies by himself and me so he
go
hair bobbed when some of it got up her nose and
take some motion pictures of me." wouldent heer ma laff.
she had to sneeze.
afterwards?"
see
I
them
"Could
O o o
asked Nurse Jane.
CONSIDER IT SLIPPED.
"Why, yes, 1 guess so," answarcd
Sir- Governor McCray raises fine cattle on his
Mr. Longeais, trying not to feel
o'.
Lew
balShank, mayor
farm in northern Indiana.
proud and puffed up like anever
have
I
"Of
course,
Indianapolis, has on occasions when he disagree!
loon.
with the governor on some question, referred to
acted in the movies, and I can't"
Why
WANTED Houses
him as "the bull merchant from
be as funny as Douglas Chaplin
when
use
editorial
C.
for
don't you slip this to Carl
"It's Charlie Chaplin!" laughed WANTED Furnished houses to rnt la
th
and
up
horn
the
pick
to
an part of tnwn. McMlllion A Wood.
he gets ready
Nurse Jane.
drop
hammer again? It is so applicable to some of our
.
"Oh, so it is!" chuckled Uncle
V.
Ul.UBUi
N. D. ANNA.
or apartment, with larfl glassed
house
I
own
can't
"Well,
anyhow,
Wigglly.
O O O
ho is, but I'll do my In steeping purcn. Aaaren iJOX AAH
as
as
be
funny
re Journal Office.
Love's young dream often develops into inbest. I'm going ove. now and see
WISH the lowest cash prlca on a
somnia.
what Uncle Butter wants me to WB
nomeor about (Iva rooma: aiva da- O O O
do."
and atreet number.
Addreaa
aerlptlon
The bunny rabbit gentleman Box 93, care
F. W. IS NOT. WE TAKE IT,
Journal.
found Ms goat friend waiting for WANTED A three, four or
A MKMBKlt OF THE Cl.l'B.
him with a queer machine standhouso In good location, for $300 down,
Sir: Friend wife calls my attention to the Jouring on three legs. It was like a box payment, with monthly payment of 176.
nal headline that announced "Soup served withis
a
and
must ba right. Addreaa Box ill,
Price
one
on
side
it
a
that
crank
remarks
and
with
Club"
at
Woman's
music
car-- . Journal.
long shiny tube, like a gun, sticksomewhat like carrying coals to Newcastle.
TOP.
P1G
Corner-Abo- ut
ing out in front.
BUSINESS CHANCES
"I'll be ready to shoot you in a
O O O
BO Ft SALE
brick bufldlhg
to
Uncle
few
Wigglly!"
minutes,
have
arrived,
only
think
Manv people
they
215 South Flrat: location aood for an
bleated Uncle Butter, putting tho kind
find they have reached the point where they get off.
of buslneaa.
on
down
camera
motion picture
O O O
SALEI'lret-cl- a
aho ihop, full
the ground, and fixing his red cap FOR
MY! MY! HOW LONG THE DAYS ARE GETTING!n
una or machinery; price very reaion- BOOK ENDS
all
on
the
backward
court
moving
way
came
wearing
able; owner leaving. Addreaa S. B.,
intj
"Mrs. Obenchain
.Associated Press,
picture men wear theirs.Uncle Wig- care Journal.
MagdeK'Ine Marx's Heroine in
smje
Mary Ha Plenty of Adventures
"Shoot me!" cried
WANTED
Man with businesa experience
You."
O O O
In Taos County.
to be
Is determined
Fe
Santa
a
"What do you mean, 'shoo:
wisliea partner with few hundred dol- make
glly.
Lots of the sweet fai'ed g'rls nowadays
weli
as
as
center
a
known
me
lara
to
Invest.
Invited
literary
Call room , Imperial
I
me?'
Marx.
you
"You,"'
thought
by
Mnpdelelne
man think of powdered sugar.
"Mury In New Mexico." by Constance as a favoring environment
for
"You," by Magdelelne Marx, has here to have some moving pictures Annex Hotel.
O O O
tohnsnn. (Th MacMlllan Company.)
famous
many
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FOR
Already
painting.
are
setPlumbing auppllei, pipe.
revelation of the taken."
A little family of Bostoneee
been hailed as
Those who sympathize with you in trouble
pumpa, polnta. 6c car and bus fare la
figures have become Santa soul of woman.theIt is the author's
"So I did!" chuckled Uncle But- Mountain
tled In a cabin In the Rockies far literary
road. W. C. Thaxton, 11JI
generally only looking for details.
but It is the taeond
Ftans
ndoptkn,
by
we
ter.
chaps
"But
moving
picture
almost
Mexico
"Woman,"
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New
the
in
Worth
novel,
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first,
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Fourth, phone 472-present plan of the Ancient City to hnvintr caused almost as much call it 'shooting' when we take picfhoriio tmit nskerl Merman Mohr If he enjoyed at the Colorado line. There was produce
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of writers.
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manner
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the
High.
shiny
another,
Sinclair.
Mr. and Mrs, Theodore Van
Every small town has a clique that talks about
come and go, and tube on the box and he heard the FOn SALE Dresser, rocking chairs,
spring election which it believes will best tend to- everybody
Bob Holister came back from Snelen. formerly of Albuquerque various people
else, and everybody else is trying to get
'
ex
small
moods
flat Irons, tub. Ill North
on
she
the
what
ffheater,
crank
brings
clicking.
so
on
face
ward harmony and class equilibrium. For the elec- into that small
his
Rush
Olive
war
home
with
disfigured by have taken the
town clique.
in letter, t.re all merely
"I'm going to shoot now!" cried Blxth, phone Hfill-O o O
shrapnel wounds that people in- Canyon road In Santa Fe and Mr. presses
tion of that ticket It will constantly press. In doing
FOR
PALE
at factory prices
Furniture
a
better
much
is
Uncle
It
Butter
again.
from him Van Soelen has, established his suggested.
voluntarily Bhrank
which makes It coat less than 'acond,
Wno COULD SAY MORE, IN LESS!
so this paper will assail no man's character or
"Oh, don't shoot me; don't shoot hand
Van book on second reading than on
- At present
was
his
Mr.
dead
he
our
When
studio
to
opinCome
wants
there.
and
know
reported
"An
goods.
Reader"
Interested
yourself.
M
F.
E.
me!" howled the Wolf. "I didn't Americas Furnltura Co., seeJ2JforSouth
standing. We have buried our personal wishes In ion of the flapper. Not having the sweet insouci- wife married another man and Soelen Is engaged on a reproduc- first.
6eo- know you were there, Uncle But- ond.
tho matter and have in mind only that which will ance of lettered ease, but being, rather as Miss Ethel spent wnat money there was in the tion of his splendid portrait of Mrs.
i.
with
Undo
ter, watching
Wigglly
estate.
PALE Furniture, including table.
He returned Albert O. Simms, tne copy Dcing VILLA, WITH 200,000
we passed Hollister
bring the prosperity and growth which we all crave Hlckey would say .one of the illltcratl,
a gun to shoot me! I didn't know FOR
of Mrs. Slmms.
chairs, dressing table, stoves, check
the question on to a friend whose wife allows him home to Canada penniless and with Intended for a sister
,
and which is our due.
be
go
protector,
I'll
that!
I'll
ACRES
going out of
NEAR
a
the
of
good!
'way!
T0RRE0N,
' mirrors, ruga:
ana
tim
also
of
is
He
no
portrait
doing
property except
piece
to occasionally indulge in free speech, and his
213
business. Barnum
Wait
And away ran the bad chap.
ber land of doubtful value in the late A. 1. Namm, father of Major
Central.
swer was an ever so wistful
LAND
MORE
FOR
ASKS
"Ha!
Ha!"
Uncle
Wig
laughed
STOPPING It DM SMCGGLING.
Toba valley in Brltis'.i Columbia. Benjamin Namm, who spent the
O O O
Dresser, like new, IH;
glly as he cut a few funny capers FOR 8ALE
There he met a girl who was blind, winter In Albuquerque.
Ilka new, 120:
RAn! RAH! RAM
meohlne,
'
by IS: child's bed with newsewing
Coahuila,
Torreon,
Mexico, while Uncle Butter "shot" himYon
nerhaps only temporarily, as the
tpattress, 110;
I'd like to be a college boy
has relvet) some of the almost
his
Ha!
"Ha!
"Pancho"
19.
r.
March
which
Francisco
of
a
picture
ult
taking
bed
and
with
as
an
How
5; loms
the
mattress,
a
of
accident.
springs
result
Japanese,
And maybe Join a frat.
new 10 mattresses for 17:10, kitchen
rebel chieftain, who fooled the Wolf, Uncle Butter."
story Is worked out to the satisfac the land will be cuitivaiea ny Jap- Villa, former
forgotten romance of the sea. The daring exploits
But best of all I'd grease my hair
rock
In
112.60;
tho
chuckled
ohalrs.
cabinet,,
did!"
200,000-acr- e
"I'm
I
near
It and.
here
nn
glad
has
a
farm
Tarker
being
tlon ot all makes an interesting anese farmers.
of the shady craft which smuggled in liquors from
And never wear a hat.
chain, 12; phonograph and
a little more and I'm IB; dining
easterner and not shuring.tho prej at Canutlllo, wants more ground, goat. "Just And
story.
15; Incubator, 15; Coleman lamp
records,
the West Indies rival in some respects the deeds of
I
could
wish
you
udices of the Californian, can see and has petitioned the federal gov through!"
and other articles. 611 North Third.
I'd like to be a fair d
him have seen Unclu Wigglly in the
English smugglers which formed a favorite themo
"The Pride of Palomar," by Peter
against a profitable deal ernment BOOfor It. He has with
can,
And coo as
movie
But
that
followers
his
night.
of
PERSONAL
former
romance
of
perhaps
end.
various
But
the
the
In
nearly
by
with Okada.
B. Kync.
for writers of stories ftr boys.
I wear my skirts so doggone short
Anyhow,
A stirring tale of adventure schemes and maneuvers, Don Mike and their families and he says his you did. Who knows?
it cannot be permitted to blind the citizens to the
I'm wire I'd catch a : an.
I
cat
doesn't
catch
the
if
the
pussy
not extensive enough.
THREB SHAVES A WEEK, II, at yoor
high finance and love, with a succeeds In raising enough money farm
evil of it The situation should be dealt with firmWith his netition for more land chlckenpox and crow like a little
strontr argument agamet tne Jap to nrevent Parker from loreciosing,
iinmew.
rerKina row pnone mss-- j.
like to be a teacher in
I'd
next
hen
rooster
about
tell
to
I'll
the
needed
that
you
are
assured
Villa
Whatever
the
suppress
government
Parker's
Don
is
California.
steps
ly.
daughter
The heroine
anese invasion of
A
and
Uncle
to
are
SIGNS
followers
Don
Wigglly
spring.
he
and
his
for
ready
SHOW CARDS
of
love
nnd
her
hesitation.
Mike
a
Californian,
hpcauxa
without
Fnrrcl,
traffio should be taken
gallant
I'd let the boys go home at two
AtToKN 8 iu N A N U AD VKRTiHINO ttf.
is trvlng to save hit ranch from Mike she schemes against her father take the field et any time against
And keep the girls 'til three.
A report comes from Washington that the profor
The
first
American
society
who harass the..community
Hlgns, show card, poster, work, disfalling into the hands of a New n an Independent financier. i in bandits
O O O
hibition enforcement authorities propose that "liquor '
or against any revolutionists
op tho prevention of cruelty to ani- tributors, ' road signs a specialty; clever
like Gibraltar! York financier, named Parker, who nllv,. Rho marries the hero and that
There stand the commissioners
New designs, classy work, 219 North Seconds,
was
the
chartered
mals
in posed to the established
or
by,
govern
at
r'aiifnrnln.
any
in
It
rale.,
over
treaties" be negotiated with Great Britain and Cuba Three
and
holds
a mortgage
.
souls with but a single thought, Ihreo hearts
.
York legislature in the year I860 puon 1170-U. C.
tends to make a deal with Okada, saved from Japanese colonization,! moiit,
as an aid to getting control of the liquor exports that beat as one!
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KINGSBURY'S

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

KOLUMN

BRINGING UP FATHER.

FORTUNES
Statistics will prove to you that
there has bpen more real
money malo in owning REAL.
ESTATH than any other busings. Renl estate Rrows in
vnlun with out the grief and
o.ii o that it takes in other lines
nf business.
With Albuquer-- 0
tie's future there Is no gam-M- e
a
look
find
with us will
convince you that we have
thu property with the value.
A COMPLETE
COMFORTABLE, AXI) KEEV HOME.
This home is one of the best
built houses in the city and is
located close in on a very desirable, east front, corner lot.
This home has seven well arranged rooms, two good bath
rooms, fine electric fixtures,
pood fire place, large clothes
feaclosets, plenty of built-i- n
tures, inlaid linoleum in kitchen
and hall, extra fine hot water
heatins plant, cement basement under entire house with
cement coal and wood bins,
large front and back porches.
The lot is 50x142 feet with
about 330 feet of good side
walks, shade, lawn also extra
fine) garage. This property is
worth eleven thousand dollars
but Js priced for Quick sale
for only eight thousand dollars.
Call us for an appointment and
we will be glad to show
real bargain.

you-thi- s

AND
DEPOSIT
RECEIPTS
WILL UUY THESE.
Two rooms, 2 sleeping porches, bath, electric- lights, screen-ed-i- n
back porch, completely
This property is
furnished.
located in the Fourth ward
and is a good buy.

there's no

oh: hum:

OtE

electric
Four rooms, water,
lights, east front, full size lot.
Located in University Heights.
Can be bought for only ?1,400;
terms.
YOCR EYE ON THIS
KOLL'MX!
In a few days we expect to
announce the opening of a
BRAN NEW ADDITION on
STREET.
NORTH FOURTH
The very best proposition yet
offered the homeseeker.
KINGSBURY
D.
Realtor.
Loans and Insurance.
210 Y. Gold.
Phone B07--

III

SALE

Poultry-Egg- s

WUte Orpington
South Eillth.
FOR SALE Turkey eggs for setting.
1210 Bast Central.
FOR BALE H. C. It. I. lied setting eggs.
one dollar per setting. Phone 1S70-FOK .SALE Rhode Island eggs for hatching. 6 cents each. 1017 South Walter.
S. I'. ANCONA
and H. I. Red hatching
eggs, at 1 60 per 15. 1038 East Central.
FOR PALE
Black Minorca eggs, f.J5 a
setting; IS a 100. Fred Eakes. phone
rw-.n- .
FOR

BALE

907

TOR SALE
ca coc1
Old Town.

Pure bred B. C. Black
erels. Call at Mann's

iinr.

FOR SALE

Esgs for hitching, from fine
stock H. I. neds, ?t per setting.
Call
mornings, phone 15fi6-FOR SALE
Strictly fresh eggs; every
day at market price; also setting eggs.
1516 Knst Tljerns. phone Hy9-".AVAJO STRAIN" R. c. R. 1. Reds.
egtfs for hatching.
Highland Poultry
6
Smnh Broadway.
.Tarda,
FOR KALE Setting eggs from Barred
Hocks and R. I. Reds, I'nra thorough,
bred chickens. 623 North Second. Phone
FOK

SALE
H, C. Rhode Island Reds
Black Mlr.orca hatching eggs, fl
709 North Second,
setting.
phone
.

i,perand
1S15-H-

Foil

SALE
Eggs for naichlng: 8. C.
R. I. Reds. C. P. Hay strain, S. C. W.
T.eirhorns, Mrs. Gentry strain, 11 per set-t- il

'
South Broadway.
FOR BALE
Buff Orpington eggs for.
hatching; also Buff cockerels, winner
of first and special prizes (n Aibuquer- Nine poullry show. Phone 1710-'FOR SALE Pur bred S.
White Leghorn hatching eggs. 10 cents each: $0
Jier hundred; rar.cy table eggs at market
price. T. S. Wiley, boi 135. city, phone
2411-R-

f 20 per hundred. Twenty-fiv- e
years' exYott Poultry
perience with- incubators,
Ranch. Pnstofflce box 107. phone 1700-FOR RALE BUFF ORPINGTON eggs for
hatching; blue ribbon winners, first,
.second and third pullet, first cock and
.second cockerel, special on best female
in the MeJIterranean class, cockerels
nnd pullets for sals. Phone 1472-fits Fruit arenue.
X''OH 8AI.E Hatching eggs; four popular
varieties: e. o. k. i. Keda, MayhooH
strain, 15, $1.60: Famous Bllver Cam-pine- s,
IS, fl.00; S. C. Light Brown Leg- J1.H0; S. C. Dark Brown Legl horns. 15,
horns 15. $2.00. Koblnson, Old Town,
phone 1 HHP
YARDS Tnue
IlKD POULTRY
ribbon
winners, egffs for hatching, from six-

ill TrAlHIl
ftir?iT.55T 'I

A

(

CHANCE IN THE, WORLD
OF ME SNEAK IN' OUT'

'

Dy George McManuii

Office).

fJ

CHOWDER

I

IIL

kue

--

i

VSMMJ

LITTLE DANDY

A

adobe

WE THINK

An Opportunity

This is a bargain. I,oolc It over
and tell us what you think. Five
good rooms and large glassed
porch, dandy front porch on a
good corner
lot,
garage, fine
shade and lawn. This is a comhome
must
be sold:
and
plete
414.
Phone
$8,600, on dandy terms.
;

stucco, completely furnished for only $2,150.
$400 or less cash, balance monthly.
A CRIFFITH,
ACRERSOX
Realtors.
Four-roo-

120 S.

Fourth.

SHELLEY

Phone

FRUIT TREES
SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
FROM ALBUQUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOVSO & CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.

it is. Must be sold in 30 days.
Phone 2412-JJ. A. GLEASNER.

m

DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
309 W. Gold. Phone 670.

IS 000 On of the finest homes on East
Hllver avenue, 6 roirtis and bath, ex-

tra larire glassed sleeping porch, hot
water heat, large basement, fine elrc-trlcequipment; gsrr.s;e, with servant's
room attached.
Terms.
Five-roonew white itucco bun$1.300
featgalow, hardwood floors, built-i- n
ures, garage. Fourth ward; rasy terms.
Furniture also for sale.

LEASE

And Furniture 11
Sale.

Rooms

RtdUr

FOR RENT

Rooms

Arrldent, Automobile izsurunre,
FOR HF.NT Room.
r,lfl West
Copper.
Surety Ifcii Is, l oans.
FINE modern room, ladles. Ph. 23r9-w- .
o. Ill 8. Fourth St.
telephone 074.
RENT
Room, wltn
.eplng porch.
203 North Edith.
HELP WANTED
FOR RENT
Light housekeeping rooms
321 vt West Central.
.
Male.
WANTED
FOK
Boys to pass bills.
RENT
Fu..Mlshed
room
Penney Co.
South Walfr, phone ll!i;7-MEN, for firemen, brakemen, beginners FOR
RENT Large unfurnished room
fiao, liter sjr.ii. Railway, care Journal.
Ilka new. 124 South Edith.
Female.
FOR RENT Three furnished housekeep-tn- g
WANTED
Girl for u neral housework.
rooms.
919 North Fourth.
138 North Fifth.
TWO
ROOMS, furnished f.,r housekeeWANTED
Maid for general housework.
ping: no sick. 417 West S'llver.
Apply mornings, 823 West Copper.
FOR RENT Two-rooWAAibu
with
cottage,
experienced girl clerk.
P"rrn. i i z.tm. mag tton t h Ed h.
Candy KHnp. 110 South Second.
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE Dining room FOR RENT Riimu and sleeping porch"
and pantry girl. 110 South Third.
2J4Nori hvt'aMeiphone 1K2S-Phone 3."4-FOR RENT Two-roofront apartment.
WANTED
A coolr In a family of fouTi
JSoutJiSecond. phone 14S0-.goon wages for a gmd cook.
FOR
RENT
Two rooms Tor Ight housed
Mrs Weinman, 708 West Copper. Apply
westIror. ; no sick.
-- 'JULl'jL-3
WANTED
Woman to take charge of FOR REST Sleeping room, convenient
house; family of four; middle aged
31
man.
West Ha zeldlne.
frrJ'hnp
715 East Silver
"oman preferred.
FOR PENT Two furnished rooms fur
VVAN1F.D Waitress: must lm
Iimi ekeepl ng.
1 7 2 7 Wes t
i'gl't
experiCentral.
enced and capable of first-clas- s
cafe ECU
RENT
fornislied sleeping
service.
Apply mornings. 2 West Gold.
rooms.
217 North High. Phone l!l.ir.-.- L
Mule and Pemnle.
S'lEAM HEATED room, reasonable; m
: North Fourth,
iui...men, women, over 17, desiring
ieK; aiso garage.
government positions. $130 monthly, ttwuM and sleeping
porch, adj. doing
write for free list of positions now open,
mo
.tui
EOItn.
Dhnne 1340..1
ptnuin
tt. Terry, (former Civil Service
examiner) KOIt KENT Neatly furnished eleipTni
26 Continental
Bldg.. Washington. D. r.
room, close in. ateftm hpet- - 3t7 Kmn

Fn

For

Rent-Koom-

o

ROOM AND BOARD.

with Board
611

South

FOR RENT Rooms with board. 21g
South Broadway.
GOOD TABLE HOARD, J7.50
115 H Weet Oold.
FOR RENT Room and board; private
70S South Third.
family
ROOMS and board, men preferred,
HO
end up; no alrk. 1027 Forrester.
R"OM AND HOA KD All new bedi. 61:
South Broadway, phone 1971-CANVAS aleeplng porch,
with board,
$10 per week.
11I07 Ens' Central.
FOR RENT
Glassed 111 porch and board,
suitable for two. 114 North Maple.
VOH KENT With board, pleasant room
forbealtheekc-- . 416 East Silver.
ROOM AND BOARD, south glassedHti
poreh, adjoining bath; also
I:i8 East Central. Reduced ratca.garage.
FOR RENT
Nicely furnished rooms with
flrst-clas- e
table board. 110 South Arno.
pnnne 1327-FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room.
uuanie tor one or two. 518 West Fruit.
poone J t
FOK RENT Koum. ana s.eeplng porch,
with board for gentlemen convales
cents. Phone 1679-FOR CONVALESCENTS,
accommodations
now available.
Graduate mine In attendance. Casa de Oro.
FOrt RENT One nloe front room aulia- oie tor two employed gentlemen, with
on west Iron.
yr wnnouc noarq.
uorc RENT One large steam-heate- d
room for one or two gentlemen, with
board; first-clas- s
home cooking, If de- e.

teen grand pens; best winter layers: B. C.
iNortn Mecond.
I. Reds, 15 for $1.S0, 12, $3, $0! Barred mks. REED haa moved
to lot Souih
Rocks, 15 for 13, JS, $5: only ten fine
ana nas lovely rooms and
xiroaoway
.breeding cockerels left. Wm. Pleta, 411
sleeping porcnea with board for
4?3 West Atlantic, phone 14SS-Phone 628.
BABY CHICKS
MIHAMONTES.ON.TnK.Mr.ai
HATCHING
EOiiS; Mountain View Reds A SANATORIUM-HOTE- L
for tubercular
pens hiaded by prize winners at El
convalescents; graduate nursa In atPaso, Alhuoueroue, Denver: won high tendance:
rote by the week or month
honors nt Denver, largest Red show CnM 2400-Jbold In west. A few breeding birda to
C. P. Hay, !38
pare.
North High, RESERVATIONS may now be had at Stl
jonns Kanatonum (Episcopal): rates,
phone 2230-.117.60 to 25 per week; Includea prlvata
room with sleeping porch, connected to
FOR SALE Livestock
Datn and toilet: medical care, medicines,
iron SALE Bucks and does; also fry- general nonursing; excellent meals, tray
extras. All rooms have steam
service;
710 West Lead.
ing rahhlle.
heat, hot and cold running water. Kev.
FOR HALE
cow, with W. U. Zlegler, Superintendent.
Phona
calf, 5. 511 North Third. tai.
FOR SALE
Gentle riding and driving
worm
mare:
FOR SALE Real Estate
65, win take $40. 1301
North FlrBt.
SALE
Lot in
Luna dlatrict, by
FOR SALE Fine Holsteln heifer calf, FOR
owner.
1003 Wrst Marquette. .
. ten
Jamison Ranch,
days old, $10,
FOR SALE
Choice lot, 60x141 feet, nine
phone 2238-.hundred block West Sliver, 4750. Ap-pl- y
.FOR SALE
One exira good pair nf four
820 West Sliver, phone 146S-year-ol- d
mare mules; raised here. J
B Nlpp. phone 242t-i- L
FOR SALE
Nina acres good land, under
half In alfalfa, hair mile from
ditch,
n
FOR SALE Fresh
about
street car, 1235 per acre. Phone Owner,
.'
In
butter
teat
cow;
fat
hlghist
2417-R'
or 848.
county 1301 North First.
FOR SALT OR TRADE Oood Jersey FOR SALE Five well located lots, two
blocks south of Central on South High
cow, seven years old.
Highland and atreet;
will aell part or all: bargain
Chester
Harvard, University Heights.
price if sold s on. Apply 716 East Cen
Jirewcr.
tral.
FOR SALE 1.R00
good
white-fac- e
ton SALE 100 feet, frmllniHlgh-Uoi-Sllvr
ateers, at 138; 600
avenue, by 183 feet, fronting
at 146. Addrest Owen Wat-;terpark; level, on grade and fine view,
Aragon. N. M.
on easy terms
J, a. Hammond,
.FOR SALE Or trade for hoga, good cheap:
824 Esst Silver.
work horse, weight about 1100;
an be
neon st O. W. Hunter ranch, north end
Itlo Orande blvd. Phone JMoe-R-- t.
Chain key ling with nine keys;
IloTBoa-fT- fty
SA f.E
head good LOST
return to Nash Electrlo Co.t reward.
young hoi bob and marea. will be at
flronde W.gon Tard, 810 North Broad- LOST lngersol watch, with gold chain
way, Albuquerque. N. M.. March S3, and
Call 1325-after
attached; reward.'
thereafter until sold.
Will also have 6 p. m.
eecond-hand
harness and wagons' for LObT Alredate dog, license 309; re
e;i!e. Scott TUdenour. phone 1058-ward If returned to Jt, MoPhall. White
Oarage,
FOK RENT Ranches
LOST Black suit case on road to Ea- 4l'Utr liiCAT
ranch, part in
tancia, tn .earo canyou, Friday: re
alfiilfii. nndor initio ditch, two mites ward if returned lo M. B. Webb, 209 j
north of town, I'ustufflce box SIS, city. South Arno, phone 1754-J- ,
Tt.

LbsTNbFbdNb

INTL FtKTUHt

2APF &. CO,

I

I

FOR RENT

Desk room In our office, lo
a lovely home furnished
or
anil
several other
nice homes and apnrtmcntti.
We rented several last
week;
let's help you locate.

AROUND THIt.

12

Move

No. !24

are prepared to give you
the same prompt service as
heretofore.
We

Franklin & Co,
Realtors,

Phone

57.

Realtor.

J'iione

In order to meet pressing

Cfeap

good

412--

1

ob--

As Long As

FOR SALE
frame

house. Lowlands, close in, electric lights and
city water, good corner lot, $1,-- 9
00; $50 cash and $25 per month.
Five-rooframe house. Lowlands, modern, new. never oe- -

It Lasts

Hotter

A

Grade

McKinlcy Land
Lumber Co.
Albuquerque,

&

New Mexico.

m

,. i, niort

J?

7'!5-

-

per montn.
frame

lft

mVi

on.l

house. High
cash and J15
absolutely new.
Three-rooframe house, northern part. Fourth warn, fine cultivated lot, 60 by 130, $1,400; $160
cash and $25 per month.
Two frame
two rooms
houses,
each, new, Highlands, fine corner lot, 50 by 142, $1,300; $100
cash and $2 a month.
ItlvAL F.STATE EXCHANGE,
.
Three-roo-

lands,
month,

$UoO;

J.10

m

40U

V.

CopiM!!--

mono

79.

HERE

YOU ARE
modern brick home,
sleeping porch, front and hack
porch, lawn, trees, large lot, West
Coal avenue, immediate
possession, cash payment, balance like
rent. Office space for rent, sec
rive-roo-

r.fal" Estate.STAKES,
and Insurance.
A.

319

('..

WfBt

Gold.

FOR RENT

Phouc 168.

Dwellings

lUfiHT

NOW IS TnF TIME
TO KI'XH'HK THAT LOT I
V.MVKKS1TY IIKIGIITS.
One price to all, cash or $10
per month. Vou never will be
sorry that you Invested In a
lot In UNIVKIISITV HEIOHTS,
If you
hesitate
about your

E A P

home up there because you
want a nice garden, flowers,

etc, chntiKo your mind iItrht
now. Anything that will Brow
in this climate will do splendidly on University lleltrlits soil,
.lust rlve it the water, same as
ynu have to anywhere else.
Main orfico, Soi'nnd and Gold.

D. W E I N M A N
70S West Copper, City
Or any real estate agent.
V.

I'lioiics

FOR SALE
A

OR

RENT

with six
iirroa of fine land, thiee miles
across lie river. St.'e
three-roo-

j:ohi:ut
santiib,
Cruls Hotel,

HUB.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Iioiimp

I

10

JOHN

W. WILSON.

Ro ms

u,

Attorney.
and it. Cromwell
Phnne 1153--

17

Bulldlnj.

- Ul llTON.
Iiiieaees of ne Stomach.
8
Harnett Building.
""
IK.
I.ARKI,
liye, I.ur, Nose and Throat.
Barnett Building.
Phone Is.
Office Hours
ICIith,
to II a. tn., and 2 to 6 p. m.
SAl.K
Now huuwe, in new part "f
"
SIAKOAHI T
t'lH-nnt-AHTVvRiHT,
stov-.- ,
McMillion & Wood,
and some furniture, iR.
Residence IK'J Lost Central.
Phone 871.
IOans. ;u a l':iri:tin. Iilti9 .,,rth Ttilrd.
Itealtors.
Insurance.
Phone 571.
20H W. Gold.
Phono 348. FOR WAI.E Nice xnudern bi'ick borne;
owner leaving
largo l"t; easy
VV. M. SHERIDAN,
M.
fall today guc South Kdlth.
city,
Prart loo Mm iter to
FOR SALE Miscellaneous FOR SA 1.1; Apart men t house, four
apart
furnished, fiENITO - UJUNARY DIKE.ASF"?
completely
i'olt SA t.K lihubarb roots, ph. 2417-11mullein,
Income; discount for cash, AND DISEASES OF THE 8KI.N
I'horm 17; I .1.
FOK SALE-Bal- -iU
Masnerman Luborntnry In Connection.
Phone
juin.
2409-Ulot and small
Foil SALE
KMk- - I'linne HN.
,,
house
io
Metalus
IIODOY'.S
for
Tif.
University
i42i,
MILK., BEST IN TOWN'.
und ?10 per month. Phone
Phono 2413-Rflijo'cash
CHIROPRACTORS
owner l!tfl-W- .
FOR tiALU
Holler canuriea. 21H tiuuth
K. P. CARMEN,
FOR KALE Uy owner, suburban home,
Waller, phone Iliti7-Chiropractor
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
FOR SALE New
AnnU Building.
8U
tianl'.ury
couch,
water, fruit trees, srape arbor, Post-offic- e
takes It. 811 West Marquette.
box 213. city.
FOR
Rooms
FO't SALE Floor show case, 825; coun2U a month
JU'O DOWN and
are the
ter cane. 816. 6JlNorth Third.
RENT
Office rooms. 321 !i West
terms on a brand new shingle bungn-low- ; FOR
r
FOR SALE Sanitary couch Hi til Ulo iket,
entral.
two large rooms and sleep'ng porch,
1211 Soulh Edith.
used by healthy.
!T,0.
FOR RENT
Phono 410.
Desk space.
prion
Apply Koslrare
Tours.
314 Went Oold.
FUR
addmg'lnachi'ieT FOR BALE- ItnlversUy "ITeTghts, practl-catl- y
Brown's. 215 Soulh First, phono
new Spanish type bungalow, furFO It It UN T Off! caooinii, Luna Strieker
btilldlnr. Korber Auto Department.
WOMAN'S Exchange, v7Tv7"5TArou.li
two porches and
nished, fle rooms,
Imsement. l'f Prln.?elon.
Easter cards, collar sets, aprons,

FOR SALE

IJU.

Houses

M.

Suite.
N. O.

bALL
brick house, on
North Edith. Phone tJul-Rz- .
FOR BALE llrlok, nine iarite rooms,
h
I.HOUcash. 1;'4 Unuth

L'olt

D7

UnJ2

7LrneXmT

ill

WANTED By permanent tenant, a 12 or 2 5 foot, storeroom on West, rvnlral, south
side, between First and Third
streets.

pressed brick
with
two
bath
house,
rooms and largo sleeping
porch. All modern and in
good condition.

Gasoline Filling Station! good
location and doing business. See
us about it.
Stucco adobe in Second ward
four rooms. Three blocks from
car line.
homo In Fourth
New four-rooward; bath, hardwood floors, two
screened
$3,110; and)
porches,
down. Halanee $30 per
$1,000
month.
Splendid double house In Fourth
ward. One side now rented at $40.
Price $!,000, and $2,000 down
will handle.
home In
Well built, three-roofine location. Third ward, close
to school. New garage.
House
rented for $27. Price $2,100; only
$500 down. Balance like rent.

"B

-

shade, near
car line, Fourth ward; combination living and dining room,
fire place, china closets, kitchen, bedroom, RlnsHed sleeping
porch, bath, oak floors. thrtiujrh.
two porches, sidewalk.
out,
Terms.

A

Phone 410.

KENT Two-roobouse,
.
l.'ioli South
In rear.
RENT
Foil
House, two rooms, modern,
AUTOMOBILES
furnished. 16U1 Eant Central.
oi ft fciudai , Just like new.
FOR RENT One side of double
house,
;T.O.
Phono 401).
208 Sou t h Hroa d wa y.
unfurnished.
EXl'KKT rad'utor repairing. O. K. Sheet FOR RENT One tuur
one
and
Metal W'Tks, 217 North Ulilnl.
furnished house, close tu. Dr. Eabter- I'OU BALE lode tourllil,'. Kuo. L'all duy.
FOR KALE Genuine French violin, 2lltt
lifter 6 p. m. Ulo Norllr Twelfth.
FOR HUNT
yeurs old. Call evenings. CIS West
cottage, furnish5
full BALK
Ifulck touruiff car:
ed for light housekeeping.
803 Soulh McKlnley.
nrii-oaiJond-DilloCo.. Arno.
conuitlon.
FOR
SALE Plumbing supplirs,
pipe.
city
I'OU
Thiee-e.,oRENT
pumps, points.
W, c. T 'niton, 1111
furnished
FOR BALE Oldsmoblle truck; good" conhouse, sleeping porches; keys at 704 North Fourth.
dition. Brown's, 215 South First, phone F.fbt
yanta Fe.
FOR BALK
231.
Heating stove and Home
Foil RENT Unfurnished, half of double t'omfort range, with water front. 00 1
CASH 1'lilL'J-Ifur usi.il cars, any condihouse, two rooms and sleeping porch. South Third.
tion. Mcintosh Auto Co., 311 West lMEnst Central.
FOR SALE
Wooden dry goods boxes and
Copper.
FOR RENT Three
rooniruTnuihet" pocking cases, mostly large. Kahn'e
FOR SALE Some extra good used cars;
with
Jim
Store.
North
First.
716
ro
sleeping porch;
children.
i ni ru.
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co., 811 East Hnzeldlne.
TYPEWRITERS, ail makes, 15 and up;
'OU Hr.- 1 fcurnighed eleeDlnir end West Copper.
Three-rooFOR RENT
$.1 per month.
rurnithed cotAlbuquerque Typewriter
609 Soulh Sec FOU SALE Ford tourjng, Ford truck,
nouaeaceping roonn.
tage. See J. A.
824 East Exehunge, 122 Bout It Fourth.
in good running order.
710
North Silver, phone 1522-- Hammond,
1'INONS
Nice
and
large In their nalura
FOR RENT Room, with board; phone Thirteenth.
FO"' RENT Three-roostate, ir.c per pound.
one-nahou'A convenRobert
blocK to car line.
YOUR USED CAR; will p;iy
(114 North WANTED
ient to ;.hops. In the highlands, only
1114 Wont Central.
i Jiixm.
best cash price.
Viaduct Uarage, joo J15 a month. Phone 410.
FOR
1
Used
SALE
and
South
tractor,,
Sec.nd,
RENT One large adobe room, suitK-!FOR RENT- - "'wo-roowith gang plows.
Hardware
house, furnishable for paint or repair shop. 217 West FOR SALE New an second-han- d
Ford
ed, with big yard. 815 per month. 1300 Department, J. Korber & Co.
' '"Ml,
O.
K.
honeycomb radiators.
Sheet N"rth Second, or phone
"8-FOR8A LE FreBhbuttermllk and cot
RENT Three rooms furnished for Mftnl Works. 217 North Third.
FOR RENT Five-momodern bungatage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
902 North Second, phone FOR SAI H 1919 Ford roaustur, Dodce
housekeeping.
low, furnished, highlands, close to tar lots.
1570-R- .
Swayne'a Dairy, phone I'.tl5-M- .
Brothers' rondBter, to unde for Ford line.
718
Kast
Central.
Apply
.SAXOPHO'-.'i'land ail band InstruineiiTsT
FOR RENT Two clean rooms for house- - touring car, with atarter. 4u7 West
new
FOR RENT Five-rooor used. Frlvate class instructions
..
lurowuM
convenient to shops.
4o9
Keeping;
4117
on above. Fred K. ElliB, ph. 302-J- .
at
4.17.
South
given
Seventh,
yrtcs
West Iron.
Foil ,A!.H 1920 HCI'.'K S'.X, OAK'221 North Ninth, ph .ne 1 274-FOR BALK One number 32 lutorprine
LAND SIX AND Ulli CHEVROLET:
FOR RENT Choice
suite of twu or
FOR RENT Throe" four and five-roosamage mill: one Sterling meat silcer.
three rooms with private bath.
bargains. THE COOPER
400 all tourlnfts;
houses and apartments, some furnished. number 25. Broadway Central Mitrliet.
MOTOR CO.
North Twelfth.
McMillion
200 West Gold.
Wood,
e
FOR
SALE
powergasol'ine
FOR RENT One furnished room witn FOR SALE Ni-- Ford Sedan, see owner, LIST
your vacant houses with the City
engine vith pump and forty feet two- room 20 Whiting building; extra tire
kitchenette, for light housekeeping.
Ino:.
1028
North Sixth, phone
Realty Co., for prompt and effleliflt
pipe,
710 West l.esrt.
and rim, $1100;
balance service.
cash,
1360-207 West Hold, phone 67.
t
suit purchaser.
FOR RENT Modern sleeping room
FOR SALE Black Cap raupberry, everRENT Nicely furnished
bath. Averlll apartments, 20814 FOR SALE Dodge Brothers' touring, FOR
brick
house
with glasRed
bearing red raspberry and gooseberry
North Becond.
Ford tourinK.
roadster;
speedster;
7ic per dozen, delivered. Phone
Ill South Walter, phone sleeping plants,
Maxwell; terms can be arranged. porch.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms and Bulclc,
2403-RT.
FOR Jtl'JX'T Small
Korber & Company.
cottage,
sleeping porch for two; no children.
FOR
SALE
Cootl team of young mules.
nice
One-ton
110 South Walnut.
nicely
furnished,
FOR SALE
sleeping porch,
Ford truck, J300, for
rent reasonable; electrlo lights, ln- also all kinds of second-han- d
worn drive;
wagons
l:ght Bulck, ;90;
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished romi Ford
snd
Kdlth.
qulre801Soutli
plows,
prlco right. Simon Garcia,
touring, 1135; Studebokcr,
In modern home. Mrs. Fred Hamm,
82SO.
FOR RENT .Small twivroom cottage, 1202 North Arno.
118 West field.
623 North Second.
nicely furnished; good sleeping porch; SATURDAY
Evening Post and Country
touring or Ford speed- - electrlu
FOR RENT Furnace heated front room. FOR SALE Ford
tientlemen delivered to your door each
lights; located on nice corner.
both In Ashape; or will trade Inquire 801
ground floor, adjoining bath. 809 West f' ater,
week at Co copy,
South Edith.
Ladles Home Journal
207 East
Ford
at
Call
truck.
.
light
2042-JFruit, phone
'.
1
Central at noons, or nftcr
RENT April 1, in Fourth ward, each moth. Ire copy. Phone 1474-J- .
p. m.
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms; also light
rvie four-roobrick; two screened SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
1921 Ford rnaos.er, In first-clos- e
FOR
SALE
housekeeping rooms. Imperial Annex.
room for
prevent fallen lnateps; cures all foot
running order. Cor has starter, porches, large both and pantry;
First and Cer.tral.
owner.
troubles, tl. Plantar Arch Supports. Thus.
demountable rims, two new casings, one big garden. Phone 128il-FOR RENT Furnished
room. extra; will trade for good touring. Phone FOR RENT An Ideal
front
urnished bunga- F. Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central.
steam heat: i.lo room and sleeping UZJ-- J.
low for convalescents.
In highlands,
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
near sanator'uma end street car.
porch. Thone 23S9-Phore GOOD for all kinds of roofs. 81 per galOET THIS FORIi. OUiCK
or call at 817 Soulh Walter.
lon. The Manzano
FOR RENT One room furnished light FIVE TIRES, CHtnp bed seat, full tools, 1273-M- .
South
Co., Ill
for housekeeping, $10 month,
201
three can rack, good mechanical con WILL LEASE for six months, pal;- - fur- Walnut, phono 1834 J. Try a built up
East Tewla. near &hops.
will
as
five-roolast
roof,
as
the
on
1224
dition. See this. Ooffman,
long
building.
brick house,
nished,
North
North High;
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms and Second.
Phone 1727-arage, 'furnace heat, 176 FOlt SALE Everbearing and Black ap
W.
per month.
.'.
sleeping porch, newly papered and MUST SACRIFICE
Leverett,
Stude-take- r.
and rhuphone
raspberry,
grape
gooseberry,
1S33-.barb plants; Hay strain R. I. Reds, Tom
painted. Phone 1804-In Brood mechnnfeal condition:
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished rooms five good tires, new battery, uplrolstery FOR RENT March 26, cottage of five Harrow White Leghorn eprKs, 16 for fl.
rooms, two sleeping porches, basement; Cherry lilossom Ranch 209 Kast Trum-bu- i,
for light housek eplng; light and water like new. Can be seen at the Highland
furnished. Phone 1494-phone 1033-- ..
Tire and Rubber Works, 123 South Uroad- - furnished, Including piano, electrlo washer
and aewlng machine. 208 South Cedar, USH EFFECT O ADt 3 TOP and seat
230.
wny,
pnone
FOR RENT Weir furnished bed room,
14;2-!dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-pa- r,
adjoining bath. In private home. .14 SAVE 60 to 76 per cenv on used parts. phone
FOr. RENT New four-rooValapar Enamela on automobiles.
South Arno. phone 1952-houses at
nearin-- e.
tirea
eneeia
mnsnitos,
Homestead
Cottage Paint,
Plymouth
southwest
corner
of
Coal
avenue
ato.,
Our
snd
stock
grows
springs,
FOR RENT Nice, clean rooms for houselarger Ninth
Floor
Paint. Roof Paint and Cement. Satstreet; frame, modern, with bath, isfaction
oaiiy, j'orn in stoc for Overland, so, 825
Keeping and sleeping; tinder new
Thoa. F. Keleher Leath-e- r
assured.
F.
H.
month.
L.
80;
per
C
Maxwell
of
1 2t
truck
Chalmers,
tin
Strong
pleasure
North Third.
Co.. 408 West Central, phone 1057-.Bennett, phone T5 or 145.
490, Pnlge 4. Reo 4, Studo-bakFOR RENT Nice large room, well ven- cai.., Chevrolet.
4
and 6. Mcintosh Auto Co., FOR RENT Half of double house, four FOK BALEThirty
tilated, furnace heat; also small room, 311 West Copper.
garden and farm cultivators, wheat
large roonis,
unfurnished,
modern,
next to bath. 10S South Arno.
with llghta. furnace heat, water and drill, corn planter, mowing machine, hay
WHEN IN NEED OK
FOR RENT Modern furnished room In
tractor, tractor plow, three botTIRES,
mag- telephone; garden truck. 95x140 feet, un- rake,
rims,
carburetors,
springs,
private family, neat and clean, with gar
netos, generators, wheels, gears, axles, der Irrigation, ready for planting, eight tom and three disc plows, team plow,
age, $17. 809 North Eleventh.
large fruit treea, Fourth ward, one block harrows, Fresno scraper, threa horsea,
bearings, horns, accessories.
three cows ,1wo bulls, harness; also garfrom enr line. Phone 1805-R- .
IMPERIAL ROOMS
'loe. clean rooms; COMB TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
We have salvaged to date the follow- FOR RENT One of most modern homes den and farm cultivators, portable platrates by clay or week. Over Paatlme
scale end two
In city; close In. extra good location; form scales, counter,
Thenter, S11H West Central,
ing cars: Bulck. Maxwell.
Chsndler,
one
wagons,
renovator.
Apply
F. B. : OverFOR RENT Two
beautifully furnished, hot water heat, st M a n n's Oa rdalfalfa
light housekeeping Mitchell. Chevrolet 490 and
en
i::':-har- t,
Olds.
land,
Crow,
every
six
garage,
modi!; Hup,
rooms, sleeping porch, lovely
rooms, furnished or unfurnished; pri
WANTED-rositioReo, Dort, Saxon. Studebaker, both frunt porch, piano and Edison Included
vate entrance. 11)30 South Second.
n
4 and 8.
in furniture.
'Tew bungalow, located on
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
Housework by the day.
Kast Central;
VIAOt'CT GARAna
owner going east, will WANT
housekeeping apartments, by the duv
Phon
164S.
600 SOUTH SECOND.
lease
to
desirable
Apply 716
parties.
week ur month. KOfH West Central
state.
East Central.
Largest
WANTED
1.10D
parts house it the
Housewurk.
Mouth
FOR RENT One upstairs room, furnish
Walter.
FOR RENT Furnished
houses; nine
ed for housekeeping, sink and running
CARPENTERING
rooms, slightly furnished brick. Copper WANTED
of
1601
Work
kind.
West
any
water. 810 per month. 618 Wst Coal.
$75; nine rooms completely furMountain road.
THE ODD JOB MAM. avenue,
FOR RENT Front bed room or three PETTIFORD
West
nnd
nished,
water
Copper,
$100,
First-clas1B73-.s
All kinds nf work.
Phone
wants post-tlolawn paid; three rooms and sleeping WANTED Address D. 1)., baker
light housekeeping rooms, furnished, to
care Journal.
married couple or ladles; no sick. Phone WANTED Odd Jobs onrp. nterlng. house porch, very close In. Fourth- - ward, $40;
FOIl IIOUFB CLEANING ,1'..ir waxing,
Unpainting and repairing, at reasonable and many other furnished houses.
lawn work, call J. W. Low.. 1430-Phnne I4SH-furnished; Five-roobrick. West Santa
WOODWORTH
Newly
furnished, nlca, prlcea.
calom-Inlng; F avenue, good house. $20; three rooms. WA.NTED
WHBhliiK
and Ironing by day
clean rooms and hotirekeeplng apart PAINTINti, paper banging an-Kast
or doscn.
Pacific, water paid, $liG; five
W
L.
Call 1703-J- .
all wo k auaranteed.
ment!, by day, week or month. Ill
West
1314-furnace
Central,
Owens.
f,8
heat,
Pouth
splendid
South Third.
Edith, phone
WE AUDIT. CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and
o
twenty-twcondition, $45, and
others.
WILLIAMS & ZANO.
MAN EMPLOYED,
will share room and I WANT jqu to Investigate my low prices f.?'!.,K.?-rI.tkeep books.
F.xchange. 409 West Copper.
on any kind of a building proposition
6
room
Mellnl building. Phone 701-porch with congenial partner; no ob
Jectlon to healthseeker If not bed pa- ynu have In view. A. E. Palmer. Punga-loTllOHOUatlLY EXPEUIENLED sleni.K-rapheDRESSMAKING
Builder, box 41. ettv. Phone 17S8-tient, 113.5(1 per month. J1I North High.
llk
employed,
ealra
work, lcsal or otherwise. Address J. B
FOR R:;NT Exclusive, well furnished liUILDINO, alterations, repairing, largo
core Journal.
Jobs or small; work by contract or by
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
tha
work
water heat and bath; centrally located.
day) reasonable prlres; 1753-W- . guar WANTED
Mr. Foster , (03 OKKK.'ES CLEANED DAILY Janitor
Sswlng.
E.
Call
North Fourth, prior. 3239-W- .
821 anteed; estimates free.
Phons 1744-Oarage If deilref.
s.rvice; bouse cleaning (with vacuum),
W. Johnson.
fil
West Conl.
John.
WANTED
floors pnitshed;
best
of
stewing, pay so much a
references.
Phone S1J-.FOR RENT Strictly high class room
IBV.t, South Broadway.
TYPEWRITERS
north, eaat and south exposure, south.
iiKMS'l ri'CHl.NO. pleating. Williams' Mil- sat sleeping porch, prlvata nome, beM
FOR SALE OR TRADE
ITERS All drakes overhauled
ilnry, zor soulh Broadway, ph. 111-residential district: gentleman preferred; fytliWH
and repaired. Ribbons for every ma Pl.KAflMI. accurdUin, aid. arid rTTxi FOIi SALK CHI TRAD .Lumber wagon
no sick. Call "71).
E- china.
N.
2I
msll
onlors.
a heavy sprint; wagon, three-fourtNorth
and
Athuouerqu.
Typewriter
Cratie,
Journal Want Ada Cring resull. change, phun 0i-J- . Hi Soutlt rouriu. Seventh. 'Crane Apartments, phone
mtla west of bridge A. J. James,
FOR

New, nice location,

FOR SALE
C H

Dandy Little
Home

f

new and clean; liberal discount
on year leases.
.T. A. HAMMOND,
Amnt,
821 K Silver.
J'hono 1522-I- t

'

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

T

ss

j

$15.00.

A'

mw

PARK VIEW COURT
For rent, high-claapartments; steam heat, gas, etc;

m

0PP0RTUNITTIES

$10.00 Per Load

I

ligations, am forced to sacrifice
beautiful
modern
six - room
house, waxed flooring; well lo- Kino
lot.
Price'
cated; garngc.
Terms. Address Box 9.
$4,500.
care Journal.

Five-roo-

five-roo-

211 W. Gold.

$6,000

acres on North Fourth, $175
per aero.
R. MiCLlGHAN, Realtor
Gold Ave.

v In
Immediately
completely furnished
houss on Kast Central
avenue, has been listed with us
and for quick sale we are offering it at a sacrifice. House
is furnished with new furniture
of the highest grade, and the
owner is willing1 to stand a loss
on it, so that they can realize
some cash.
Let Us Show It to Tou.
MONEY TO LOAN
We have $3,600 to loan on
well secured first mortgage
Eight per cent.

J, D, Keleher,

money on.

JO I

3 20

A

West Gold avenue, next door to
our former office.

221 West Gold.

Bik

JtmnCt;

-

SS

for

Metcalf Agency.

Os

are now located st

We

a

fOR SALE

A. FLEISCEIEK,

FARM LANDacres best land in valley,
160 acres you can make

BY

--

TO OUR FRIENDS

W have a modern four-roohouse - two screened porches,
lawn and trees, close In, in
the Highlands, wntcn is without a doubt the greatest value
we have offered in a long time.
If you want a home, or an Investment, don't fail to see this.
A. I MARTIN CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
228 W. Gold... .. Phono 156.

CO.
"
115 S. Second,

FOR SALE $2960.00
frame, has Areola
heating system, nice sleeping
porch. See this little home.
Four-roo-

of a Life

Time.

,.

REALTY

727. W.

$2100.00 FOR THIS HOME
IN FOl'RTH WARD.
Four-rooshingle bungalow,
bath, two porches, outbuildings,
corner lot. Good terms to right
party. See us for appointment.

RANCH NOT SOLD YET
You had better hurry, or it you
want a nice country home, here

G,

Realtors-Insura- nce

COINTOLOAF

paS5IS

CHAS.

We. Just sold a business lot
to
a patty who Intenrla to hulld a
larpe bulldlnK and wishes to
rent the stores. Why not a
Knit; Store. Hardware. Bakerv,
11,'trher Shop, ete., In University
Heights? Size of stores will be
about lox40 feet now, and as
business Increases they can be
thrown together. Rents reasonable. Communicate, with us.
We'll build to your wants.

A-- J

g'

FOR SALE
Six Black Minorca pullets
and cockerel for ifl; would consider
two or throe
setting hens In trade.
piMino 10IS-.FOR SALE
S. C. White Leghorn hatch-In- g
eggs and baby chicks, 120 per
100; also few cocks and cockerels. Gentry Poultry Ranch, postoffica box 112,
phono 1709-TWENTY-NIN- E
years on the same old
ranch
8. C. White Leghorn chicks,

U. S. Tatent

t

) jmiwwXvi

Fire,

FOR

TrIERE'WT

the International News Service

L

KEEP

J,

Registered

V

YOril REST

Three rooms, sleeping porch,
electric lights, city water, garage, fruit trees and grapes.
Can be
Lot 50x130 feet.
bought on very good terms.

AN.'

OF ME. AKlrV MACCIE
IF I KIN CO OUT- - SHE'LL
ONLY t)A. "NO"..'
c

SMALL

A

1021 by

Copyright,

RENTOffice

FOR

SALE

Ry

owner.

718

West

FOR SALE

Ci.il.

frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
d.
Terms If
Phone 1S03-five-rooA BARGAIN,
trome In Fourth
fire
ward; two glassetl-l- n
porches,
place, gas, 83,300; twelve hundred will
balance like rent. Phone 848.
hnndle,
-S
A LE
FOROR H E NT Sis' brand new
four-roocorner Ninth and
houses,
Conl; will sell one or all on reasonable
terms. See F. II. Strong, or L. C Bennett. Phones 75 or 145.
FOR

WALK
tHi
mile

A

Ranches

small ranctr.

weit of bridge; modern bouse.

KOU

KALIS

OU

TRADE-So-

A.

me

good
in Colorado.

ranch and town property,
What have ynu? Phone 908-UIH OPKNINO t.f farm and a'o(-land
(n lie l.KHi.tlfiil
Clio ma Valley this
spring. Write K. Xlerou, Chama, New
Mxk-o-

FOK BALK Thlrteen-anr- a
ranch, on Old
Town boulevard; good
house
and out building; alfalfa; all kinds of
fruit anl berries; owner leaving account

SALE
Modern
brick in highlands, nicely furnished, 'our rooms and ohaltlr.Pli"n 348, ornwner 2417 HI.
sleeping porch, phone 113C-M- .
c.
FOK KALI-Itanch, two miles from
four acres, on main dlteh, double
houne. goraKe, milk house, good chicken
FOK HA LB Five-roobrick house; houses, Idonded chickens and turkevs;
and tools; terms, I'hone
modern; well el t unfed on car litta (n also furniture
.
hounc
hue
hot
air heat, iMIfi.j-,hfhlnnds,
Klaspod-i- n
sleeping porch, and ts comFi.tfi KA LM Nine-acr- e
ranch, on main
pletely furnished. Price t very - re&aoti-ihlmiles west of
ditch, one and one-hsrood trmt. Phone 152J- J.
Parelue b rid ice; new three-rooadohe
I'OU SAIJ'. one of the nicest homee in hniise and gampe; quarter mile from
Phooe 404-J-ViilverFlty
or post-offiUeiplita;
Spanish school house.
bfiT 2 5.
typii adobe, now and iwdern throtiiihont ;
larpe porchen, hot tvnter heat, bavement. FOR SALK-'Itanc- h
of nearly B00 aeref,
In
well
(ravaire, hardwood floors; lions
part heavily wooded, perpetual sprlnfcs.
fnrnfMhoiT.
owner, 117 South filrard. ideal onttle rane; herd
of reKlstered
A POINTKH.
Terefords, horses, chickens: farm Implenot a toothpl. k Four new
furnished homee, for rest of materials. ments; la-- g
ouse,
corrail. several
If you have not from three to eeven aniall
Illness tn
orchard.
thousand, don't worry me; no monthly family makes It necessary to sell. Prl--filcln enme paymenm; Just spot cash. Do and terms reasonable.
Address I., K.
Jiowmun, car- - postofflce box 311,
7, First National
you hear me ?
N. M.
Unnk bufldinf: a 3.1 per cent investment.
H
K
fve"new
A
KO It
AL
rart
home; fivP
room white stucco, furnished or unfurnished; strictly modern throughout
o
dress making;
with heautlful built-i- n features and lartce W AN TlilJ Ft
623 Wrst Copper.
plains sewing.
furffreplacp; dandy basement with AHouse haa W'ANTKD To 1cm h
lawn.
nace, newly put-I- n
modern four-roohouse, unfurnished.
been occupied mil;' a year, owner must
Phone L'tMI-sHl nt once. Fine location. Oood terms, Vk'f MAVK auvern
first mort-piix- e
sift North Seventh.
Joans.
McWho wants them?

ORJRENl

i'ort

401

1U2NT

Lltfht houscKteptng ruorusSouth Seventh.

FOU KENT Two-roofurnished apartment. 1023 West New York.
STKAM I1KATRD,
apartment;
rot sick; garage If desired. Pho.te 1
FoTt
KKNTModefn furnished apart'
ment, no children. 710 Houth Arno,

phone

1

..

Million A; Wood.
WAN TKD Second hand
counter show
case, glass floor cas
and partition.
Phono
CLEANING,
kalsomtne anff paper, waxing and oiling floors: work guarinreed.
John Goodson, phone (134-ftiwo partv, jT'r"r"i
WANTED
Uy out-o- f
furniture, rugs, stoves, elothi
and everythlmr. Adrlrews linx 400,
.v.'.
U AX iiAK'iiA f N"rt6k
t 3L
Soy .,
First, will pay the highest pr
for
your second-hanrr.d
clothing, ihn.

.i'

iCa

KENT
Completely furnished two-roo'
apartment, with sleeping porch. furniture. ph-8SS,
Fast Centra!.
'
THE OLD GOLfrSTAKOJd" Tu i "f- FOK RENT Two furnisTiea
rooms, for
first-clas- s
open for
light housekeeping; adults; uo i?k. dinners: goodbusiness;
home-mad- e
.)
hre
724 Powth Second,
pfes.x Fflna WMIUms, prno,'l- tor,
Three-rooFOK
KENT
furnished
KUO CLEANERS
$03
South
apartment, bath, porch.
x1l Rugs Cleaned. 11.25
MATTRESSES
renovated, $3.50 i
Ft) Ft KENT Furnished apartment, new.li'furniture repotred and packed.
In.
ly decorated; close
o., phone. 471.
Apply ?u$ Minium
North Sixth.
fT
KodAk
WATTCoreful
FOH RENT Very desirable modern furTwice dally service. Remember, aatts-foctlnished apartment; close tn. Apply 601
Send your finishing
guaranteed.
11S4-.Went T.Jem a. phnne
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
FOK KENT Furnished upartment, two ft Hanna, Master Photographsrs
rooms with sleeping porch, modern.
Phnne &7t. 1123 East Central.
FOK KENT Steam heated apartmenl,
TIME CARDS
in Park View court.
East Silver.
Call J. A. TTnmmond. phone 1522-FOK KENT
Apartment, two nice from
rooms with h(t and oold water, on car
ine
Phone JHW. 901 S .uth Third.
FOK KENT SnVall furnished and large
unfurnished apartment; steam heat and
hot wator. 1211 West Roma, phono 490-FOK r::"j' Furnished apartment, modWE8TBOLN.5 Dalljr.
ern; three rooms and sleeping porch; Train.
Arrive. Pepart.
Ku. J The 8cout.... 1:30 pm 1. 91) pm
bnsement. 1122 East :jM. Thone 1422-Three-rooFOK
RENT
furnished No. tT Calif. Limit, (J.H:30 am 11:00 am
No.
Fargo Fast. .10:50 am ll:!i am
apartment, rot and cold watr. ateam No.
The Navajo. .13:35 am 1:01) om
he.
liRhts and phone paid. 431
bouth
FOK
CI 3

Kroad way.
FO
RE N T Apartment, furnished com-pletliRht, water, heat and cooking

if

Sit
gas furnished. Crane Apartraeita,
North Seven tii.
FOK KENT
Furnlahed apartments, con
venient to sanatorium; four rooms,
p)nsaed-l- n
sleeping porches, gat; on East
Central enr tine. Call 1321 East Central.
or see McMlUlon A Wood Bhona 348.

No. 19
No. J7
No.

I

Nu I

SOUTHBOUND.
Bl Paao Exp
El Paso Eip
EA8TBOUNO.

The Navajo.. I lu pm
Calif. Limited. 4.00 pm

18.The Scut.... l:li

No.
No. to

T.

Elcht..

pm
7:20 am

scirra

10:10 pm

lt:t

am

t:.0

pm
40 pm
1:10 pm

.

7:i0

ap

No. 10 Prom Kl Peso fl :S3 pm
No. to Prom El Pssu T.00 am
No. 10 nnnneeta at Telen alth No.
for Clovla, Peoee Valley,
City an.l
O
Coast.
No, i connect- - at Bel.n with No. 11
FOU KENT Store room, beat business
Clovlw
an1 point aaaa anr) eoijh
location on Second street.
Address frnm

FOR RENT

8tnri

Miscellaneous

care Journal.

Journal Want' Ads bring rtsulta

Kur

ti

WHY VOTERS SHOULD

Virginia Dare Wine the original Garrett & Co.'s
Virginia Dare Wine, on the market for many years;
now sold with the alcohol extracted. A splendid
sweet wine. Large bottles, 60c; small bottles, 33c.
We had to replenish our stock of those good jams
and preserves. The line is complete again. If you
did not get in last week, come now. Paul's pure
fruit jam 1 pound net glass jar for 37Vac; raspberry, loganberry, strawberry, blackberry, peach,

"Why should the voters of
authorize the expenditure
ot $115,000 for a sewage disposal
plant?" Sufficient and compelling
reasons must be given by any one
who proposes such an expense on
the taxpayers, particularly at a
time ot business depression sucb
as we are now experiencing.
The Journal had a special representative in Santa Fe nsk Harold
diviF. Gray, who is chief of
sion of sanitary engineering and
sanitation of the state bureau of
public health, what valid reasons
there are for such an expenditure
at this time. Mr. Gray is a graduate civil engineer who has three
university degrees and has had fifteen years' experience in engineering and public health work.
"In the first place," replied
Gray, "It is contrary to the state
law to discharge sewage Into
streams. For the past two years
Albuquerque has been emptying Its
sewage Into the Kio Grande under
a temporary permit from the director of public health. This permit expires on December 1. 1922,
being extended to that time for the
reason that improvement in the
present condition, unless litigation
were resorted to, could only be effected through a bond Issue, and
bond issues can only be authorized
once In two years at general municipal elections. After this temporary permit expires Albuquerque
would be entirely without even the
slightest sanction in its present
course,
"Hut that is hardly a reason. It
is more in the nature of a fact
bearing on the general question.
Reason number one is: The pr sent
method of discharging crude sewage into the river bed causes an
intense nuisance during low water
The odor is
stages of the river.
extremely unpleasant in the south

Avenue.

'BRIE

EUGEI

A

Romance

in

and Fifth Avenue.

ot Constantinople

"FOX MOWS"

TODAY

PARA

"THE PR0PI1

Topics ot the Day.

Cometly.
THICKS.
RIXiCLAR ADMISSION

HAROLD LLOYD In

Pianos, Player Pianos,
Crafonolas and Records
Musical Instruments
Jewelry and Diamonds
Watches and Silverware
Indian Beaded Bags
Moccasins & Souvenirs
Navajo Rugs

LOCAL ITEMS
Coal Supply Co. Ahon 4 and 5
has reMrs. Clara Fergusson
cently purchased the former home
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles (1. Zapf
in Orchard l'lace. Mrs. Fergusson
will make a few alterations
occupying her new home.
Factory wood, full trucu load
four dollars. Ilahn Coal Company.
Phone 91.
George M. Hall, a member of
the "Dreamland" company, left
last night for Kl Paso to accept a
position with a dramatic company
there.
teleundelivered
are
There
grams at the Western Union for
Jose Quiros Pilar, Maud Nelson
and Robert I Walton.
B. C5. Whitted and sons sold a
bungalow in Orchard Place recently to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
O. Znpf. who have already occupied It.
Mineral lodge N'o. 4, Knights of
Pythias, will meet tonight at 8
o'clock. The degree of knight will
be conferred on a class of

OTHMAfS'S
Music and Jewelry Store
117 S. Cirst St

Phone

917--
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NOTORIOUS WOLF

Bl

BTB

Will Be Released

CAUGHT

HIDDEN TRAP

After a loner and successful career of cattle killing, "The Grandmother." a tilt r wolf of the .San
Juan country, fell victim recently
to Jim Young of the biological survey's predatory animal service.
In the same
trap with "The
Grandmother" were found ten of
i
her pups, each of them a poterr- tial menace to stock growers ot the
district.
"The Grandmother" had been a
noted killer for several years, and
efforts of local hunters and stock
men to put an end to her career
Khn was a
proved iinyiiccessiul.
nast master in her own
umning poison and traps cannily.
although It was found after her
n(.0 fallen
,ilat K1(,
vi(.,m t0 the extent of two ot her

The list of those who will atincludes the
tend the meeting
following names:
Max Gutierrez, Thomas Blair,
Max Chaves,
O. A.
T.arrazolo.
Kleseo Mora, Roy Thomas, J.
Nestor Chaves. Nicolas
llerrera.- Sisto Chaves, Iuz San- i lies,
i'erea. John RIgnacio
Jiayes. Anares nancnes,
Gabaldon, Frank Trujillo, Simon
flarcara, Corgoino Garcia. George;.
Armijo, Mateo Otero. Fred Crol- Kinallv
however, a carefully
rf
lott. Felix
Kaca, B uxenaine.
,,..n ..rounded bv false
Francisco I.ucero, Dr. James Den- trails and obstacles ' force the
route.
nis, Bias Lucero, Kugenio Lopes, culprit along the desired
1'ablo Anzures. D. If. Murphy,
her undoing ana sne was
Louis Saints. Manuel Garcia, Da- proved
together with her ten
vid Perea, Salvador Garcia. Juan captured, ..
... ,
'.
Pl,sA.
Montoya, Manhel Jaramillo,
During tne past momn iouok
Tomas Apodaca, Fredcrieo
seven wolves, ten
has
caught
Estban Sandoval, Meleton coyotes and two bobcats, the nio- Narviez and Juan Ortega.
logical survey reports.

i
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UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

FUNERAL SERVICES
FOR MELIT0N OTERO
TOMORROW MORNING

forget to notify Mrs. M.
W. Thompson of the Builders'
Supply company, how many trees
High mass for Meliton Otero,
you want for Arbor day. Mrs. who died last Saturday morning.
Is
head
of
the
will
the
be said tomorrow mornl: g at
Thompson
local committee and the price of 9 o'clock by the Rev. Father
tho trees will be $1 apiece.
Mandalari of tr.o immaculate Conception church.
There was a young girl named
The funeral procession will leave
Lolita,
the horns at 816 North Eighth
Who was stung by a lowland street at 8:30 o'clock. Friends of
the family are invited to attend the
mosquito.
But when asked Where's the
services.
The acting pall bearers will he
place
or her face,
On her neck
Felix Baca, John Baron Burg,
She said It was on the
Otero. Dick Lewis. Julius
Mandel and Dr. W. F. Whitwer of
Seven new homes are in course Los I.unas. The honorary pall
on the bearers will be Dr. J. A. Retdy,
now
of construction
Heights. This la the beginning of Victor Sals Jose Lewis, John Beck
the spring building boom.
er, Manuel B. Otero and Dr. E. M.
Clayton.
t
Tho burial will be In the family-loDEATHS AND FUNERALS
In Calvary cemetery.
ZIMMERMAN Morris W. Zimmerman, age 3 9 years, died yes- VOTERS IN RECALL
at his rooms in
terday afternoon Mr.
ELECTION MAY ALL
Zimmerman
the highlands.
had been hero about thirteen
VOTE ON APRIL 4
months, having come here from
Urbana, Ohio, where ho had been
Albuquerque voters who voted in
in the employ of the Pennsylvania
the recall election last fall will be
Jle is survived by bis able
railroad.
to vote In the coming election,
mother and one brother. The
they have not registered,
body will be shipped on train No. although
by reason of a resolution passed by
ac2 this afternoon to Urbana,
last Wednescommission
citv
the
companied by his brother, Roy day directing that the registration
Zimmerman. C. T. French Is In books for tho recall election should
charge.
be copied Into the new books.
It is also pointed out that pe
of
MULLENN1X The
body
who are not property owners
Mrs. Viola Mullennlx, who died sons
not barred from voting In the
March 3 6 at her home on East are
on election of tho commissioners.
was shipped
Iron avenue,
are barred only
train No. 8 yesterday afternoon from votingowners
on the proposed bond
to Kismet, Kans. Funeral services
is said to
were held at French's chapel issue. Some confusion
restriction.
this
exist
regarding
m.
2:30
at
p.
Sunday
Do not

Ed-uar-

qul-eet-

,

From the

I're.

RATIFICATION OF
PACTS CERTAIN.

The funeral of Juan-it- a
Solano, who died last Saturday,
will he held this niornlnir from
Crollott's funeral chapel. Burial!
will be at San Jose cemetery.
o
The funeral of
Pena will bo held this afternoon at 3 o'clock from Crollott's
Burial will be at
funeral chapel.
Santa Barbara cemetery.

PENA

F.mi-teri-

GILLETT AVERS

Public
Will Dominate the Senate
and Secure Approval,
Speaker of House Says.

SOMMERS Tho funeral of John
H. Sommers, who died last Thursday, will be held this morning at
10 o'clock from Crollott's funeral
chapel. Tho service will be private. Burial will be at Fairview
cemetery.
In
"SCXSHITTJi
Tim
nut
DAINTY GIFT PACKAGES.
I
amilc
nuts.
Pinon
ftliclli'd,
s. Spit, 323 North Tenth street,
Telephone 02.

ves-se-
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ADDED ATTRACTIONS:

MIRACLES OF THE
Peter Cooper Hewitt, .lis widow and their daughter, Anne.
Sensational cabled reports from Paris regarding the death some
time ago of Peter Cooper Hewitt, noted inventor, have led to the discovery that a bitter legal fight is looming over tho possible inheritance
in the old Peter Cooper trust fund of little Anne Cooper Hewitt. This
little girl is the daughter of Peter Cooper Hewitt and his beautiful second wife, who was Mrs. Pedar Bruguiere: She was the only child of the
distinguished New Yorker, who died in the American hospital in Neuilly,
August 25 last.
when Eugene O'Brien's latest Se'
nick picture, "Tho Prophet's Paradise," will begin an engagement
at that theater. Sigrid Holmquiat,
known In this country as "Swed
plays the lead
.."1!" Theater Repeating today ish Mary nctcrord,"
"Reckless ing supporting rolo in this picture
last time,
for the
is ner second appearance hi
Chances," featuring J- P- McGowan which
American-mad- e
films.
cast; also repeatwith an
Interest In Miss Holmqulst 1;
ing tho ".Miracles of the Jungle" intense
because of her
in
America,
episode, and "Current Events" piccomplete conquest ot her Scanditures.
navian audiences before coming to
I yrlc Theater "Her Social Valthis
country a short time ago. "The
MacDonald
Katherlne
with
ue,"
or
Picklord,"
Mary
and Bertram Grass by as the lead- Swedish
"Sweden's Sweetheart," is the way
ing stars, is being repeated today Miss Holmqulst was billed In her
for the last time; also repeating own
country, and so rapid was her
"The Love Egg," tho laughable rise in
world that
tho photoplay
two-recomedy.
she was in great demand by AmeriPastime Theater "The Prophet's can producers
before she left
wan Eugene O'Brien her native land.long
Paradise."
oust, is being repeated
and
In Sweden Miss Holmqulst en
today; also showing again tha joyed one ot the most rapid rises
"Fox News" pictures and tho Har- known to the motion picture art.
old Lloyd conu-dyBeginning at the age of 17, when
with absojust out of school, and on
T!1H i:'L"OA! ROMANCE
either
lutely no experience
(
i!
(
F.S,"
ill
"iiiX
IS
rtaire or Ecreen. she at once took
S
THRILLS 111!:
In
less
a hold on her public slid
two years' time she was the
than
as
J. P. McGowan, in directing
ranking nerformer on the Swedish
well as starring in "Reckless screen. In that country Biie maue
Chances." the Playgoers feature a number of productions before
shown for the first time yesterday being lured to Anieric.
at tho "il" theater and which 1st
"The Prophet's Paradise" Is debeing repented today for the last scribed as an elaborate production
some
worked
time, lias clevcily
in which Turkey
figures as the
The dradelightful comedy into a. railroad principal background.
story of daring adventure and matic action of the story places
upon the
nervy thrills.
great responsibilities,
;s Terry Nolan,of a roving, reeli
principal feminine lead and it Is
fortune who, said that Miss Holmi.uist meets
less, daredevil
though ho wears overalls andti10 responsibility with more than
wm ks in too tram yarns), wins tne ordinary success.
division superintendent's
pretty
This new sVrcon play was writdaughter, ana lounds up a gang oi ten by C. S. Montayne and direcdesperate thieves, J. J. McGowan tion was by Alan Crosland.
has a ro'o that f.'ts him like a
glove. His cool daring wins your DR. ADOLF L0RENZ IN
d
admiration, and his
manner of winning a bride is as
DETR0JTF0R CLINIC
romantic and adventurous as anyone could wish.
(H.v The Amorlntrd PrcM.l
Tketroi't, Mich., March 19. Dr.
WAXTF.D TO 111', ACTOR-- MA
Adolph Lorcnz, famous Austrianto
M.VKi'. 11 M IMUXTKU;
"bloodless surgeon" who came
SKK "liCll SOCIAL VALUE" Detroit to ooen tomorrow a week's
free orthopedic clinic for crippled
When Joseph Cirard, who plays children,
was mo guesi ui uunui
a principal rolo in Knthcrine
ot Mayor James Couzens
today
"Her
latest production,
members from
and
Social Value," which was shown as medicalprominent
A large
fraternities.
a First National attraction at the crowd also greeted the surgeon
Lyric theater yesterday and which when ho arrived from New York.
is being repeated today for the last
The 300 cases Dr. Lorcnz will
time, announced his youthful in- treat were selected at the prelimitention of becoming an actor, his nary clinics held last week.
mother Insisted that ho learn t
trade to fall "back on." She
Journal nnt nCs bring results.
thought ho stood a better chance
of making a living as a printer.
Consequently Girard learned to
bo a printer. That was twenty-eigyears ago, and Joseph has
not had to set a stick of type yet.
Woman for housework and to
Good pay
Ho was on the legitimate stage
assist healthseeker.
member
as
a
of
to right party. Postofflce box
twenty years, and
a stock company, did not leave
224, City.
New York City during twelve consecutive years. He declares that
fire drove him Into tho movies.
It was this way. The first day
at
he obtained an engagement
RUTHERFORD & G0EBEL
N. J., the town opera
Paterson,
to
the ground. Tho
house burned
GENERAL
next theater he went to burned
CONTRACTORS
down shortly after he got there.
517 S. Broadway. Phono 1503-Girard then went Into the movie
comgame with the old ,dlson
pany and was sent to Bermuda to
make pictures. After leaving that
company he spent three years with
Universal, one year In the east and
two In Los Angeles.
we will
1 Kp
Girard will long be remembered This week only
for his role of Ambassador Gerard put on crystals for
In "The Beast of Berlin." He rett
cently played with James J.
S. 2nd
in a serial and with Eugene i ITS
O'Brien In "The Figurehead."
He was born and raised In

9!

MfM

AND

"CURRENT EVENT
REGULAR PRICES.
rtflrtf .fit it for tofra

.rifchiriM

,

Theaters Today

'

01

Meeting of senior class. Ralph
Hernandez in charge. 12:30 p. m.,
roein 20, administration building.
Women's
meeting.
Miss. Helen MacAribur in charge.
, p. m., women's residential
S to
hall.
Tuesday.
Meeting of freshman class. F.
D. Reeve in charge. 1L':3U p. m.,
Rodey hall
Meeting of committee on student affairs. 4 p. m., room 2,
D.
John
building.
chemistry
Clark, chairman.
Wednesday.
Medical consultation for women
students. Evelyn Frisbie, M. D..
West
2:30 to 3 p. m., 313
Central avenue.
men
for
consultation
Medical
students. P. O. Cornish, Jr., M.
D.. 3:30 to 4:30 p. in., room 1C,
chemistry building
Y. W. C. A. meeting. Miss Mary
p. m Hokona.
Sands in cnarge.
Try-ou- t
for positions on the
university debating team, under
auspices of the Lowell Literacy
society. George Bryan in charge.
4 p. m., Rodey hall.
Alpha Delta banquet. Frank
C. Ogg In enarge. C:30 p. m.,
'
hotel.
Thursday.
Meeting of honor society of
Phi Kappa Phi 5 p. m., room Hi,
chemistry building.
2

G

Friday.

assembly,

11

a.

m.,

(Br The Aaaoclated 1'reaa.)
New York, March 19. The Am-

(By Tlia A.nnciiited PreM.)

Gil-lc-

se
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The outdoor, modern West, rich ore, a
d
g
damsel in distress, a
father, and an adventure-lovindare-devof fortune!
blue-eye-

"BE KIND TO ANIMALS
WEEK" ENDORSED BY
Opinion
PRESIDENT HARDING

Springfield. Mass., March 19.
Power of public opinion, despite
the "stubborn opposition of parti
sanship, Jealousy and perversity,
will dominate the United States
senate and secure tho ratification
of the treaties which resulted from
tho conference on tho limitation of
tt
armament, declared .Speaker
of the house of representatives
in an address here today.
The speaker satd ho believed the
condition of China Is really the
key to tho problems of the Pacific.
japan and the United States, he
satd, are tho two great powers
which have emerged from the war
and
with unquestioned solvency
with tho financial ability to continue on a large scale equipment for
war. These two powers, he added,
"have in the Pacific treaty Joined
with England and France In an
GERMAN STEAMSHIP
agreement that they will not gomu-to
war with each other without
BOULOGNE
CALLS AT
tual conference and discussion and
have put an end to the English-JapaneBoulogne, France, March 19.
steamer Antonio measure." treaty, which was a war
The German
Defalino arrived here today from
In his opinion, he said, was
Hamburg and embarked passen- oneThis,
of the outstanding features of
gers and mall for Buenos Aires the conference.
.She is the first
under the Germ.-.-n flag In regular service to call at Boulogne COLLEGE COURSE BY
since the war.
WIRELESS IS PLANNED
Another German line with sailings for North America, will have
New York, March 19. College
its vessels touch at Boulogne, beeducations soon may be acquired
ginning In May.
at homo through the wireless teleA. A. Roberts, decorator, tins re- phone medium.
New York university announced
moved Ills business to 222 South
toduv Plans for the establishment
fiti'ond street.
station at Its
of n broadcasting
Washinoton Smiare division, from
c. ii. coxxrit. m. i. i. o.
which classes in all its courses will
Osteopathic SlM'oinlKt.
2033-be conducted.
Stern lllilg. Tel. 701-J- .
Trans-Atlant-

-

fire-eatin-

.Monday.

University
Rodey hall.

--

SOLANO

1-

ASA

The debate .tonight between the
team of the slate university and
tho University of Southern California is the most important
event included In the program of
the university for this week.
The debate will be held in
Rodcy hall at 8 o'clock on the
inquestion, "Resolved: That an setdustrial court for the Judicial
of
industrial
tlement
disputes
should be established by the several states." It will bo open to
the public.
The remainder ot tho week's
program follows:

$150.

of

(

lEK'SPROGH

Detroit, Mich., March 19. John
Duval Dodge, millionaire speeder,
will leave the Detroit Mouse of Correction tomorrow morning ot 9
o'clock to lace a fresh series of
tribulations.
Tnesduv Mr. Dodge will be ar
on the
in Kalamazoo
raigned
charge of driving an automobile,
while drunk. He later will bo arraigned on a charge, of illegally
transporting liquor. Kwackerneck Ii
Knieline
Miss
Grand r.apids normal school student, who was seriously injured
whoti uhi innioed from 1) dees an
tomohile March II. after being ofoi
fe red, sho alleged, a drink
whisk ev. will lie suincieniiy itm"
j
cred to appear against him.
was senteneea it
Yonnir Uoi
a
serve five days in prison, pay
fine of $100, and his drivers license was revoked for one yeai
after he pleaded guilty here to
speeding Thursday. He earned the
admiration of the other prisoner"
Saturday bv the vigor with which
he shoveled coal, his first prisoi.
task. He worked so hard lie became 111 and had to be transferred
to clerical work.
When he leaves the prison he
will be master cf a fortune ot
the circuit court Saturday
having admitted to probate the
amended will of his father, the lata
John F. Dodge, permitting tho son
to share In the estate. Under the
original will voting Dodge was cut
oft with a monthly allowance of

Power

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

J
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-

all-st-

1 TO 11

OONTTNCOCS
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M.

LAST TIME TODAY
THEY SAW SHE HAD NO
"SOCIAL VALUE- "-

all-st-

e

,,.

1

HOLDS

LARGE PLACE

i

rniinfillir(
i

LAST TIME TODAY

V

tion to Face Two Other
Serious Charges.

1;

Forty Independent republicans
from this city will attend the
meeting today at Ias Vegas.

SB'S

Detroit House of Correc-

(By The AnMH'inted

FORTY INDEPENDENT
REPUBLICANS ATTEND
LAS VEGAS MEETING

part ot town and below the city.
Within a few years at the most, i
conditions are not improved, the
stench will be so intolerable that
the lower part of town will practically have to be vacated, with a
heavy loss in property values.
"Reason number two is that If
this is permitted to continue, the
city will bo up against a lot of
damage suits which could easily
cost more than the cost of the improvement proposed in this bond
issue. Kven now suits are being
threatened, but I have succeeded
in having action deferred, pending
the result of the election. ..
"Reason number three is much
more Important. The Rio Grande
valley Is one of the principal
sources of Albuquerque's trade and
business life. Properly developed
to a high state of agriculture, made
productive through drainage and
colonization, the prosperity and
growth of Albuquerque Is assured.
Keep on dumping untreated sewage Into the river and you will
practically destroy the possibility
of such growth and development.
"Reason number four ought to
be the best reason of all. No city
having the slightest claim to civic
decency will permit such a condition as now exists to continue longer. As a matter of civic pride, Albuquerque will want to be able to
say that all its municipal affairs
are handled In the best way possible.
"Let the present condition continue unchanged and in a very few
years the traveling salesman coming in from the west will say, when
he is crossing the Inlela bridge,
'Well, I can smell Albuquerque.
Hate to do it, but here's where I
get off.' And the tourist will ask.
what's this awful
'Conductor,
smell?'
And Mr. Conductor will
are coming Into
i ou
answer,
This will be line
Albuquerque.'
advertising for a progressive city."

FJiLDAYiDEBATirJG

.HBKHOMPMHBHHaW

FINALLY

THEATRE

Present Method Causes an Intense Nuisance
During Low Water Stages of the River;
Damage Suits Liable to Follow If Present
Conditions Are Not Eliminated.

Store
rd'sWest Cash
Central

P"ff

AUTHORS

WAGE DISPOSAL PLANT HERE

cherry, etc.

508

LEGAL FIGHT OVER MILLIONS WILLED
TO COOPER HEWITT'S DAUGHTER LOOMS

IAHITARY ENGINEER EXPLAINS

Here Is a Price Never Heard of Before!

LET'S GO

March 20, 1922.
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erican Humane association made
public tonight a letter from President Harding giving his approval
of "Be Kind to Animals Week,"
which thp association is planning
to observe throughout the country
beginning April St.
"I have expressed myself many
times In favor of this humane and
appealing movement." the president wrote, "and I firmly believe
we shall Improve our human society by every erfective step taken
to promote tho humane treatment
of defenseless animals and tho
protection of the weak and suffer
ing. Wltn rrry Pest wishes, for
your success, I am, very truly
yours.
"WARREN G. HARDING."
BOY 1XKCT1UKXTKD.
19.
March
Neb.,
George Schlueter, 14 years old,
was electrocuted here today. He
was carrying an electric cord with
a bulb attachment from the house
to tho barn. Ills clothing and
shots were damp from rain and
when he slipped and fell, the bulb
was broken and tho cord In his
hand formed a circuit of sufficient
force to kill him.

Fremont,

Let Us Send a Man
To replace

Sl'JX-r.YTOR-

whole-hearte-

pay good prices for firearms such as Rifles, Shot
Guns. Pistols.
Must be In
condition.
I
Ir-t
213 South
SI reel
A-

Heart?"

Here's splendid drama!

CATHERINE MACDONALD
--

IN

"Her Social Value"
ADDED ATTRACTION:

"THE LOVE EGG"
A Two-Pa- r
t Comedy
REGULAR PRICES.

's

ht

lOj

Cor-be-

"SWEDISH MARY PICKFORD"
SUPPORTING CAST
HliADS
EOU O'BRIEN AT PASTIME
Local theatergoers who have
long awaited tho opportunity of
"
seeing the) "Swedish Mary
on the screen, had their opportunity yesterday at the Pastin-.(the picture being repeated today),

1

DAWSON CHESTNUT

WANTED

HERE AGAIN
WISEMAN'S

The Best Buy on tho Local Market

$8.50 per Ton, Delivered.
COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER COMPANY
4

Let Our

PHONES 5
Trucks Give Tou Service.

We derrver any Tze any
where. Henry Transfer Con
Phone 939.

ELMS HOTEL
Finest

rooms

PIRE Cleaners
DYERS AND HATTERS
RUG CLEANING
Phono 453. Cor. 6th and Gold

In

the

state-st- eam

hot and cold
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
2.00 double.
i
With bath $2.60 single anu
double $3.00.

heat,

NATIONAL DRY
CLEANING CO.

Suits, Cleaned and Pressed. $1
Hats, Cleaned nud Blocked. $1
703 Kelrker

Avenue,

I'mine

Service Always

Quality First

16H5--

Pick-ford-

THE KING ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP
Free call and delivery.
tops $16 and up;
work shoes $5,00.
Plionc
003 S. Second.
hand-mad-

Auto
e

984--

FELL DOWN
And got his suit dirty. We
cleaned and pressed it. Twenty-tw- o
years experience.
I

that broken window

WANTED

rl

,

BILL'S

glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co
Phono 421. 42H North First.

We

Because she had been a sales-gibefore she married si
society husband.
She didn't know what the term meant, but she found out.
And she showed those dowagers and grande dames just
what HER value was.
Then she faced the biggest question
"Which shall be broken a Man s Life or a Woman

W.

SHOP.

E. Zclscr, Proprietor.

Fine Shoe Repairing

75c
Ladies' Half Soles
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
90c
Men's Half Soles
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
City Electric Shoe Shop
213 South Second St.

PhoncTSHK--

99

LAUNDRY CO.
"THE LACNDRY
OF QUALITY"

Phones 148 and 449.

First

B - I - W

THE IMPERIAL

Johnson Coal Co.
mm N.

91

W

Dyeing, flats
Dry Cleaning,
Cleaned nnd Blocked, Run
latest
cleaned
process.
ly

$11.00
WHY?

Ptae

Your Best Guarantee.

Phone
Free Call and Delivery
Work Done While You Wait
567--

Coal
Gallup Lump
A TON
1

Ilahn Coal Company

BEsTlimWHEWEST
PHONE 201.

EAST LEAD

HAGAN FUEL & SUPPLY CO.

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS.

